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4¡,sllesl
This study was undertaken to determine whether an
humanist.ic informal approach to learning could satisfy the
needs, concerns and interests of students, while at the
Same time improving self and other a$Iareness, values clarification, civic awareness and cognition. In order to test the
notionr it was necessary to devise, implement and evaluate
a nev/ curriculum based upon an open education philosophy.
The resulting program design, learning experiences and
classroom organization was explained early in the thesis,
whíle the methods and materials employed to judge the worth
of the program, and the subsequent analysis, followed in the
form of charts and a textual examination.

While the thesis was not intended to be an intervention study, it díd present some relevant findings from
two questionnaires which demonstrated that the program

a success.
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CHAPTER

I

TNTRODUCTTON

Over the past few years a recognizable shift in

teaching goals, strategies and emphases has ushered in the
beginnings of a new curriculum revolution. The result has
been an effort 1) to create more sat.isfying and relevant
programs "aimed at helping children with their concernsr"l

2) t,o offer greater opportunities for learning through an
open education environmentr2 3) to provide students with
an act,ive "experience curriculum"3 and 4) to emphasize self
a\^rareness and personal growth, or the "effective dimensions
of an índividual's life."4
Among the reasons for this change has been the
awareness of some educators that a number of urgent social
influences are being ignored. Tncluded among these are
1) the changing values brought about by the post-Sputnik
Ic. Weinstein and M. D. Fantini, Toward Humanistic
Educatíon (l¡ew York: Praeger Publ., 1971), p. 10.
2nonald S. Barth
"Open Educatíon: Assumptions About
ChildrenIs Learning," ed. Charles H. Rathbone, Open Edr¡cation:
The Informal Clâssroom (I.lew York: Citation Press, L97L'),
3_
"Reginald

D. Archambault, "The Philosopical Bases of
the Experience Curricullrilr" De\^rêy On Education (New York:
Random House, L966) , p. 160.
4oavid e. Purpel and Maurice Belanger, Curriculum
_and Cultural Revolution (Berkley Calif: McCutchan Publ. Corp. '
te72w
l-.\..'-

2

trends in educat-i.on, 2) the changing tempo of society
l
itself,- 3) the changing concerns of individuals in their
quest to become "more effective self-actualizing adults
after schoolr"2 and 4) the changing meta-issues, or "crisis
in the human imager"3 in authority, in economic values and
A
in pluralism. Accepting, therefore, that. this evidence is strong
enough to warrant a change ín educational methodology, it.
would appear that if this change is to occur, there will

be

an equally strong need for clear, tested teaching models

for teachers to implement or modify.
Purpose of Study
The underlying purpose of this thesis, therefore, is:
1. to offer a rationale for developing an alternative social scíence curriculum which employs an humanistic,
informal approach to learning,
2. to review the relevant literature,
3. to outline the methods, techniques and procedures
for developing a program aimed at dealing with the needs,
concerns, and interests of students, and, at the same time,
generating better feelings about self, and toward other
Iwitli" w. Harman, "The nature of our changing
society: implicat,ions for schoolsr" David E. Purpel and
Maurice Belangerriop. cit., p. 26.
2alfred S. Alzchuler, "Psychological Education,"
Ibid., p. 26.
3wi11i" w. Harman, rbid., p. 47.

4lbid., p.

47.

students, teachers, and members of the community,
4. to offer a number of suggestions as to how
curricular change may be ímplemented within a schoolrl

5. to describe the problems implementing a program,
6. to report on a student and parent inventory
questionnaire, and finally,
7. to suggest a number of implications and conclusions as they relate to the success of the program.
Rationale

In recent years a number of genuine criticisms have
been raised concerning the value of the existing Socia1
ScÍence Curriculum in recognizing the needs, ínterests and
capacities of students. Alvin Toffler has warned us that
unless our schools begin to organize their goals for the
future, students will go elsewhere t oî have to confront fut.ure
t
shock.- Future shock, said"Nei-l Postman, "occurs when you are
confronted by the fact that the world you are educated into
or believe in does not exíst."3
The problem tends to reach even deeper proportions.
1_
*For

a brief discussion of this questíon see R.

;' :,: :

H.

Howse, "The Micropolitics of Innovation: Nine Propositíons,"
Phi Delta Kappan, January L976r pp. 337-40

2Alrrir, Îoff,ler, "Education in the Future Tenser" ed.
Richard Vü. Saxe, OpenÍn9 Tf_ie Sêhools (Berkley: McCutchan

Publ. Co. L972) , p. 3.
3tt"i1 Postman and C. Vüeingartnerr Te.ag4!4q a¡. a
(New York: Dell Pubt. õõ:-Inc"*Ï9'69), p.
@

r:
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Some

educators have serious doubts that what is being taught

has anything whatsoever to do with determining our chances

for survival.t l{ore important than gaining the ability to
earn a living' said A. B. Hodgetts in, Wbg! cul-lqre? What
heritage?, is the fact that our students
. need the self-rewarding satisfaction of
developing their intellectual and creative por^¡ers
to the limits of their natural endowments
they need the intellectual skills, the knowledge
and the opportunities to play more effective and 2
satisfying roles as citizãns in the wider society.2
ïn SUmmariZing, hiS argument fOr a Canadian StudieS
Curriculum and, in particular, a more effective civics
1

course, Hodgetts remarked:
To deny the value of formal civic education or
to claim that young people are incapable of acquiring

it, is to deny a fundamental principal of democracy. .
Again, while referring to the inefficiency of the present
courses in Canadian histotY, social stud.ies and civics '

.:.::,,;:,:¡
''''
':'

r':

,:

:.:l

::r:':::'

¡.'t""''";'
'.'

"'"',.'

1,.r, -,,,,.,, ,

3

Hodgetts noted:

Let us frankly recognize that what we are teaching
our young people about Canada and its problems is
. These courses lack any contemporary
antiquated
meaning. They continue to be narrowlynconfined to
constitutional and poli{L,idal histöry.'
l"loreover, students must be taught the necessary
strategies for survival. In the words of Neil Postman:
1u"it Postman and C. weingartner, g.. sit., P. 15.
2a. B. Hodgetts, What culture? What heritage? (Toronto:
The Ontario Institute ror Studles-in Education, 7969), p. vi-

3ruiq., p. vi.
4rbid.,, p.

115.

,;:.
,,,,.,,,,:,

,","
,,,,,1,:..,,.,
' :; :':

1
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Survival depends almost entirely on the ability
to identify which old concepts are relevant., to the
demands imposed by new threats to survival.It would appear, therefore, that a more realistic
Canadian Studies course might promote a more satisfying
understanding of the wider community. In fact A. B. Hodgetts
explains, "that what we have been doing in our Canadian
studies program is not good enougth."2
These criticisms have of late received some empirica1 support. tn a study of the cogn'itive development of
young people, E. A. Peel found that the formal t ot exþlainer,
level of reasoning, or an individuafiè ability to form
hypothesis or propositions did not begin untíI a mental age
of L4.7 years.3 *h"t"as Jean Piaget believed these capacit,ies began to develop at a chronological age of eleven or
t\n/eIve,=
^ R. N. Hallam concluded that formal thinking,
particularly in history, begins at about L6.2 to 16.6 years
of age. He says, "that a mental age of 16.5 to L8.2 is
required for the beginning of the formal stage. "5
Parallel with the thinking of Piaget is Joseph
l*"it Postman and C. weingartnerr oP. cit., p. 208.
2a: e. Hodgetts, op.
91!., p. 115.
3". A. Peel "ïntellectua1 Growth During Adolescencer"
Educational Review 17 (1965), p. 33.
41. Piaget and B. ïnhelder, The 'Growth of Logical
Thinking from Childhood to Ado'Iescence (lUew York: Basic
Books, 1958), p. L32.
5*. N. Hallam, "Logical Thinking in HistorY,"
Educational Review, 19 (L967), p. 19I.

.1.:.'..'..:

.
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Adelson, who concluded that the ability to think in politi-

cal abstractions does not develop until mid-adolescence,
somewhere between twelve and sixteen years of age. He
concluded that:
By the time this period is at an end, a dramatic
change is evident; the youngsterrs grasp of the
political world is now riecognizably adult. His mind
moves with some agilitlr within the terrain of political concepts; he has achieved abstractness, complexity'
and even some {elicacy in his sense of politíca1
textures
Similar findings were reported by Kenneth Langton
of student,s in the United States. He said of students'
understandings of political concepts:
Studies of the relations between social stud.ies
courses and political relevant attitudesrreport
either inconclusive or negative results.'
It is, therefore, very possible that vlhat we are
teaching in the junior high school social studies courses
at present may be beyond the mental capacities of the
students, and as such, requires re-evaluation. Furtherr'it
would seem that, if one of our goals is citizenship, however
defined, our present courses of study do little to achieve
it,.
If improvements are to be made, therefore, it will
be necessary to develop a curriculum which will communicate
its essential principles and features in such a form that
they are open to:ciiticãl -;scruÈÍ.ny :.arid.ìareLrreaphbte:cif
1¡. Adelson, 'rTtre Political Imagination of the Young.
Adolescent," D"=q91"?, 100 (4) Fall, L97L, p. f06.
2Kenneth P. Langton, Political Soc-Íal-izat,ion, (New
York: Oxford University Pres

effective translation into practice.l rhi" thesis, therefore, questions our conventional assumptions about how
learning occurs, and attitudes change. Consequently, this
study disputes:

1. that knowledge. is best presented and understood
when organized in disciplines or subjects,
2. that content is more important than process,
3. that subject matter is unaffected by change,
4. that teachers a¡:e hired to transmit the ideas,
precepts and conclusions of thís content,
5. that the four walls of the school are the most
logical place for this content to be learned,
6. that structured forty minr,rte periods, three or
six times per cycle are the most realistic scheme for
learning,
7. that students learn by list,ening to their teacher
or by answering teacher-directed questions, and,
8. that the above are a preparation for life.2
Further, these assumptions contradict, what we know
about early adolescence. J. J. Mit,chell characterizes this
sÈage, the years between ten and sixteen years of ager âs a
period when:
Boundaries are not clear, definitions are not
crisp, body impulses are not precise and social
I
tL.'
SLenhouse, An Intiroduction To Curriculum
Research and--,Developme
p. 4.
)'Ne,il
Þost¡nan, and C.i lVeingartner, A Soft Revolutíon
(Wew York: DeIl Publ. Co., 1971), p. 9.

i

---,::

I
!1-::::

.i:

...

i,t,

,,'

patterns are not constant.l
As expressed by peer and others, this is a period when
formal systematic thought develops; a period when according
to Michell:
Mental-.growth brings about significant transformation
Thg soeiai, morat _anã p=v"rràioEiË"í
life of thei" adoreGF.
r-aaoresEnts questionthe source of knowledge and disagree opelit
;irh
pareñFãld orher autñotii"rG"-Éig,r="" .
He continuess

The thought process of the adolescent probe
into the inner personalíty more persistently
as a result periods ofrpensíve iãtrospectioñ
characterize his life.'Recognizing, therefore, that

:

1. Freedom from parental bonds is the single
mos! iqrportant social event in the early aaoiãsãent

cycle,
2. Learning to int,eract with members of the
opposite sex becomes one of the maior develop_
mental tasks of early adolescerrce,"
3. Justice is the
moral impulse of
the adolescence years,'flominant
4. Adorescence is the first stage in the rife
cycle when morar issues become exisõ.entialry
as
well as intellectually expensívê,t and,

1_
.
-John
J. Mitchell, Iluma4 Life: The Early Adolescent
Years (Toronto: Hott neinfr

2rbid., p.
3tbid., p.

5.

4rbid., p.

3.

5.

5tbid., p. 4.
6tbid., p. 6.
7tbid., p. 6.

9

5. Each person must foçmulate his
points on moral questionsr*
it. would

seem

that a totally

nevr

't,t-'-,

o$/n vier¡r-

set of assumptions must be

consid.ered.

Since kinds of thought are changing during this
early perj-od of adolescence, and since this mental growth

is bringing about significant transformation in the social,
moral and psychological life of the adolesce rrL,2 this
thesis offers a completely dif ferent set of educational
assumptions:
1. that learning takes place best when it occurs in
an open environment in the context of real, concrete, daily
Iife experiences, as opposed to the abstract imitating
experiences of the classroom,
2. that each learner ultimately, must organize his
own learning in his own way and subsequently is the best
judge of the worth of his learning experiences,
3. that a problem-oriented approach to learning is
more realístic especially when it is based on needs and
interests and not on subjects
4. that students are capable of directly and
authentically participating in the interlectual and social
life of their community,
5. that the community badly needs them in this
capacr_ty, 3

lrbid., p. 6.
2rbid., p. 5.
3roia. pp. 9-10.
r
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6. that improved student satisfaction wil1 result
in better motivatíon for achievementrl and,
7. that education in a free society should have a
broad. human focus and be based upon students' personal
problems and conc"rrr=.2
Program Objectives

In the most, general terms, the objectives, or
principles of procedure of the course, t,o be described and
anaryzed in this thesis, are those outrined by Hanrey and
assocíates in Man: A course of Study.3 lh"y are:
1. To initiate and develop in youngsters a process
of question-posing (the inquiry method) ì
2. To teach a research methodoloqy where child.ren
can look for information to ansÌ^/er qúästions they
have raised and use the framework deveroped in tlre
course (e.g. Èhe concept of the life cycle) and
apply it to new areasi
3. To help youngsters to develop the ability to
use a variety of first-hand sources as evidence from
which to develop hypothes.es and draw conclusions;
4. To conduct class discussions in which youngsters learn to listen to others as well as express
t,heír own views;
5. To legitimize the search; that is Ëo give
sanction and support to open-ended discussioñs
where d.efinite answers to many questions are not
found;
6. To encourage children to reflect on their
o\¡¡n experiences ; and,
7. To createa'new role for the teacher, in
which he becomes . r.=o.rið"-iãttrãr trt"" an authority.4
vühile the above aims suggest the broader aspects of
the program, the following goars are expressed as specific
1lo. Fantini
and G. Weinstein, op. cit.,

2rbid., p.
?

p. 32.

18.

'Hanley, êt al, ',Man: A Course of Studyr" cited in,
L. stenhouser-An rntroduction To curriculum Research and
Devêlopment (L

11

learning outcomes.
Specific Learning Outcomes
As a result of students structuring, evaluating and
supervising their ovTn learning experiences around contemporary social problems, it is intended that students will:
1. demonstrate a greAt,err sense of self-avrareness i
that is, they will develop an improved feeling of adequâcy,
compêtence and confidence. fn short, the intent,ion is
"to make children feel good about themselves"li
2. reveal a greater awareness of others; that is,
the ability to understand the relationship of individual to
indivídual, and among individuals in a gtoup2, in total,
ímproved inter-personal growth;
3. improve in their abílity to clar:ify values; that
is, they will develop a value system freely, by their own
choice, which, in general, is pervasive, consistent and
predictable, characterizing a life style;
4. indicate an irnproved sense of civicr respons,ibility;
that is, an understanding and appreciation of service,
co-operation, open mindedness and respect for the democratic
way of lifeì anð.,
5. acquire new knowledge while developing improved
learning skills includíng the ability to analyze, synthesize
and evaluate new information; that is, to develop processes
1*"i1 Postman, The School Book (ivew York: Delacorte
Press I L973), p. 119.
2rbid.., p. t2L.

l.:

L2

for predicting and explaining the principal problems
involved in the social, political and economic spheres of
the communíty.

CHAPTER

IT

Review :of T,iterature

The progranme described in this thesis, ent.itled

A Community Studies Coursê f or TJrban T,iving, incorporates
elements of a variety of educational approaches, including
open educatíon; experience education; effective-psychologi-

cal education; orr together, humanistic education. Since
there is an abundance of literature on these approaches,
this chapter, for reasons of practicality, will review
only the fundamental works.
Open Education: Its Nature and :Conteht
The term open education can be best expressed
simply as an informal approach to learning whereby students
through their "own volition cause things to happen.,,1
This informal approach has also been referred to by Roland
S. Barthr âs the "free d"y, integrated d.ay, integrated
classroom, informal classroom, developmental classroom,
and child-cente:red. classroom."2 ït is the kind of education

according to the Saturday Reviêw that discards "the traditional stylized roles of the teacher and oupils for a much

freer, more informal, highly individualized child-centered
lcharles H. Rathbone,
"The ïmplicit Rationale of the
Open Education Classroomr" Charles H. Rathbone, êd., Open
Education (New York: Citation Press, L97L) , p. 100.
2*orrald S. Barth,
"Open Education: assumptions about
children, learning and. knowledger'" fbid., p. 116.

r:_:4i":¡

L4

learning experience. rr1 Mor" succinctly stated:
Studentst,feelings, interests, and needs are
given priority over lesson plans, organizatíona1
patterns, r)SLd time schedules and no-option
structures. In fact, open education is much more. It is also a
physical arrangement, free from walls or, where walls
exist, involving free movement to the corridors, the
administrative offices, staff rooms, and the outdoors. Tn
writing on the maximum and imagínative use of space, Ruth
Flurry notes that:
Space is viewed as a commodity on which the child
has first option" When his needs are met as nearly
adequately as possible, then adult 4embers of the
school community can be considered.'
Open education also allows for flexibility
of
staffing, individual development, scheduling, planning,
student-initiated curriculum, student-staff needs, seLf/
group evaluation, and a wide variety of curricular materials
including the community itself"4
In her attempt to define Open Education, Barbara
Blítz has listed a number of philosophical premises upon
which the theory is based. She says:
1
-Ewald
B" Nyguist, "Open Education: Tts Philosophy,
Historical Perspectives and Implicationsr" êd,, Ewald B.
Nyguist, Open Eduiation (New York: Bantam Books, L972) , p. 85.

.)

-Ibid., p. 84"
t*
Flurry, "Open Education: What ïs ït?",
Ibid., p. ".
L04.
4tbid., pp. 104-108.

,:,,,,,,.

ti'.''
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Most would agree that 1. children should have

the right to pursue individual interests; 2. that
they nãed to be actively engaged with their environmenl and other people in order for meaningful learning
to occur; 3. that the environment is of major
importance in structuring the learning of the child;
4. that children learn at their own pace and with
their own particular Learning styles; 5. that learning
should be exciting and enjoyable; and 6. that the
teacherts role should be that of diagnostician, guide
and stimulator. With these building blocks other
ingredients may be quite variable, depending upon
thã philosophy and personality.,of the teacher and
upon the available facilities"Blitz continues:
Because I believe the form should remain flexible and open to change at all times, I will refer
to a general form of teaching which embgdies the
above principles as the open classroom.The goal of open education is, therefore, to provide
places where students can

out into the world of human experience around them and in their own way learq to act
in it' cope wit,h it, and make sense of it.In learning how to ínteract with others in an open
classroom environment, students further learn:
1. to develop a feeling of self-esteem, or to say
.

move

it, more stronglyr âs Barth observes
a strong self concept on the Part of the
the sine qua non of open education; if'
"niia'iå
and only if rhé 'child iespects himself will þe be
able to be responsible for his own learning.'
lBarbara Blitz, ghe gpen classroom: ¡{aking rt work
(Boston: Alyn and Bacon-inõ., L973) r PP- 3:4"

2rbid., p.

4.

3_
.
ftro1t, "Introduction", charles H. Rathbone, ed.,
rJonn
Open Education., oP. cit" ' P- 1.
4nonald S. Barth "Open Education; Assumptions About
Children's Learningr" ed", H" Rathbone, gPen EducAtion,

op. cit.'

p.

1-2L.
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2. to develop skills for a purpose; above all to
adaptable and capable of adjusting to their changing
environments,

be

1

3. to develop a "personal philosophy' a basic set
of values,"o and,
4. to develop a feeling for citizenship, democracy
and a concern about others, includj-ng family.3
Experience Ed.ucation: ïts Nature and Content
The assumption that learning takes place best wheir
it occurs in the context of real daily life is not wholly
nel^r. In l-938, John Dewey spoke of life's activities as being
"essential to the process of life adjustment."4 H" says:
Since experience itself is a process of adjustment to a changing environment, knowledge is
defined in terms of the interaction of the individual with a problematic situation.
Learning, therefore, which is derived from an
experience curriculum, is "experience education." Learnings,
consequently, are the changes that result from a series of

::.::::';:::
t

.)

'l

'"The Plowden Reportf ]i in Charles E. Silbermalf 's,
The Open Classroom Reader (New York: Random House, L973) , p. 85.
,
'"The Vermont Design for Ed.ucationr" in Charles E.
SilbermanrS, The Open Classroom Reader, Ibid.., p- 106.
a
'James S. Coleman, t'Ho\nt Do The Young Become Adultsr"
Review of Educational Research (Vol . 42, No. 4-) , p; 4324=Reginald D. Archambault, "The Philosophical Bases
Curricullfitlr" Dewey on EduCation, Appraisalg
Experience
of the
(New York: Random House, 1966) , p. 161.
tr
'rbid., p. 161.
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experiences. In

Expe:r,i'erùc;e A'nd

Educat:i'on, John

Dewey

remarked "that every experience lives on in further experi1

ence,"- one building upon another. It was his belief that
the fullest, most direct learning comes from a continual
immersion in life.
Other practitioners who centred education upon
"persistent life-situations"2 maintained that man's life
activities should constitute the central learnings. It has
further been argued by some educat.ional psychologists' that
generalized needs, concerns and interests of youth should
be an appropriate organizLng center for learning experiences.
ïn fact, many would argue that socialization is best reálized
through a "Social Role" situation. This can best be learned
by involvement with socíety, says F1kin, through co-operation
)
with others.' In order that students may develop into selfactualizing adults, students must learn t,he many statuses
and roles of societyr âs well- as their ovrn, to be properly
functioning citi r"n=.4
Tt can be argued, therefore, that experience
education is a method which provi-des students with face-to-John Dewey, Experience and Sducation (New York:
Macmillan Co., 1938), p. L6.
2Flor"rr"e B. Stratemeyer and Associates, Developing
a Curriculum for Modêrn Living, 2nd ed., (Uew York: Bureau
ge Columbia UniversitY, L957) ,
1

p.

12.

3rrederick Elkin, Thê child and Society (xew York:
Random House, 1960), pp. L9-20.
4t¡ia. r P. 20.
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face contact wit,h life and life spaces. This concept is
best expressed by John Bremer, former director of the
Philadelphia Parkway Program. He writes:
Learníng is not something that goes on only Ín
special places called classrooms, or in special
buildings called schools, rather, it is a quatity
of life appropriate to any and-every,phase of
human existence, orr more strictly,
it is human
1ífe itself
. the special boundaries of the
educational process in the Parkway Program are
co-terminouswiththe1ifespaceofthestudent
. nl_mselt.|
The program is designed, he says, to
. help the student Lo live learningtry within
his presentrlífe space [ana] to help him,eipãnd
that space
Affective - Psychological Education: Its'Nature and Content
Succinctly defined, psychological education is an
approach to learning which "attempts to intervene directly
and consciously in the personal, affectíve dimensions of
an individ.ualrs life. "3
The concept, although not totally new, has gained
greater significance in education of late, because of the
riots of the sixties and a need for enhancing individual
worth, self-awareness and self-actualization. The result
has been a variety of courses designed to increase
t--t
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lcharles Silbermaí, crisis rn The Classroom
(New York: Random House, 19
2rbid., p. 350.
3oavid u. Purpel and- 14. , Be.langer, Curriculum
and the Cultural Revolution (Berkeley: ItlcCutõñã-zu-Ëlll Co.,
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. achievement motivation, awareness and
excitement, creatíve thinking, inter-personal
sensitivity, joy, self reliance, self-esteem, self
understanding, self actualization, moral development, identity, non-verbal communication, body
a\^¡areness, value clarity, meditative proclsses and
other aspects of ideal adult functioning. Although concerned primarily with the affective
behavior of students, there is not total agreement as to
the degree of emphasis in an overall program having both
cognitive and affective elements; or whether, in factr the
development of ar4rareness techniques are ends in themselves
or are springboards for further cognitive development.
Barth, a proponent of open education, appears to favour a
middle of the road view. He believes that open education is
really a blending of self-awareness and understanding of
the worla.2 at present, however, there is insufficient
evidence to reject or accept either or both totaIly.
In general, the psychological curriculum is designed
to help adolescents develop as people. This is a paraphrased form of what a group of counseling psychologists and
teachers wrote as their central goal in prod.ucing an affective curriculum for developing educational experiences
designed to help students grow emotionally. They said, "Our
lalfred S. Alschulerr "Psychological Ed.ucation,"
Ibíd. , p. 25.6.
2

Ronald S. Barth, "Open Education: Assumptions About
Children's Learningisr" Charles H. Rathbone, qp. cit., p.

116.

r-...:;:.
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objective'is to
of education. "I

make personal development

a central focus

What appears clear to these authors does not

seem

clear to A1schu1er. He writes:
The goals of psychological education courses sound
vague, varied, overlapping, universal and highly 2
desirable: creativity, joy, a\Arareness' sensitivity.
What is more c1ear, he suggests, is the "operational"3

definition of such goals. He concludes:
In psychological education the course procedures are the best clues to the course goals since
it is through these procedures that the desired
psychological states are fostered in the course.'^
He is saying, ,therefore, that through the mastery of an
experience, a task, or a chall-enge,, the goal is itself
clarified by the procedure.
Humanistic Education: ïts: Nature and Content
What has been written thus far about open education,
experience education, and psychological-affective educatíon,
if collected into one theory, coutrd by itself, constitute
a philosophy of humanistic education. ïn fact, Neil Postman
believes
1
^Ralph
L. Mosher, €t â1., "Psychological Education:
A means to promote personal development during adolescencer" ed.,
David E. Purpel i,.:and'"1.[,., B,ielanger, Çqrqiculum and'-.the
Cu1Èural Revolutionr op. cit., p. 284.
2a1fred. S. Alschulerr'iPsychological Educationr"

op. cit., p. 26L.
3rbid., p. z6L.
4rbid., p. 26L.
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. thaÈ helpíng children be more human (as
opposed, sây, to being better spellers) is the
main function of schooling. . o . many humanists
have abandoned conventional schools altogçther
and have become involved in free schools.'
terms:

John Zohorik defines humanistic educatíon in these

Humanistic behavior'"rdflects a pragmatic, problemsolving orientation. By this r,'re mean that humanists
are committed to solving pract,ical problems.
The proper focus for a ñuiranistic cirrriculum ís the
tackling of'contèmporary problems facing our nation
and peoples throughout the world.
. flumanism
that is relevant to our times-must squarely face
values in conflict
must ðome tã grips
[and]pohrer
with the relationship betwgerr
and morality,
idealism and realíty
He continues:

In the process of dealing with the concept of
power, a relevant humanism must treat the relationship between the individual and the group. Humanists
assert that oners self concept is enhanced by
asking "Who am I?" .
Emphasis on the individual
and self concept indícates the humanists i4terest
in manrs phychological and emotional life.'
Gerald Vüeinstein and Mario Fantini have suggested

a similar philosophy. They say:
Education in a free society should have a broad
human focus, which is best sêrved by educational
objectíves resting on a personal and intçrpersonal
base and dealing with students concerns.
lu"il Postman and C. Weingartner, The School
(irlew York: Delacorte Press, L973) , p. L64.

Book

)

JOnn A'. Zohorík, ToWard Morê ÌIumanistj-c Instruction
(Dubugue: Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Co. Publ., L972), pp. 7-8.
a

'Tbid., p. 9.
4cerald lfeinstein and M. Fantinir op. cit.,

p. IB.
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They continue:
The humanistic school will be concerned with
knowledge, inter-personal relatj-ons, human potentialities and social problems. Students will have

an opportunity to be involved with all parts of
their humanity in effecting change within the
The humanistic
school and within society. .
and teachers l
students
one
where
be
will
school
questions
relevance.t
of
deal
with
witl
together
The humanists, therefore, view content in terms of

its potential for facilitating

human

growth. Weinstein

notes:
Students in the humanistic school will learn
to quesÈion educational content from the perspective of developing aesthetic growth .
students will seek relevance by applying both
knowledge and effective experience to the
problem of self-awareness, and self-fulf,illment,
and to the solution of social problems.z
Carl Rogers, of the humanistic school of psychologists, believes that curricula should be
. tailored so far as possible to meet the
than pushing him
needs of the individual rather
into some set or pattern. J
Significant learning, he says, should have the following
elements:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It has a quality of personal involvement,
It is self initiated,
It is pervasive,
It is evaluated by the [earner'
Its essence is meaninçJ.'

Itbid., p. 16.
2tbid., p. L7.
3Carl Rogers, Freedom To Learn (Columbus, Ohio:
A BeIl & Howell Co., L969) , p. 58.

4rbid., p.

5.

\.' : .:
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This practical, pragmatic method of learning he refers to as,
"experiential learning"l; a term synonymous with humanistic
Jearnang.

2

of the best reviews of educational goals associated with humanistic education is the sunmary by C. H.
Patterson. He þegins by quoting Carl Rogers:
In the world which is already upon us' the aim
of education must bg to develop individuals who
are open to change.'
Patterson, therefore, believes that:
Learning is a natural state of the normal
It is more important, then,
organism. .
that we provide the conditions which preserve
the natural process of learning ín individuals.
Or, put another way, that we develop people L
who continue to l-earn, who are open to change.'
Those who can continue to Iearn, says Patterson,
are those who are capable of self enhancement, selfrealization, self-actualizatiots, fu1ly functioning persons,
people, therefore, hopefully who would be sensitive,
autonomous, thinking human beings. To paraphrase Charles
Silberman and Carl Rogers:
The goal of education, then, is to produce
human t or humane, beings, whole beings, not
automatons, or intellects, but thinking feeling,
One

lrbid., p.
)
'zahorik,

Cliffs

5.

op. cit.,

p. 10.

)
'C. H. Patterson, Humanistic Education (Englewood
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1973), p. 20.

*ro¿u., n. 2L.
Sruia., p. 22.
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living - or acting - persons, persons who can
love, feel deeply, expand their inner selves,
create, anl who continue the process of selfeducation. It follows, therefore, that "the purpose of education is to
d,evelop, " says Patte::son, " self -actualizing person s ."2
Self-actualization has been viewed and studied by
a number of psychologists. However, because of tts thoroughness, only that of Abraham Maslow will be reviewed. In a
study of a selecÈ group of livi-ng and dead persons, Maslow
found fourteen cornmon characteristics which he defined as
self-actualizing. They are:
More efficient perception of reality and more
comforüable relations with it,
Acceptance of self, others and nature,
Spontaneity,
Problem-centering,
The quality of detachment; the need for

privacy,

Autonomy, independence of culture and
environment,

Continued freshness of appreciation,

The tmystic experiencêr t the oceanic feeling,
Gemeinschaftsgefuhl; empathy, sympathy,

Interpersonal relations,
The Democratic Character Structure,

lrbid. , p.
2tbid., p.

22.

22.
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Means and Ends,

Philosophical, unhostile, sense of

humor,

Creativen"=".1
Persons, therefore, possessing high levels of the above
characteristics wourd be self functioning. patterson warns

rfsr however, thaÈ if too few of these characteristics are
found among individuals of our future societies, society
cannot survive.2
If , says Patterson, self-actualization is the ultimate
goal, then the means (a second.!treve1r.,Sf,;.goáls). muSt:lsel?ve

the end. He refers to this secondary level of goars as
"mediate goatrsr or sub-goals.,,3 They would include t,he
ability "to read, and wríte and to handre simple mathematics.,,4Themethodandd'egreeofinter-relatednessofthe
two goals will vary widery from person to person, but the
emphasis must be how the sub-goals might serve the ultimate
goal, that is, they should not be ends in themselves.5 rh"
argument, hotrrever, is circular; what is important is selfactualízation
Thereare'howeve::,threebasicconditions,Says
Patterson, which minimize threat in interpersonar relationships between the learner and the teacher, because, if

It¡ia.,

pp

)
-Ibid.,

p. 28.

. 26-27.

3lbid., p. 28.
^'Ibid.,

p. 29.

5rbid., p.

30.
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disturbances to learning are the result of threat, then

there must be:
1. Empathi:c Unde,rs:tanding; the "achieve4ent of
putting
f the other. "'
2. ResÞect or Nonpos;s:es:s'ive üIa:rmth; acceptance of
anotherrs worthr
âs he is, "without judgement or
-"iiti"i"*,
condemnati;;,
iidicute , oi dépreciation. "2
3. Genuinene:ss; openness, honesty and sincerity, no
facade,æèE[ã;r

therefore, are the
key elemenËs necessary for self-actualízation as they could
be developed in an humanistic environment.
What has been suggested above,

Documented Pro.grags \^rith,'a.n Tluman:Í'sti:c, Base

ït is the purpose of thís section to survey the
programs which have elements of those philosophies of
education which r¡/ere discussed above, and which exemplify

the spirit of this thesís. However, since there are virtua1ly hundred of examples which could be cit.ed, this
paper, for reasons of practicality will review only a
selected number.

¡-i:..-

Schoo.l_Without Walls: The Philgdelphj-a Parkway Project

In the sixties a group of 3.43 students in the city
of Philadelphia began to utilize "the immediate environment
-Ibid. , p. 70.
'*., n. 7r.
1

3tuia.,

pp

. 7l=72.

l
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1

as a learning laboratory. "- In FebruãTY, L969, these
students virtually left their old traditional classrooms
and began "using the whole community as their school."2
The experiment, known as the Parkway Project, has however'
raised some serious questions about the process vre commonly

refer to as "schoolihg. "
Most evaluators of the Parkway Project claim that
the results have been more positive than negative. One
research group claimed that students "felt that their
school experiences were relevant, and had it not been for
the Parkway School, they would have been dropouts."3 ït
hras also reported that in comparison with other schools there
has not been any teacher or student dropoutsr4 an equally
inte::esting testimonial. What míght be similarily proven is
that students have extended. their life space and increased
tr
their capacity for experience.' This is a very real function
for education.
-Glen T. Barthan, Sqhoo1 Without We_Ils (A paper
presenLed at the Council of Education FacilitÍes Planners
Ánnual Conference, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Oct. 6, !9'70,
ERIC ED044813), p. 2¡ See also John Bremer, The School
Without Walls. Philadelphia's Parkway Project (New York:
1

2rbid., p.
3rbid. , p.
4rbid. , p.
tr

'fbid.,

p.

3.

g.
9.
10.
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An equally interesting measure of success is the

fact that símilar programs are now found in Chicago,
Montreal, New York, Los Angeles, Baltimore and London,
England, * and appear to function equally well for students
1

from k-L2. There appears to be very little

evaluative

literature at present on these projects, yet what is
available is encouraging.
Broject Wingspread: Chicago
In this program the students used the metropolitan
community resources as the interface for open communications. Three steps were'taken; first, a search for object.2
ives;second, a statement of ideology and a description
of a Social Studies Action Program;3 and third, a High
School Curriculum overview. 4

In essence, the field program experience, v/as
designed to bring students face-to-face with spokesmen of
different ethnic, and racial groups. Discussions were
stimulated by previously assigned. readings and experiences
lColír, Ward et â1, Streetwork (Boston: ..Èutledge &
Kegan Paul , 1973) , pp. 6-9.
2__
-Harriet Talmage; Lloyd J. Mendelson, Project

'Harriet Talmage; et â1, Ideology and Social Action
Programs (Washington D.C.: Office
f).
3--

4-'Harriet

Talmage; et al ttigh School Curriculum
Overview (Washington D.C.: Office of Education (DHETV) , I97L).
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gained through interviews qnd background information pro-

vided by the teacher.l
By studying, the variety of racial and ethnic aroups
of the chicago metropotritan community, students gained new

,.,,;,,,¡,;,

insights and understandings which all-owed them -to exprore
the ways that men of diverse backgrounds can use their
distinct qualities as well as their common characteristics ,
to further contribute to the greater metropolitan community.
The students learned how a spirit of give and take, between.
radically different types of people, can lead to mutuar
understandíng. These concepts, concluded the researchers,
were essential to the further development and progress of
a metropolitan community, 2
Streetwork: The ExpLodj-ng Schoo1
A more recent program is that developed by Colin

:r.::.']:;i:i:::
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ward and Anthony Fyson. This is a modern attempt to link

studentsrinterests, community problem oriented experiences,
and inquiry skills to the local environment. They refer
to their concept as ,,streetwork.,,3
They begin with the foltowing statement, "There is no
substit^ute for experiencing an" environment at first hand.,,4
l-bid. , p.

l
t

i.i,::.:,,.

:'i':
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36.

3Colin Ward, êt al, Streêt\¿ork: T@
(London: '-.,Rutledge, Kegan ffi

'Ibid. , p.
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The authors claim that all too often teachers are spending

too much of their energies working on syllabuses that
require Iittle if any fieldwork.l rhey continue:
But there must be an increase in urban studies
and, therefore, urban fieldwork in our schools in
order that the actual environment of the schools
may be used to the ful1 and be better-""¿ãt"tood.2
The tone of their thesis is exciting. The phrases
they use are far reaching; "greater relevance" i "to gain
insights"; "comtnunity involvement in academic learning";

:.....:.
'..'.',,,

.

',,

:.:

:i:, ,.':.r,
,..

"problem-oriented approaches"; "current issues and concerns",' "consid.eration of action"; and "conflict under1
standing. "' Their purpose is clear: to guide students
toward meaningful, worthwhíIe and beneficial experiences.

,.,.,-,,

a

;'

..

Although committed to a philosophy of open educa-

tion they nevertheless are struggling for an inner working
definition; one which will not be associated with the
sciences. For this reason, they have chosen as a concise
titIe, "Environmental Studjes"4 rather than, Environmental
Science. By choosing this format they believe they can
better study topics such as "social questions, problems of
policy and planningr"5 and at the same time make better use
lrbid., p. 11.
2tbid., p. 11.
3rbid., pp. 11-15.

4ruid., Þ.
'rbid., p.

15.
15.
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of community resources. They says
For where there is a living community there the
pupils should be encouraged to identify their own
interests and see adults as representatives of a
group into which they are all too soon to be plúnged.They refer to such experiences as I'Life Classes ,"2 or a
total absorption in the life space of their community.
This program, and others, have been praised by the
authors of a Standing Committee in geography in Great
Britain. They say, that det,ailed studies in urban areas are
today an accepted part of the geographic field, and considerable academic developments have been made of Iate.3
Urban studíes they sây,
. provides an excellent opportunity for
the teacher to show how geographical studies play,
a part in the helping to solve existing problems.=
The research, ho$tever, seems to indicate that Ward'S
program is the exception rather than the rule. In most cases,
programs seem to have a narrow focus; based on either
economic or social groups. One such program is that described by p;rofessor Stamp. Students in a field stud.y attempted
to correlate economic opportunities to class stratification.
The resulting research and student participation, according
to the evaluation, although only a singular attempt, proved
1

-Ibid.,

p. 15.

)
-Ibid.,

p. 19.

1

3ali"" Coleman, "Land. Use Survey Handbookr" êd.,
M. Long, Ilandbook for Geograþhy Teachers (l,ondon: Methuen
and Co. Ltd., L964) , p. 63.
4rbid., p. 64.
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satisfying and produced an excellent learning experien"". l
Suburbia: New York State

could not complete a summary of the programs
related to open education without referring to a Community
Studies Course cited by NeiI Postman and Charles Weingartner
in The Soft Revolution. Postman describes a school near New
York City which developed what he called "good relations"2
between the community and the students who planned their
One

,

experience, analyzed their results, formulated. their conclusions and made recoÍtmendations for implementation from

their findings to the

,,

i

community.

student-oriented and based
upon individual interests in current community problems.
ït was further based upon a number of assumptions which
this thesis has borrowed. Thusr say Postman and Vüeingartner,
The program was totally

,

,

,
1

. the program reduced the reliance on classrooms
and schoot UuitAings, and transforms the relevant prob;
lems of the community into the students' ''curriculumt .''
Additional Selected Readings
It is worth mentioning three excellent books which
have sumrnarized many programs having an humanistic base;

ltbid., pp. 65-66.
2Neil Postman and C. lrleingartner, The Soft
Revolution, p. 13.

3rbid., p.

g.
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Postman, êt al, The :Schob'l, Book1¡ Nyguist, et a1,
Educa,Uion: A Sôurc,eb,oo,k' :fôr. p,ar,e,nt:s 'and Teâche,.s2

,

Rathbone, OÞen

3

Educ:a:t:i:orn;:' {I,he

:Ih:f.ormal Classroom.

OÞen

and.,

-

Li.-:.

l
-Neil

Postman and C. Weingartner
2ewald g.

Nyguist, et a1 op. cit.

3charles Rathbone, op.
cit.

op. cit.
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Epilogue:
'Tomorrohrr s school will be a school without walls
a school built of doors which open to the entire
community',
'Tomorrow's school will reach out to the places
that enrich the human spirit - to the museums, the
theatres, the art galleries, to the parks and
rivers and mountains.'
'It will aIly itself wíth the city, its busy
streets and factories, its assembly lines and
laboratories so that the world of werk d.oes not
seem an alien place for the student.'r

1_
-President

Lyndon Baines Johnson, from a speech
delivered before the American Association of School Administrators, February 1967, Donald W. Cox ed. The eity As A
Schoolhouse (Valley Forge: Judson Press, 1972) , p. I79.

CHAPTER ITT
PROGRAM DESTGN

A

COMMUNITY STUDTES COURSE FOR URBAN LTVÏNG

This chapter attempts to present as systematically
as possible the methods, techniques and procedures employed
to develop a program which would satisfy the needs concerns
and interests of the student. rt is divided into the
following sections; 1) Implementation and Development,
2) Primary Learning Experiences, 3) out-of-school Experiences, 4) Supportive Services and para-professional
Assistant,s, 5) classroom organization, 6) Budget rtems, and
7) Problems of Implementation and Evaluation.
1.

Implement,a'Uion and' Dêvelopment

(a) Administ,rative ahd St,aff apÞrôvaI
Before the course r^ras implemented, approval was
obLained from all interested groups: administration, staff,
students, parents and community. This was seen as imperat,ive because the success of any curricular change is
determined by the degree of participation eaeh group has
in the implementation and evaruation in that changer. For

this reason the original and arr subsequent proposals were
submitted to the school administration, the social studies
committee and all other concerned staff meinbers for their
consideration and approval. (See Appendix A).
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After some deliberation, the proposal was accepted
with the proviso that the administration monitor the
program. rt was further recoflrmended that, since the course
was not accredited by the Department of Education, it be
taught as a supplementary program over and above the
regular, prescribed courses. under these terms, the students
of two classes opted for the program and began to develop
their ovrn curriculum based upon their perceived needs.
rn the second year of operation, the administration
again approved the course and alrowed five classes to
regíster. The selection of student.s was never an issue,
since any stud.ent could opt in or out of the program at
any time. A second position paper r,iras submitted to all
department heads and members of the social science Department in an attempt to gain more support for the program.
while more members of the staff did give their approval,
the concept of self evaluation hras never accepted by them.
In order for the program to receive general
approval it was finally necessary to submit a proposal to
the school superintendent and the Director of curriculum,
Manitoba Department of Education. only after this approval
was the community studies course given authority to function
as an accredited course within the school.
(b) Student ApÞroval
once the community studies course received full
acceptance, st,udents wishing to register for the course
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simply'submitted their name to the office upon graduation
from grade eight. Since a great many students wished to

register for this course, it was necessary for the administration to impose a quota system similar to that of a
lottery. In order that the students might make an intelligent choice, each grade eight student was provided with a
course description of all options available in the grade
nine social science program. The choices v/ere not necessarily
binding and could be changed within two cycles, if space v¡as
available in another option course.
(c) Parental Approval
In order to gain their support for the program in
the initÍaI stages of its development, it was decided to
bring the parents of those students who first.wished to
register for the course together for an evening workshop.
A letter was sent to students' homes explaining the purpose
of the meeting and an evening was set. Once the parents had
heard from the administration and the t,eacher they r^¡ere
given the opportunity to sign a Parents Permission Form
for the Community Studies Course or the regular Social
Science Program. Because of its success in gaining parental
support the same procedure has been followed each year.
i-.
L':

(See Appendix B).

As a final step in gaining their support, parents
were asked to assist in the evaluation process. This

was

accomplished by a parents' questionnaire at the end of the

course (See Appendix C), and through a final parent

and

.
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student meeting where the¡-, and other invit.ed members of the
community, heard recommendations from the students who had
organLzed

a Student Action Committee for

Community Ïmprove-

ment.

(d)

Community AÞproval

Since the course vtas rel-atively new, and required the

support and approval of the community to be worthwhile, it
was decided to dístribute five hundred (500) questionnaires
and attitude forms (See appendix C). These were collected
and analyzed by the students, 1) to determine the concerns

of the community, and 2) to discover the der-ree of help the
student.s might receive from various members of the community
in their search to find solutions to their own problems and
concerns.

2. Prima,ry tearning Experiences
The primary learning experiences are defined here as
those necessary understandings and preparations required by
studeni--s to id.entify, define and analyze community problems,
concerns and issues. They include (a) Defining Personal
Needs, (b) Setting Group Goals, (c)'lchoosing a Problem,
(d) Pre-Testing, (e) Developing Procedures for Gatheríng
rnformation (f) Summarizing Readíngs, (g) Analyzinq and
Evaluating Interviews, (h) Analyzing and Evaluating Community
Attitudes, (i) Formulating New Hypothesis, (j) Implementing
an Actíon Programs, and (k) Evaluating the Learning
Experience.
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(a) Defining Personal Needs and Setting
Personal Goals

With the assistance of a Student Handbook (See
Appendix D), prepared by the teacher as a guide in developing the student program, the pupils were encouraged to
list their individual needs, concerns and interests, and
to restate these in the form of intended outcomes. This
stage was by far the most difficult because few students
had ever been asked to aim for any other goal than those
'
set by their teachers t ot a curriculum. Alsor âs one goal
was attained or changed, students found that they
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rÁ¡ere

requiredtoredefinetheirobjectives.oneofthemost
frustrating challenges, therefore, was when students were
required'toformu1ateneÌ,voutcomesoutofchangingcircu¡nstances. This redefinition occurred several times throughout the total experience, but each time the new goals
became much easier to phrase.
In most cases, students were successful in formulating their own goals, while others simply rephrased the
questions asked in Handout Number Three of the Student
Handbook. (See Appendix D). At no Lime Ì47ere the handouts
imposed upon the students. However, if a student asked
for advice he was recommended to foIlow the Student
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Handbook;

(b) Setting Group Goals
Groupprojectsarefarfromne\^7'andareusedwith
varying degrees of success in virtually every grade from
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kindergarten on to produce some form of co-operation.
They have, however, not been used to their fullest potential

in creating action proglrams which might benefit others in
the community.
With encouragement from the teacher, the students
virere asked to form committees to define a problem, concern
or issue acceptable to the group, and then to set a number
of group goals. If any group had difficulty setting their
goals they could turn to the Student Handbook for assistance.
New roles soon developed, and the leadership of the group
shifted throughout the year. In most cases the group goals
weredeve1opedthroughcommitteedecisionsandinput
However,some9roupsappearedtore1yupontheguide1ines
presented- in the Student Handbook.
(c) Choosing A Problem
The one concept which has dominated this thesis has
been the notion that the best walr to deal with studends needs,
concerns and problems is to provide them with an informal
atmosphere in which they can identify, define and resolve
their personal problems. Since their needs continually
changer âs do the problems current in any community, it was
necessary to provide the students with an open timetable
whj-ch they themselves could structure. It was also imperative that the students be given maximum control over
sched.uling their experiences and in choosing their topics
of research.
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The following is a list

of concerns generated by the
students over the past four years in the program as they
\^¡ere developed through group discussions t or with the help
of the Student Handbook. In most cases the students identified problems, concerns and issues which v¡ere most closely
related to their own generation, but they also identified
problems of a current nature which were receiving media
coverage, either on the television, or in the newspaper

,;,,,,,,,,
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They included:

1. Drugs; aIcohol, L.S.D. ' marijuana and sniff,
2. Race relations, Civil Rights, Civil Liberties,
Assimilation, and minority problems,
3. Alienation (conflict),
4. Media '
5. Abortion and unwed motherhood '
6. Juvenile delinquency, crime and law enforcement,
7. Social change,
8. Senior citizens,
9. Medical care ,
10. Welfare roles ,
11. Poverty and related problems,
12. Advertising and indoctrination,
13. Sex and Family Plannitg,
l-4. Rehabilitation of the mentally ilI, the handicapped, the paroled and the disabled,
15. Career opportunities r
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,'

. Ed.ucation,
L7. Correction, parole and probation of those who
would break the rules of society,
18. HousÍng |
19. Energy and recycling,
20. Moral and values education,
2I . unicity government,

,

16

22
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23. Democracy ,
24. Traffic control,
25. Strikes and unemployment,
26. Urban blight ,
27. Garbage disposal and sanitation,
28. Air and noise pollution,
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29. Urban studies ,
"

30. Mass transportation,
31. Cultural fulfilment,
32. Urban planning,
33. Recreation,
34. American Corporate interests,

35. Religion
36. Family I
37 . Nutrition,
38. Economics,
39. Protest movements,
40. Conflict,
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These are but a few of the concerns studj-ed by the

students, but they include the core areas of interest.
Secondary to these topics, $rere a number of concerns which
v¡ere not given headings, but were expressed by the students
when they wrote

out their group and personal goals.

They

included:

1. peer problems (disconnectedness),
2. physical development,
3. understanding of self,
4. recognition, or acceptance by their peers,
5. status,
6. economic independence,
7, freedom,
B. roles (power),
9. birth,
10. identity,
11. security, and,
L2. opportunity to benefit society.
. Once a group identified and defined a common concern it was the responsibility of each member to isolate
specific problem related to that concern, and to prepare
a series of questions designed to deal with the problem.
Listed below is a sample of the type of questions
which the students asked about Juvenile Delinqr-rency and
Crime and Law Enforcement.

a
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1. Are police "pigs"?
2. Is crime prevention a public or police responsibility?
3. Is juvenile delinquency the result of an
apathetic society?
4. How can the private citizen most effectively
insure the safety of his own property?
5. How can lre Prevent raPe?
6. Is a police state the only solution to crime
prevention?

7. Can crime in high places be controlled?
8. Are public officials higher than the law?
(d) Pre-Testing
The students were encouraged at the outset to
entertain a number of personal solutions, or anslrlers to
their stated problems, with the understanding that whatever
solutions or answers Lhey postulated, would be for their
own evaluation at a later date. fn effect, all answers were
right ¡ or more accurately, were open for re-evaluation at
a later date.
During the initial

stages of defining their problems

the students had only used loose-leaf papers and had no
formal outline. It was necessary, therefore, to suggest
a number of possible alternative methods of organizing
their research. One such format was presented in the
Student Handbook entitled, Course Outline, and generally
became the accepted form of organizing their learning

4s

experiences. The result was the creation of a Student
Research Booklet.

the problem or concern was def,ined, the students
were asked to submit a number of alternative solutions to
the problems under the heading pê:rsohal ïnsights and
Alternativê solütions. These solutions could be re-evaluated
at a later date to determine whether they had learned any
new ideas. If so, they could consider that the experience
was worthwhile and learning had occured. Not only couId. they
judge the worth of the experience in gaining new insights,
they could also compare old assumptions by supplying proof
of a previous conviction about the problem. No experience,
therefore, was ever a wasted effort since verifícation i.s
in itself proof ,öf.:an hlzpothesÍs.
Once

(e) DeveloÞing Procedure,s for Gatherinq Information
Once the students had defined their problems and
submitted a number of possible solutions, they $rere encouraged to read a number of resource books provided by the
t,eacher. rt was found that many students hated reading, and
would not have read anything all year, had not a series of
books entitled Probtems ïn Anr-erican'Societyl appe"led to
them' The series is written for Junior High students and
discusseF virtually all relevant contemporary social
problems. A list of these is found. in the bibliography of
't

'Gerald Leinwald êd., Problems of Amer-ican Society
Se,ries (Richmond Hill: Simon
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Handout #3, in the Student Handbook.

Tt was found, however, that in vertually every case'
pressures \^/ere necessary to encourage further reading, and
by the end of the course a certain set of readings became
compulsory. Whj-le the books were to be related to the
students area of research, pupils still had the right of
choice.

Since the school library had limited facilities

it,

to extend the classroom to the cj-tyts
libraries. With this resource at their command the choice
vras conveniently expanded to periodicals and vertical fíles.
V'Ihil-e sti11 in the process of . reüj-eùing ::the..literature, the students initiated their research into the communíty. Wit.h the help of the ïv1anual of Social Servicesrl
provided yearly by the Junior Chamber of''Commerce, the
students began preparing taped out-of-school interviews
with the hundreds of agencies available. These interviews,
therefore, \^/ere carried out either in the office of the
agency, in the school television studio, ot in a private
home. The choice of the place was at the discretion of the
interviewee rather..than'.the group.
Since the students were given block periods of time
on their timetabl-es it was possible to arrange appointments
on a ha1f, ot full day basis. In order that the students
became necessary

'l
__
-L.
Mahual ofl
Lenton, _L975-76

Manitoba (Winnipeg: gueen's

Soc'i,a.-l

'services in
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could arrange these appointments without disturbing the
school routine, the principal allowed the pupils to have

a telephone installed in their classroom which, thereafter'
became known as, The Isaac Newton Student Action Committee
Offices. Each appointment was followed up by.a letter,
including the questions the students were interested in
discussing. In the past, these letters were typed by the
secretarial staff of the school, or by the students themselves. It is hoped that in the future, a private secretary
can be hired from the typing course at a local high school
and paid for, as with the phone, by the students themselves,

or through school grants.
(f) SummarizÍng Readings
In order that the students might benefit from their
readings, they were provided wj-th two review sheets prepared by the teacher as a guide (See Appendix D) . VùTrile
encour.aged to develop techniques of their own for sunmarizing and evaluating the worth of their readings, few
actually succeeàed. The majority simply summa::ized their
readings by chapters while a few followed the teacher
prepared guidelj-nes.

(g) ênalyzing and Evaluating Interviews
The primary method employed by the students for
analyzing and evaluating their intervieürs r^ras by reviewing
the audio and video tapes recorded during the interviews.

4'8

scrutinized fon content and then
tesÈed for 1) bias, 2) preparation, 3) scope,4) value, and
5) use of supportive facts.
Included, herein, is a sample inventory prepared by
one group of students' with the aid of their teacher.

These tapes were first

Interview InventorY
Name
Room

Topic
Problem

Interviewee

Affiliation
Telephone number
Statement

1. The respondent used sufficient
facts to support his statements
2. The interviewee stayed within the
scope of the questions.
3. The interviewee u/as biased in his
point of view.
4. The interviewee challenged our
points of view.
5. The respondent was sincere.
6. The respondent was well prepared.
7. The interviewee dominated the
discussion.SAAUDSD

Response

SA A

U

D

SD

SA A

U

D

SD

SA A

U

D

SD

SA A
SA A
SA A

U
U
U

D
D
D
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SD
SD
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8. The respondent answered. questions
withquestíons.
SA A
9. The respondent thought out his
ansl^¡ers carefully before answering. SA A
10. Another interviewee would have
beenabetterchoice.
SA A

U

D

SD

U

D

SD

U

D

SD

(h) Analyzing and Evaluating Community Attitudes
The method employed to el.icit a community response
to a series of student concelrns r^ras through a Student
Generated Community Questionnaire (See Appendix C). The
results were tabulated by the School Board computer centre
and were submitted by the student.s as part of their
analysis of the problem in their research books.
(j) Formulating New Hypothesis or Insights
New attitudes v/ere developed daily toward problems
and concerns, and evaluations were constantly changing.
These new attitudes were generally expressed individually,
or through group discussions, but seldom in their research
books; Only after much persuasion by their teacher, d.id
private observations become part of their research findings.
ït became quite evident that the "scientific,, method of
research had had limited value for these stud.ents in their
earlier schooring. The opportunity to appiy their research,
however, improved the desire to record their findings
and conclusions.
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1.¡¡ programs for Change

At every opportunity students v¡ere reminded that
knowledge and understanding, in itself, was
of limited
value if it was not applied ¡ oE USed to help someone,
Lo
analyze other problems, princÍples, lawsr
9r new situations.
As a result of this encouragement, each group
devel0ped an
action program designed to help¿ or assist various segments
of the community, including the mentalry retarded, the
infirm, the paroled,the rehabiritated, and the needy.
Action
programs included; visiting senior citízens,
guiding
menta11yhandicappedstudentsthroughvariousactivities,
playing musical concerts for ïndian and Metis Ferlowship
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orgianizations, teaching remedial mathematics to elementary
school children, opposing the construction and

i

destruction

of new and old landmarks, and supporting,:thei,c¿sss=
of Ioca1
inititive groups such as project Open Door.
once a group had identified, defined, and researched
a problem they began immediately contacting the
various

institutions or agencies to discover how they might
begin
dealing with the problems they had researched.
rn virtuarly
all cases, the students had delineated a serious
social
problem which reguired. some input from
themselves or others
to improve the situation. This input was their program
for
chanqes. Tn most cases the students organized
their time
effíciently so that they could give equal time and
effort
to organizing, researching and helping others.
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(i) Evaluating th,e Learning Experience
since the school administration requires a progress
report on each student for the purpose of promotion, it was
necessary to develop an evaluation scheme which wourd.
satisfy the office, and at the same time maintain the
spirit of learning for the sake of learning. This was
accomplished by providing the students with a self evaluation, and. group evaluation report (see Appendix E). To
assist. the students, parents and others to interpret the
report, a separate handout r¡ras prepared by the teacher with
the help of the students, and ad.ded to the student's Handbookforreference(SeeAppendixD).Sincethetechnique
of self-evaruation involves a criticar self analysis, it
was import.ant that the teacher spend some time on an
individual basis, with each student helpina lhÍnii develop
this ability. rn most cases the students v/ere extremely
realistic in their own evaluation and were generalry
consistent with the grade assigned by the teacher. onry
when there Ì^'ere great discrepancies in a grade did the
teacher ask. the student to justify his grade, whether it
be on a self-evaluationr or a group-evaluation report,.
3. Out-of-Schoôl Experiences
For the purpose of this discussion, the out-ofschool experiences are considered here as those learnings
and activities which were initiated as a result of planning
and preparation in the classroom. vfhile these experiences
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T¡rere

an integral part of the program they did not always

have to be initiated during school time. As a result

many

of these out-of-school experiences took place on weekends,
or eveningsr sometimes without supervision and sometimes
with the supervision of their teacher t ot their parents.
In ord.er to promote the discussion this section has been
divided into five divisions, (à) Library Research,
(b) ïnterviews, (c)ìco**unity Survey, (d) Evenings and
Weekends, and (e) Community Involvement.
(a) Library Research
the students had decided on a concern, and the
problem which they wanted to deal with, they were encouraged to search through the local papers in the school
library and prepare a t,horough analysis from the newspaper
cfippings in the vertical files of the Winnipeg þublic
Library. This outing \i¡as considered the first offícial
out-of-school experience. Arrangements were made by the
st,udents with Èhe resource librarian and a date was agreed
upon for an orientation session to the library.
The resource librarian gave the students a thorough
explanation of the various files, catalogues and year books
ùfricfr $/ere available, or which might be borrowed from an
associate líbrary. The Dewey Decimal System, and Library
of Congress systems vrere explained and those catagories
which r^/ere related to their topics Ì^rere recorded by the
student,s for future reference.
Once
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extensively read materials were the periodica1s. In fact, most of the students became very competent
in utilizíng this resource and extended their research to
include some research journals from the universityts
libraries. In most cases the students travelled alone to
the libraries by public transit or with the teacher in
small groups.
(b) Intervi:ews
The most

the appointment had been arranged, it was the
grouprs responsibility to organize their questions in such
a way as to elicít the best responses. They were cautioned,
however, that they should be prepared to reword their
questions because interviews do not alvTays foltow the course
planned beforehand. Some students, in fact, prepared mock
interviews to test their readiness. lfhere necessary guidance
hras given to improve their techniques.
On the day of the interviews, t,he student.s were not
expected at, school and went directly to the location of
their meetings. In some cases the students travelled to
Portage Ia Praírie or Pine Falls which required several
hours traver time. The expense for these trips was paid for
by a schoor division grant. since the day's activities \irere
arranged by the students, it was up to them to honour their
Once

appointments. Para-professionals sometimes accompanied the
groups, but in most cases the st,udents Ì^rere on their o\^/n,
and responsible for their own actions. only seldom r^rere any

,...:
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appointments not met by student groups. The success, of
course, was due to thorough preparation.

while interviewing the respondents, the students
wrote down a few notes or asked for permission to tape t.he
interview. rn most cases the interviev¡ees accepted the use
of tape recorders and television cameras, whire in other
cases they refused both. They did, however, supply the
students with ample resource materials and pamphlets.
As part of the foIlow-up, students were encouraged
to write a brief letter of appreciation and a request for
further support if required.
(c) Community Survgy
Before any thorough analysis of the students'
problems coul-d be completed, it r^tas necessary for each
group to survey the community. Each group prepared a set of
statements related to their concern and submitted these
along with those of other groups to be included in a com-

posite questionnaire (See Appendix C). A map was drawn
of the area and the work load of distributing five hundred
copies was divided equarly by all students. The distribution was accomplished in one school afternoon, and the
cöllection took the best part of a week.
once collected, the students punched out computer
cards to obtain percentages of individuals who responded
favourably or unfavourably to their particular statements.
The results of these responses were then compared to those
of the respondents interviewed earlier. Tn some cases
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students found obvious inconsistencies in responses and were
encouraged to aseeitàin why these might have developed. An
analysis of the âgê, sex, rerigion or education of the
survey group helped many to suggest alternate hypothesis
about why particular groups ansÌ¡¡ered as they did in the
questionnaire.

:,,:,,,,,

(d) Evenings and Weeken.ds,
As part of the continuing learning process it was
necessary at various times to arrange for evening permits
to accommodate a number of the respondents who could not
arrange interviews during of f ice hours. r, other cases ,
when it was more convenient to meet after hours, some respondents met with student groups in private homes.

similarly, if more time was required. to make final
arrangements for an interview, a dísplay, or a workshop,
studentsoftenaskedtoreturntotheschoo1inthe
eveníngsorweekends.Thiswasarrangedthroughschoo1permits. In other cases students arranged for Saturday permits
for the purpose of providi-ng youth programs for native
children in the community.
(e) Community Involvêmênt
while the majority of the students registered'.in this
program became involved in organizing the implementing action
programs primarily during the ten months of the course,
others have since become neighbourhood readers, organizers
and facilitators in Local InÍtitive projects (Lïp).
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Listed beIow, hov/ever, are those projects initiated by
students while still in the course:
1. Helping various committees fight the McGreglor
Street overpass.
2. Helping the needy at Christmas by collecting
food hampers.

3. Assisting senior citizens find new reading
materials for Fred Douglas senior citizens Home.
4. Fighting for an urban Renewar scheme for north
of the canadian pacific tiacl<s and east of salter street.
5. Helping mentalry retarded chirdren with their
physical education.
6. Aiding native children in learning to read.
7 - Assisting faciritators
in organLzíng programs
for Project open Door, a local init.itive project (Lrp).
. supportive serv,ícês and para-ÞrofeFsional Assistants
rn developing this program over the years, virtually
hundreds of resource personnel, retired teachers, housewives, school trustees, university students, civil servants,
practice teachers and teachers assistants have given freely
of their tíme to help the students deal with their concerns
and problems
rn most cases these individuals were professionar
people whose names courd be found in the l¡lanuar of social

services, printed annually by the Junior chamber of commerce
rn other cases they represenLed agencies, clubs, churches,
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local and city counci-ls, âd hoc aroups, rocal inítitive
groups, newspapers and loca1 businesses.
lvhi1e the above groups generally represented the
resource base, the retired teachers, teachers assistants,
university students and housewives v/ere the people who
worked directly with the students as facilitators,

assisting
the pupils in organízing their research. The individuals
were recruited from a community survey (see appendix c).
üIhereas the role of the facilitators varíed from
week to week because of the open classroom, there were
nevertheless a number of direct responsibilit,ies outlined
bytheteacherforwhichthefaci1itatorsI4Ieredirect1y
accountable. They \Â/ere:
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1. to assist students in gathering secondary
researchmateria1sandotherre1evantpamph1etswhichwould
give them a thorough und.erstanding of':théi'r'-topÍc befone
they made any predictions,
2. to act out the role of a research assistant by
asking questions rather than givíng ans\^rers,
3. to accompany students to interviews where an
adult supervisor was required by law,
4.toperformthedutyofaguidancecounse11orand
assist students who might require an older person with
whom they could relate,
5. to assist students in preparing questions or
hypothesis to be tested,
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6- to assist in the evaluation of audio and video
tape recordings,

- to submit open-ended questions when discussions
fail to eLicit the reguired responses during interviews,
8. to promote discussion within study groups, but
not to guide their thinking unless the discussions become
non profitable and produce unscheduled delays,
g. to participat,e in open discussions with students
7

on any matter which the students saw relevant, and
10. to guide students through profitabre experiences
beyond the school day into evenings and weekends if requested
to by his charges

5. Cl,a'ssroom Organi'z:at,ion
rn order to assist students in organÍzi.ng their
various learning experiences, it r¡¡as necessary to produce
an info:rmaI. environment. The changíng patternsr âs they
resurted., r¡\¡ere governed by the following,ciitería:
(a) Read.-

ing and Summarizing, (b) Discussing and Debat,ing, (c) Arrang_
ing Appointments, (d) Reviewing Audio and Video Tapes,
(e) video-taping and ïnterviewing Respondents, (f) coordinating Activities, and (g) processing slides and Films,
(a) Reading and Sumrnarizing
rn most cases. the students found that independent
sirent reading was impossibre within the classroom, except
when everyone else had decided to read. For thís reason
st.udents lvere encouraged to read their resource books in
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the schoor library t or in a private room off the library.
There tì¡as, however r ân opportunity each day for uninterupted
sustained silent reading for twenty minutes in the afternoon.
on the other hand the students were encouraged to
summarize their findings and write up reports in the classroom. To facilitate an independent working environment,
study carrells hzere provided Ín different corners of the
room- Ïn most cases, however, the students wor:ked in groups
helping each other.
Group organization was accomplished by circlíng
or arranging groups of desks or tables into a checkerboard

pattern throughout the room. rn order to produce maximum
efficiency and privacy, the students constructed buffalo
board partitions separating each team.
(b) Discussing and Debat.ing
vühile most discussions vrere of a group nature,
some invorved

all students. rt \^¡as, therefore, more convenient to move the partitíons to the síde of the room on
these occasions, but, t.o leave t.he desks and tables in
their groups. vrhen the teacher, or teacher assistants
joined group discussions, or when individuar groups required
more privacy, the boards r^rere re-located. on t.he other hand,
if more privacy was required, the students retired to an
empty classroom or moved out into the corridors.
(c) Arranging ApÞointments
To facilit,ate arranging appointments, a student
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telephone rdas installed in the classroom with two separate
hookups, one in the classroom proper, and a second in an

adjoiníng room, once an appointment was amanged the students
typed a letter containing some of the questions they wished
to ask. This was done either in the study carrell or at
their desks

(d) Reviewing Audio and Vidêo Tapes
Conveniently, the classroom occupied by the Community studies course had a closed-circuit television
receiver. when st,udents wished to review a video tape they
simply notified the schoor Lelevision technician and the
prog,ram was d.irected to the room. The students could also
view the video tapes th::ough the porta:pack camera, on a
one-to-one basis, while lístening to the audio through
earphones.

of reviewing audio tapes was
through a listening post which had eight earphones. students
cou1d, therefore, work individually or in groups depending
upon the circumstances.
The most coillmon method

(e) Vid.eo Taping and Interviewing Respondent,s
The school has on staff a full time television
technician who schedules the use of the school terevision
studio upon request. since it requires more than one individual to operate the cameras, mixer, booms and líghting,
the students r^rere instructed in these skills by the teacher.
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(f ) Co-ordinating Ac:tivi:t:ies

It was not too long before the students themselves
saw the necessity of co-ordinating the various actívities,
which after a short time were beginning to cause some confusion and frustratíon. To facilitate this organization they
developed a proEress chart, and an appointment board, with
a separate chart showing projected interviews and action
programs

(g) Prîocess:å,ng :Sl:i:dêrs: ahd FilTns
In order to keep a record of their experiences, the
students took colour slides and photographs of their activitíes in and out of school. To reduce the cost, and to add
a further dimension to their learning experíences, the
teacher taught a number of students how to process colour
slides, and process and print black and white and,colour
prints. An empty adjoining room served as a darkroom.
6. BudEêt Ïtems
This section is a list of the items and services
required to fully devèIop the program! Some items were
retained for students in future years whire others required
continuous funding. They included:
1. baby-sitting fees for parênts wishing to assist
in the program,
2. out of pocket expeilse money and salaries,
3. bus charters, ticket.s,
4. subsistence for students,

i":ri-:

if
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5. accommodatíon for students,
6. newspapers,
7. Community Resource Catalogues,
. Secfetarial salafies,
9. telephone inst.allation:and palzments,
10. portable audio t,ape recorders and cassette tapes,
11. television porta-pack rental fees
L2. sheets of 4t x B I buf falo board and 2" x 2" x ]l2'
Iengths of construction board
13 telephone books ,
L4. 135mm slid.e f ilm,
15. photographic supplies t
16. ingredients for making coffee,
L7. marking pens, and
18. staples, nails, scre\üs and other sundry
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7. Problems of Implementartion and Evaluation
rn developing the program it soon became evídent
that a number of li.mitations would affect any valid evaluation of the planned experienees. Firstly, studenËs were not
free from teacher harrassment and disapproval of the course;
secondly, only one half day per month was allowed. at the
outset for this program for out-of-school"research; thirdly,
time-table changes $lere vj-rtually impossible to re-arrange
in the first two years of the programi fourthly, some of
the student responses Ì^rere not consistent in the first
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questionnaire with theír actions; fifthly, the questionnaires
may not be completely valid since the evaluation format is
new, and only thirteen of the twenty-five statements on the

parentrs questionnaire correlated. with responses on the
student,rs questionnaires, and lastly, it has been impossible
to follow up this program with a sister study in another
school because it has been'difficult
school

t ot teacher-'-iiiho

to find a different

woùrd ;acegÞt'-bhe:isärne::set:df-assump-

tions.
The literature proves, nevertheless, that there are
such institutions. However, there were none found which
accepted a sufficient number of the declared assumptions to
make any comparíson valid. rt must., therefore, be taken into

account that when this program is evaluated t ot re-tested
for validity, the above assumptions wirl have varying
degrees of influenee upon the results. rt bears repeating,
however, that the greatest limitation upon this study was
that for two years students r^¡ere unabre to function in a

school setti-ng that was free from prejudice, and a d.isdain
for anything that was not hi-ghly structured and based only
on cognitive objectives.

Further, only those students who opted for this
course \4rere registered. Therefo:ie, one of ,the narrowest
limits placed upon this study was the number of stud.ents
allowed to participate in the pirot course which began in
the fall of Lg72. At that time only two classes, totalling

)
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forty-nine students participated out of a grade nine student
enrolment of one-hundred and seventy-three students. only
one girl from the rrDn group opted to take the traditional
program in the f irst year,. and only eight chose not to
become involved out of five classes offered the course in
the second. year. As in the first lrear, the course rnras
offered as an optíon course in addition to the regular
social studies and Language Arts programs. This naturally
increased Èhe work load on every student who participated
in the program
.A'Iso the f irst questionnaire, which folrowed the
first program in rg73. had a number of self imposed limits.
Firstly, the form was given two months .befôre the end of the
course secondly, the questionnaires \úere answered at home
free from schooL influences; thirdly, only one *8,, and one
':D" class rÁrere evaluated'in the.inÍÈiaj-rstjtrvêyi and finally,
a parent questionnaire r^,ras not devised for the first survey
to compare responses until one year later.
when administ,ering the second questionnaire, however, a period of two months had erapsed after the second
years program

concluded. The sample was much larger
since five classes participated.. The parents of these
r^las

students r^rere asked to respond to a parent,ls euestionnaire
which included a third section having corresponding statements to ten relevant inquiries.
The final questionnaire

r4ras

administered to a class

I.
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of thirty-six stud.ents who had opted for the course, and
who had litt1e or no adverse faculty pressure. Although
still forced to receive staff approval for out-of school
experiences it was less of a problem than in the past. The
questionnaires h7ere, therefore, given under the most ideal
conditions. The course, ât the time of the writing of this
thesis, is now an option course with a built in timetable
for field trips on an average of one day per cycle. Any
future responses, therefore should. be consistent for
follow-up surveys.
While the data sheets could':have ri1¿{:, an.je*halust,ive
ana1ysisfromthekeypunchcardson1ypercentagesand'
corre1ationswereattempted.Vfhíj.esex,â9ê,education,
marital status, country of b.irth were punched in the cards
they \¡rere not taken into account in drawing conclusions. The
computer ¿n¿-l-ysis was done for only three reasons:
1. to determine "percentages" of agreement, or
disagreement, to statements made in the studentrs and parent's
questionnaires ,
¿:lorrrac of
r-rf correlation
¡nrra]r#ìan
hatr,
2. to determine the, degree
between

ten corresponding statements, responded to by both students
and parents on separate questionnaires, and
3. to.assist in judging the effectiveness of the
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program.

Finally, the value of this program is to be left to
those who might wish to judge the projectrs worth as d_eserving of implementation in their own curriculum.

,.:,,1

CHAPTER

IV

PROGRAM EVALUATION

The purpose of this chapter is 1) to present a case

for student self-evaluation, and 2) to outline the methods
and materiars used to soÏ.icit the attitudes of students and
parents toward the program. The pattern of organLzatíon,
therefore, will be to divide this chapter into five sections:
1) Justification for student self Evaluati-on 2) procedures
for Collecting Data, 3) Administration of Ouestionnaires,
4) criteria for Grouping Responses, and 5) Treatment of Data.
1. Justification for Studeht Evaluation
The primary purpose of this thesis is to describe
an innovative curriculum and to examine some of the problems
of curriculum development, rt is not an intervention study
which is desiqned to test the impact of a curriculum upon
students. Thus, no use is made of pretestr or control groups.
Nevertheless, there is a need to justify the use of self
judgement as a means of evaluating the learning experience.
This section, therefore, is an attem¡-rt to review what has
been written in favour of student serf Evaluation Techniques
and their effectiveness as indicators of progress.
Leonard Kenworthy saysr "Self-evaluation checklists
can be used helpfully with many pupils t,o foster improved
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work habits."1 He continues:
Many persons should be involved in the many
dimensions of evaluation. Among them are
the pupils individually, in groups, and as

a class.'

Kenworthy, therefore, believes that evaluation is
,,a,,,1.,,.,,

multi-d.imensional, and that students should have the

opportunity to evaluate their performance.
Another proponent of self_evaluation is Barnard
Gilmore, who employs total self-evaluation techniques with
his own students. He is working with college students, but
offers this argument:
A self-evaluation marking method like this one
mightbemorebeneficia1tostudentsbeginningin
junior high school, when attitudes towards advanced
learning seem to be crystall izirng and when"confidence witfr examination methods i; learned. J
Gilmore speaks well of the sfstem, but found that it required
twice the amount of teacher time and paper work: He suggests
that his readers may wish to experiement with self-evaluation
marking methods and decide for themselves its value.4
In surveying vocational careers, two Canadian
professors, ,fiogsr Tierney and A1 Herman, of the Department
of Education in cargary, conducted a study to investigate if
lleonard S. Kenworthy, Social Studies for the
Se¡fe¡lfçq, (Toronto: Xerox College Pub1., 1973), p. 279.
2tbid. , p. 2r3.
3,f

. Barnard Gilmore, "Learning and Student Self
Evaluationr" Journal of College Science Teaching, Vol.
No. I, October, 1973, p. 57.
4rbid., p. 54.
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age or grade leve1 influenced self-estimating ability.

They

I In a critique study done by David Tiedeman
found none.*

on

Tierney and Herman's evaluation, he concluded that selfestimate ability

to improve between graded 9 and 10
but not from grades 10 through grade I2.2 ït appears, therefore, that Tierneyrs studies uphold the thesis that selfevaluation can in fact be coupled with interview formats or
other evaluàtion methods.
Fína11y, Galen Saylor Expresses a need for some
self-evaluation in aLl learning situations. Commenting in
Curriculuin Planning for Modern Schools he says:
In the 'open system' of education only the
learner can evaluate his own work. He may be
given counsel by the adult, the teacher, but it
is the learner himself who has divised his
experience and it is he who understands it well
enough to make judgements about its satisfaction
of his own interest and motives.'
He says, however, that:
FuIl development of the principles of pupil
self-evaluation awaits the acceptance of a
different,role
of the teacher from the one usually
4
seemed

L

assr-gned.

This new role is important. Carl Rogers w.r,irti-ng ín::
the ltr.E,"A-. ior¡¡:nal- suggests that teachers must make themIA1 H"r*r.r, "Se1f-Estimate Ability in Ad.olescencer"
Journal of counseiing lsycèoJo9y, Vol. 2b, No. 4 (Ju1y , Lg73) ,

i,11,,'.

2Oavid V. Tiedeman "Comments on Self-Estimate Ability
in Adolescencer" Journal of Counseling Psychology, Vol. 20,

No.4 (July,

1973

3,¡. Galen Saylor, Curriculum Planning for Modern Schools,
(Ne¡¡ York: HoIt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. L966) , pp. 252-3.

4tbid.., p. 253.
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serves more readily available to students and "concentrate
on creating a facititative climate and on providing
1

resources. "- He continues

:

He must also put students in contact with
meaningful problems. But he does not set lesson
tasks or assigned readings. He does not lecture
or expound, unless requested to. He does not
evaluate and. criticize unless the student wishes
his judgement on a product. He d.oes ngt give
examinations. He does not set grades.'

ïn an open system, therefore, where students are
given the opportunity to set their own goals, it, becomes
imperative that they be given an opportunity, whatever their
level of moral reasoning, to contribute to the evaruation
process. sinee the ability to; make moral judgements changes
with âgê, those experÍences that were judged in corlaberation wit,h the teacher in the past can be he'Ipful in making
decisions in the future.
Vühat the proponents of self-evaluation are saying,
therefore, is that pupils must be free to assess and state
to teachers their problems, difficulties, and
=,r..""="".3
They must also be allowed to make their own judgements as
the experiences relate to their own needs ancl motives. only
when this is built into the process can a true assessment
be made of any experience.
1Car1 R Roger,
"Learning To Be Free, ,, êd. ..,iJ. .'Galen, '
S'aylor'curii'äiilum Þitrnning.'lfor', Moaein F,gthp'o'IF,rl fbid" I p.. Z's1..
2 lbid. , 253.
.

3,¡. Galen Saylor, op. cit,., p. 253.
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2. Procedures for Collecting

Data

(a) Student Questionnaire
The student questionnaire was divided into two

sections of twenty-five (25) statements each for the purpose
of grouping student attitudes:
t) toward the course in general, and in dealing with
the needs, concerns and interests of students in particular,
and,

2) toward improved self and other awareness, values,
clarification, civic responsibility and learning
Students \Árere instructed to answer the statements
on the questionnaire by circling the extent of their agreement or disagreement with the item. A Likert Scale of five
possibilities was employed to help the students render a
proper choice. The key was as follows:
SA = strongly agree
Jr = agree
U = undecided (no opinion)
D = disagree
SD = strongly disagree
(b) Parent,: Questionnaire
1_

Ten statements, chosen from the students question-

naire, were reworded to elicit the par-nts I response to
the same statement. They appear on the Parents Questionnaire
as items forty-one (41) to fifty (50). The corresponding
numbers of the two questionnaires are found in Table I.

|
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TABLE

I

CORRESPONDTNG STATEMENTS FOI]ND ON THE STUDENTSI

AND PARENTSI QUESTTONNAIRE

STUDENT

PARENT

QUESTTONNATRE

QUESTIONNATRE

2

4L

4

42

I

43

10

44

L4

45

15

46

L7

47

18

48

19

49

25

50

3. Administration of Questionnaires
(a) Sources of Data
To d.ate two hundred and seventy-four students have
registered on a full or part time basis for the program.
(See Tab1e II). This study, however, will analyze the
responses of only one hundred and fifteen student,s since the
students who registered for the J-975-76 program appear consistent with the above 1amnle. Unless the character of the
sample is drastically changed, further testing should
produce a similar analysis.

.

*Random sampling

L7

2I

20

2L

3

24

of Students Ratio 1:3.

Parent Questionnaires returned.. .

Administered.

Parent Questionnaires

1973-74

CASES

2

18

16

18

0

24

24

6

15*

11

15*

2

25

27

2L*
130

2L*
180

35

35

,.

t:

_::.

10*

10*

18

25

2

11

16*

13

i2

10*

16*

4

24

26

10*

T2

L9

31

9-25 9-26 9-2L 9-25 9-26 9-27 9-32

1972-73

OF SOURCES AT{D NUMBER OF

Student Questionnaires returned..

Administered.

Student Questionnaires

or fulltime students
Opted out of course throughout
year

Registered ín courses as part

Class Enrollment..

SUM¡4ARY

TABLE TI

30

35

35

35

I

36

36

0
0

0
0

72

72

L974-75 L975-76
9- 30
9-30

81

146

115

146

29

274

300
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In I972-73t therefore, thírty-nine (39) students
v/ere administered questionnaires. Of these, thirty-six (36)
returned their attitude inventories. In analyzing the
attitudes of the sturdents registered in the 7973-74 session,
a random sampling was applied on a ratio of 1:3. Seventy-two
(lZ¡ questionnaires r^rere administered, ten were completed
but lost, and forty-four (44) were returned. All thirty-five
(35) questionnaires administered to the Lg74-7s students
registered $/ere returned
Of the one-hundred and fifteen (115) parents'
questionnaires sent home with students, eighty-one (af¡ \trere
returned.. Many of the parents could not read English while
others had no reason for not returning them.
(b) Character of Sample
Ten classes have registered since J'972 for Community Studies. Of these, two were I'Brt classes, (according
to office groupings) one was a I'Ct' class, two were rrDrr
classes, and three were classes of heterogeneous grouping"
(see Table ïïï).
The socio-economic backgrounds of these students
varied since the school borders on the "central core area"
of downtown Winnipeg. Any further study must consider this
important variabre.
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TABLE TTI
CHARACTER

OF SAMPLE AS DETERMINED

BY PREVIOUS SCHOLASTTC
CLASS

r972-73
9-2s
9-26
r973-7 4
9-2L

9-25
9-26
9-27
9-32

RECORDS

S.CHOI,ASTTC RATING*

D

B

c
A
D

B
E

r97 4-7s

9-30

A-D

L975-76
9-30 ( 1)
9-30 (2)

A-B

c-E

*Based gpon a. "schoor"- performance rating from vG (very-good)
to US (unsatisfactory)

4. Criteria for GrouÞing Rêsponses
The instrument chosen to elicit the feerings toward
the program were a student and parent. attitude inventory,
From a list of possible items, fifty statements were chosen
which seemed to be reasonabry varid indicators of st.udents
and parents attitudes toward:
1) the program in partícular, and school in general,
2) the specific objectives of the course, including
developing:

a) a greater sense of

se1f,-awareness;,

75:
b) an improved sense of an awareness of others,
c) an ability to make a value judgement from a
seríes of value-laden statements,
d) an improved sense of civic responsibility,
e) an acquisition of new knowledge and the
development of new learning skills in developing
skiIls in developing understandings of the socialr
political and economic sph eres of the community.
Since certain statements seemed to be a response to more than
one condition, they were repeated more than once in the
various groupings or clusters as outlined in Table IV.
Vthi1eafactora1ana1ysismayhaveimprovedthe
credibility of the various statements, it was decid.ed that
since self-evaluation is accepted by this thesis as a viable
method of judging experience, no such analysis would be

performed.
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5. Treatment of Data
A Statistical

Package For The Social Sciences SPSSH -

,",i1,,,
,j'

Version 6.01 was used for the treatment of data. Three
programs were developed, each with the purpose of exploring
students and parents attitudes.
:'
(a) PROGIUU'I I Student's Questionnaire
aÀ^
i +^no
nna
items
one *ato
Key punch cards were used to recode
fifty 1) to read strongly agree and agree as one (A) response'

thereaftertobeconsideredasaposit'ive(+)favourab1e
rep1y, and 2) to read disagree and strongly disagree as

one

:,1,,;.,:,

.:.,,.

'l:

i..

to be valid
indicators of student feelings
toward the course in particular
and school in general...

Responses which seem

CRITERTA

é

ti:. j
i

'

l:,.

*Selected items vrere used repeatedly"

6.

5.

ATTTTUDES

......19,

."..Ir
23,26,27r

45.

29r 31, 361 39, 43, 44, 49.

3t 4t Bf 13, LAr 15, 22,24r 37r

NUMBERS OF STATEMENT*

valid
indicators of student's ability to
clarify values
....4, 7I, l-4, L7, 19, 23, 25, 29, 30, 33, 34,
35, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 46, 47, 50.
Responses which seem to be valid
indicators of studentrs improved
sense of civic responsibility
. . . .10, 25, 29, 33, 34, 39, 47, 48, 4g, 50.
Responses which seem to be valid
indicators of studentrs improved
understanding of principal problems
involved in the social, polit.ical and
economic spheres of ;the cornmun:iiliy:,t . . . . . . . . .2, 5, 7, 9, 12, L6, L7, rg, 20, 2L, 32, 35.

4. Responses whÍch seem to be

äwa-r.eness. of ,, -öthetrs :.:; -. r i

3. Responses

which seem to be valid
indícators of .-.än. improveC-

student self-awareness

2. Responses which seem to be
valid índicators of improved

I.

ELICIT STUDENT

TOVüARD SELECTED COURSE OBJECTTVES

STATEMENTS DESTGTiIED TO

TABLE TV
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(d) response, thereafter to be considered as a negative (-)
unfavourable reply.
Absolute and relative frequencies were computed for
items one to fifty employing 115 cases. Agree, undecided (U)
and disagree responses were tabulàted on the HASP SYSTEM LOG
as numbers two, three and four, but. \¡¡ere designated as (A);
(U) and (D) j-n the Tabular and Statistical Analysis,
Chapter V.

(b)

II: Párents Qu,estionnfrire
A similar set of key punch cards was used to recode
items forty-one to fifty. The analysis of data which
followed was identical to that of the student questionnaire
except that there were only ten items and only eíghty-one
PROGRAM

cases.

(c)

ITI: Cross-tabulation
Eighty-one sets of computer cards were punched to
compare ten corresponding items from the student's and
parent's questignnaires. The statements or ítems.;comparied
are displayed in Table IV.
The resulting cross-tabulation disclosed the
following information: Absolute and relative frequencies
of students and parents who answeredi
A; A+U; A*D;
U; U+A; U*D;
D; D*A; D+U.
PROGRAM

i t,l.tt.:
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Schematically the responses were represented as follows:
Count

PCTAUD
A

U

CHAPTER V

ANALYSTS OF DATA

The purpose of this chapter is to present a non-

evaluative analysis of two questionnaires. The examination,
therefore, will be divided into the following sections:
1) Limitation of DaLa, 2) Student Attitude Toward the
Course in Particular and the School in General, 3) Student
Attitude Toward a Greater Sense of Se1f-Awareness,
4) StuCent attitude Toward an Awareness of Others' 5) Student
Attitude Toward Specific Va1ue Ladden Statements and Issues,
6) Student Attitud.e Toward an Improved Sense of Civic
Responsibilityi 7) Student Attitude Toward Acquiring New
Knowledge and Developing New Learning Skills, B) Parent
Attitude Toward The Program and Specific Objectives of the
Course, and 9) A Cross-tabulation Analysis of Eighty-one
Paired Cases Designed to Collate Ten Corresponding Ïtems
from Studentts and Parentrs Questionnaires.

1. Limitations of
The fifty

Data

statements which appear in the two

questionnaires were chosen because they seemed to be
reasonably valid indicators of how well the students
and parents might feel about the course and its value in

improving upon a number of skills and attitudes. While
each statement could be questioned as to its empirical

worth, the final decision will have to be left to the
individual interpretation of each researcher.
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It will be noticed, therefore, that a number of
statements were repeated throughout the Èablêsr since these
items seemed to have a number of other possible implications. Again, the acceptance or rejection of any item
will vary depending upon the particular researcher.
2- student Attitude Toward The course rn particular
And School Tn Gênêral
üIere the studentts needs, concerns, problems and

int.erests dealt with by the course? was the course seen as
being relevant? of the students responding to statement 1,
,
"The community studies course was interesting. " 96.5 percent agreed" None disagreed, while 3.5 percent were
undecided (Tab1e v).A similarly strong response (g2.2

percent) was given to statement 22, "r enjoyed the topic r
chose for my research project." rn respondir-rg to whether
they would recommend this course to students entering grade
nine next year (statemenL 4), and whether they v¡ere interested in pursui-ng other topics in other grades (statement 13),
the students gave positive replies. (96.1 percent and g2.6
percent respectively) " A majority of the students (90.0

percent) agreed that they would prefer to register in a
grade ten course designed to meet the needs, interests and
probrems of students (stat.ement 24). An equalry high number

of students (75.7 percent) r"rt that schoor was more
relevant to them now that they had taken the course (statement ]-4) . on the other hand, 7 "B percent disagreed. A fairly

*Item 1 to Ïtem l-3 = 115 cases

':
1. The community Studies Course was j-nteresting.
3. The work load over and above my other
subjects was not too great.
4" I would recommend this type of course for
students coming into grade nine next year.
8. My school attendance has improved because
of a renewed interest in school-"
13. T am interested in pursuing topics other
than the one T studied this year.

Statements*

Agree

26

11
32
15

72,2

86.1
45.2
82.6

83
99
52
95

13.

0

27 "8

9.6

22"6

3"5

Z

5

31

5

No"

4.3

5:2

4.3

27.0

-

Z

Disagree

(continued on next page)

4

No"

96"5

B

Undecided

1r-1

No.

AND SCHOOL TN GENERAL

SÎUDENT ATTTTUDE TOüTARD THE COURSE TN PARTTCULAR,

TABLE V

: ..j

,

*Item 14 to Ïtem 24 = 115 cases

L4. I feel school is more relevant now that I have
taken this course
15. ï feel ï need another course of this nature to
help me particÍpaÈe more fully in my communíty
before I turn eighteen years of age.
22. I enjoyed the topic I chose for my research
project.
24. ï would prefer to register in a grade ten
course that was designed to meet the needs,
interests, and problems of the students.

Statements*

CONTTNUED

TABTE V

92 "2

"0

106

92

80

73"0

75.7

B
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87

No"

Agree

t7 "4

2"6

L"7

6"1

7.8

Z

4"3

No.

22 "6

16 - s

I

Disagree
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20

7

26

19

No.

Undecided

*Item 37 and Ïtem 45 = 101 cases

45. I believe that the best and most permanent
learning for me has come from actual reallife experiences.

before.

37. I feel less alienated about school than I did

Statements*

CONCLUDED

TABLE V

91

65

No.
Z

79.L

64.4

Agree

29

No.

7.8

28.7

E

Undecided

1

No.

0.9

6.9

Z

Disagree
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substantial number of students (64.4 percent) agreed that
they felt less alienated toward school than they were
before the course (Statement 37). It further appears that
a great number of students (79.r percent) believe that real
life experiences offer the most permanent learning (Statement 45) . !ûhile the workload actually was great,er than
the regular program, 72.2 percent considered that it was
not (Statement 3) " Of those responding, 5.2 percent disagreed while 22.6 percent \iüe:re undecided.
One negative response stands out" Vr7hen asked whether
their school attendance had improved because of a renewed
interest in school (Statement 8), only 45.2 percent agreed,
27.8 percent r{rere undecided" Statement 15 also suggests
some concern since 73"0 percent felt that they needed another
course of this nature to help them participate more fu1ly

in their community before they turn eighteen years of

age.

Only 4"3 percent disagreed.

3. Student Attitude Toward a Greater
Sense of Self-Awareness
Had student self concept, sense of identity and
self esteem improved as a result of the course? For those
items which seemed to suggest an improved sense of selfawareness, over seventy percent responded to all statements
with a strongly agree and agree (Table VI). When asked if
they had learned much about themselves through this course
(StatemenL 26), 62"5 percent agreed" 28"8 percent, were

-,

!'.

\
:.

J. .: tì.

..1

18 and Ïtem 23 = 115 cases
26 = 104 cases
2'7 = 103 cases
29 = LOz cases
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29. I learned much of how I affect others.

7

3.5

79.6

62.5

19.

6

L4 .6

28.8

L5.7

L5.7

Z

1

13

No.

3

6.9

5.8

8.7

0.9

11.

Z

Disagree
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20

15

30

18

83.5

96
65

18

No.

73.0

E

Undecided

GREATER

84

No.

82

*Item
Item
Item
Item

A

Agree

27. I now better understand how much other peopte
affect my thoughts and actions.

course

18. f have learned that my own personal evaluation
of certain experiences is often clouded by my
own bias or prejudices.
23. ï now feel that no matter what I have been
taught, I eventually will decide for myself
what is relevant or irrelevant.
26. ï learned much about myself through thís

Statements*

SENSE OF SELF-AWARENESS

STUDENT ATTITUDES TOWARD DE\ZELOPTNG

TABLE VT

*Item 31 = I02 cases
Item 36 to Item 34 = 101

point of view

cases

44. These new experiences have broadened my understanding and feelings for other peoples'

open-mindness.

31. I see my future a little more clearly.
36. ï am better capable of organizing my Iife"
39. ï now feel I can have some control over my
own life.
43. I am more capable of distinguishing bias from

Statements *

COI{TTNUED

TABLE VT

7s.2

76

83

16

18

I5.B

17.8

18.8

2

I

6

L5.7 _t0
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2.0

1.0

5.9

8"9

9"8

Disagree
Z;

No.
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82.2

82 8I.2

28

63"4
19

16

Z

Undecided

No.

74.s

Z

76
64

Agree

No.

*Ttem 49 = 100 cases

49. f have learned to value open:mindedness and
have since begun to inquire into al1 the
facts before r make decisions that will affect
myself or my community.

Statements*

CONCI,UDED

TABLE VI

7e

9o

79:Q

Agree

No"

19

19.0

9a

Undecided
No,-

2.0

B

Disagree

No.
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undecided, and 8.7 percent disagreed. However, when asked

"I now feel f can have more control over my own life, "
(Statement 39) 75.2 percent agreed, while only 5.9 percent
disagreed. Similarly, 74.5 percent agreed that they saw
their futures a little more clearly (Statement 31) and
63.4 percent believed they were more capable of organizing
their own life (StatemenÈ 36).
!{hen asked to respond to Stat.ement 18, "I have learned
that my o!{n personal evaluation of certain experiences is
often clouded by their own bias or prejudice | 73.0 percent
agreed while 11.3 percent still disagreed, An equally high
percentage (83.5 percent) agreed that no matter what they
had been taught, they eventually would decide for themselves what was relevant or irrelevant (Statement 23). In
assessing their ability to distinguish bias from openmindedness (statement 43), and to value open-mindedness in
helping them resolve problems and make decisions (Statement 49), the students agreed favourably (81.2 percent,
and 79.0 percent respectfully)

Similar1y in understanding and respecting other
people's points of view (Statement 44), the students
responded very positively (82.2 percent). They likewise
responded very favourably (79.6 percent) to the item'
"I nohr better understand how much other people affected my
thoughts and actíons (Statement 27). Finally, 73.5 percent
agreed that they had learned much of how they affect other
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(Statement 29) . On the other

hand

, lr9.6 percent

were

undecj-ded while 6.9 percent disagreed.

- student Attitude Toward An -Arvareness of others
üIas group i-nteraction achieved harmoniously and with
respect for others? Did students realize the value of cooperative behavior in maintaining a society of many cultures? (statement 47) . of those responding g7.! percent
agreed, while only 1.0 percent disagreed" rnterestingly
enough, ],r-9 percent were undecided. (Table v¡r.) when
asked to respond to statement 6, ,,we rearned a great deal
about co-operationr" 93.0 percent agreed, 4.3 percent were
undecided, and 2.6 percent. disagreed. Again, responding to
Statement 29, on how they affected others, 73.5 percent
agreed while 6.9 percent disagreed. rn response to statement
47, 77 -2 percent fert they now understood, and could appreciate, the problems of others. onry 5.0 percent disagreed.
Likewise, 87 -o percent learned to be more relaxed with
adults and appreciate their points of víew. (StaÈement 11)
"
Do they value human dignity as a worthy ideal; do they consider others (statement 30) ? A relativery high percentage
(69-6 percent) agreed, 29.4 percent were undecided, and
2.0 percent disagreed"
4

ïn response to their community and their shared
responsibilities, 90.1 percent agreed that they should give
volunteer service in emergencies (statement 33) and, 62.4
percent agreed Èhat they would put the generar werfare of

"

*Item 6 and Ïtem 11 = 115 cases
ïtem 29 and ltem 30 = 102 cases
Item 33 and Ttem 3'1 = 101 cases

before

37. I feel less alienated about school than I did

emergencies.

6. V[e learned a great deal about cooperation,
11. ï have learned to be more relaxed with adults
and apprecíate their points of view,
29. I learned much of how I affect others.
30. I have learned to value human dignity as a
worthy ideal
33. I believe ín giving volunteer service in

Statements *

AWARENESS OF OTHERS

t

65

64 "4

91. 90.1

69 "6
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0

73" s

87"

100
75

3"07 93"0

Agree

No,
4"3

28 "7

8"9

28"4

7

3

t

6"9

1"0

2"0

6"9

2.6

2.6

Disagree

No.
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29

9

29

L2 10"4
20 19.6

5

.B

Undecided

No"

STUDENT ATTÏTUDE TOVüARD DEVELOPÏNG AN TMPROVED

TABLE VT]

j: .
1.

*Item 41 to Ttem
4.7

= 101 cases

46. I would put the general welfare of society
above my or^rn whenever a choice betWeen thê
two is necessary"
47. I better realize the value of co*opexâtive
behavior if we are to maintain a society
of many cultures"

4J-. T am novr capabl€ of understanding the
problems of others.

St,atements*

VÏÏ

CONCLUDED

TABLE

11"9

17"8

88 87"1_ t2

l_8

B

Undecided

No. .

32*7

77,2

%

63 62.4 33

78

Agree

No"

g

1-" 0

5.0

5"0

Disagree

No.

92

the society above their own (Statement. 46) "
Statement 37 is included in this section because
alienatíon is often the result of poor inter-personal
relationships. In any case' 64.4 percent agreed that they
$rere less alienated about school than they had been before,
while 28.7 percent were undecided, and 6.9 percent disagreed.

5. Student Attitude Toward Specific Value Ladden
St,atements and Issues
Has there been an improvement in student$,!' ability

to clarify their own valueso the values of their peeïs and
those of society? Vühat are some of these value judgements?
lVhen asked if they would reconìmend this type of course for
students coming into grade nine next year (Statement 4)
86.1 percent said yês¡ while 4.3 percent disagreed. (Table
VIIT) Tn response to Statement 11, "I have learned to be
more relaxed with adults and appreciat,e their points of
viewr" 87.0 percent agreed while 2.6 percent disagreed.
Students made a similar value judgement in Statement L4.
Of those responding, 75.7 percent agreed that school was
more relevant now that they had taken this coursei 7.8
percent disagreed. A similar response $¡as given to the
itemn "I have learned to judge those experiences in my
life whích are worthwhile and those which are not. " (Statement 17) " Þihile 24.3 percent l¡rere undecided, 7]-'.3 percent
agreed.-lfhen asked to respond to Statement 18n "I have

Statements *

l.'ii

*Item 4 Lo ltem 18 = 115 cases

L4.

I feel school is more relevant..
17. I have learned to judge those experiences in
my life which are worthwhile and those which
are not.
I8. I have learned that my own personal evatuatíon
of certain experiences is oft,en clouded by my
own bias or prejudices.

have learned to be more relaxed with adults

11.3

(continued on next page)

13

7.8

2.6

18 L5.7

9

3

84 73.0

4.3

4.3

5

I

Disagree

No.

28 24.3

Z

82 7L.3

No.

Undecided

11 9.6
L2 10.4
19 16. 5

B

99 86.1
100 87.0
87 75.7

No.

Agree

VATUE LADDEN STATEMENTS AND ISSUES

I would recommend this type of course for
students coming into grade nine next year.

11. T

4.

VÏÏT

STUDENT ATTTTUDES TOVüARD SPECTFIC

TABLE

community.

*Item 23 and Ttem 25
ïtem 28 and Item 30
115 cases
]-02 cases

28. T believe that it is important to be well
informed on issues affecting society.
30. f have learned to value human dignity as a
worthy ideal.

23

" I now f ee1 that no matt,er what I have been
taught, I eventually will decide for mysel-f
what ís relevant, or irrelevant.
25. I feel that if the youth of today were given
a greater chance to participate in community
issues, they would be a credit to their

Statements*

CONTTNUED

TABLE VITT

9

10s

28.4

4.9

7.8

15 "7

2.0

1.0

0.9

0"9

Z

Disagree

No.
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29

7I

69.6

5

96 9 4.I

91.3

18

I

Undecided

No,

96 83.5

Z

Agree

No"

* Item 33 to Ttem 39 - 101 cases

34. I am now interested ín the actions of public
officials and am equally ready to respõnd.
35- r have learned the value of firsthand research
in making decisions as opposed to what others
might say in the matter"
38, I lee a greaLer interrelationship of myself
and the requirements of the community_
39. I now feel I can have some control over my
own life

emergencies.

33. I believe in giving volunt,eer service in

Staternents*

VITI

CONTTNUED

TABTE
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Z
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B

Undecided

No.

27

69

9'1 90.1

Agree

No.

:.::l

.l

1l

*Item 40 to ltem 46 = 101 cases

46. I would put the general welfare of society
above my own whenever a choice between the
two is necessary"

from open-mindedness.

40. T believe I should question each value of
society and judge for myself its merit or
worth in a logical fashion
42. I believe that we need to retain our varied
and divergent art ãñd-cultural heritage but
to continue to adapt to local change.
43. I am more capable of distínguishing bias

Statements *

VÏII

CONTTNUED

TABLE

32.'1

T7 "B

1

0

5"0

1"

1"0

5"0
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Disagree
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Undecided
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26 25.7

82.2

Z

4 73.3

B3

Agree

No.

*ftem 47 = 101 cases
Item 50 = 99 cases

people.

47. I bett.er realize the value of co-operative
behavior if we are to maintain a society of
many cultures.
50. I believe that democracy is a political
philosophy which is by, for, and of, the

Statements*

I

CONCLUDED

TABLE ;VIf

Z

82 82.8

88 86.1

Agree

No.

11.9

17 17.2

L2

Z

Undecided

No.

1

1.0

Z

Disagree

No.
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learned that my own personal evaluation of certain experiences is often clouded by my own bias or prejudicen" 73.0
percent agreed and 11.3 percent disagreed. A more important
response was the L5.7 percent who were undecided, A

similarly high response (83.5 percent) was given to statement 23, 'I now feel that no matter what I have been
taughtn r eventually will decide for myserf what is rerevant or irrelevant. " Only 0.9 percent disagreed. In
answering statemenL 28, gA.L percent agreed that, it is
important to be well informed on issues affecting society,
while 1.0 percent disagreed. Asked whether they berieved
humandignitywasaworthyidea1(Statement30),6g.e
percent agreed, 28.4 percent were undecided, and 2.0 percent
disagreed. Similar1y, 68.3 percent answered that when
called to respond to public service, they would because of
their new interest in the public sector (statement 34).
Howeverr âs many as 26.7 percent were undecided, while 5.0
percent disagreed. In responding to the value of first hand
research 70.3 percent agreed that such an approach was
better than heresay (statement 35). Many agreed (75.2
percent) that they now had some contror over their own life
(statement 39) '
To Statement 40, "I believe I should question each
value of societ.y and judge for myself its merit or worth

in a rogical fashionr" 82.2 percent agreed, 12.g percent were
undecided and 5,0 percent disagreed. Again students answered
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fairly high (73.3 percent) to statement. 42 "r berieve that
we need to retain o11r varied and divergent art and curtural
heritage but to continue to adapt to locar change. " vühire
1.0 percent disagreed, 25.7 percent were undecided. A similarly
high response (87.2 percent) was given to Statement 43, ,,I am
capable of distinguishing bias from openmindedness.,' Again
1.0 percent disagreed, whire L7.g percent were undecided.
rn response to whether they valued co-operative behavior in
maintaining a society of many cultures (statement 47), g7.1
percent agreed, 1.0 percent disagreed and 11.9 percent !ìrere
undecided.
Do the student.s believe in giving volunteer service
in emergenc'"q? (Statemen€ 33) Of those responding, 90.1

percent agreed, 1.0 percent disagreed, and g.9 percent vrere
a closer relationship
between themselves and the community (statement. 3g), 6g.3
percent concurred, 5.0 percent disagreed and as high as 26.7
percent r,irere undecided. However when asked to respond to
statement 25, "r feel that if the youth of today hrere gi-ven
a greater chance to participate i-n community issues, they
would be a credit to their community"" 94.L percent agreed,

while 4.9 percent vrere undecided, leaving 0.9 percent who
disagreed. rnterestingly enough" only 63.4 percent agreed that
they would place the welfare of socieÈy above their own
whenever a choi-ce between the two was necessary (statement
46). Those who were undecid.ed ( 32.7 percent) exceeded those

100

dísagreed (5.0 percent). Fina1ly, when asked to respond
to the idea thät democracy hras a political institution that

hrho

worked for, was chosen by and was comprised of all canadians
(Statement 50), most agreed (97.g percent) while l-7.2 peï-

cent were undecided. None disagreed" Have students learned
to appreciate the points of view of others? (statement 11).
Apparently, 87-0 percent concurred, 10.4 percent are stilr
undecided, and 2.6 percent disagreed.

6. Stu4ent Attjt.ude Toward an Improved Sense of
:

C.ivíc Responsíbilit)¡

Did the program develop a sense of civic responsibitity? Are the students better prepared to participate in the
political and social life of their community? when asked to
respond to statement 48, "r will exercise the right to vote
because r know that responsible gove.rnment can only function

if I exercise that rightr" 85.1 percent agreed, l¿2.g percent
weïe undecided, and 2.0 percent disagreed, (Table ïx). lithen
asked if they would vorunteer service Ín an emergency
(statement 33), a very high number responded most favourably.
(90.1 percent). A few (8.9 percent) lrere undecided while only
one of the sample disagreed. Asked whether they wourd become
involved in their community (statement 10), 69.6 percent
concurred., 23.5 percent rrere undecided and 7.0 percent
definitly disagreed. of those responding to statement 3g,

ur see a greater interrelationship of myserf
and the requirements of the communityr" 69.3 percent agreed, 26.7 percent
$tere undecided, and 5.0 percenÈ disagreed. The same percent-

involved in
my

*Item 10 and Ïtem 25 : 115
Item 28 = I02 cases
Item 33 = 101 cases

emergencies.

cases

28. I believe that it is import,ant to be well
informed on issues affecting society"
33. I believe in giving volunteer service in

community.

Agree
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90.1
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96
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1.0
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No"
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27

Z

Undecided
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AN TMPRO\ZED

CIVIC RESPONSIB]LTTY

25. I feel that if the youth of today were given
a greater chance to participate in community
issues, they would be a credit to their

now become more
communíty,

10. T shal1

Statements *

SENSE OF

STUDENT ATTITUDES TOVüARD DEVELOPING

TABI,E ÏX

*Item 34 to ltem 48 - 101
cases

38. I see a greater ínterrelationship of myself
and the requirements of the community"
47. I better realize the value of co-operative
behavior if we are to maintain a society of
many cultures.
48. I will exercise the right to vote because I
know that responsible government can only
function if I exercise that right.

34" I am now interested in the actions of public
officials and am equally ready to respond.

Statements*
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people.

49. I have learned to value open-mindedness and
have since begun to inquire into all the facts
before I make decisions that will affect myself
or my community.
50. T belíeve that democracy is a political
philosophy which is by 1 for, and of, the
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for Statement 34 when asked if tfre students
were now more interested in the actions of public officials
and whether they v¡ere equally ready to respond" Most students
answered yes (94.I percent) when asked if they believed if
they believed that it was important to be well informed on
issues affecting society (Statement 28). Again, 1.0 percent
disagreed, and 4.9 percent were undecided.
In responding to the question of making d.ecisions
affecting themselves or their community (Statement 49),
79.0 percent agreed that open-mindedness was a prime virtue,
2.0 percent disagreed, while 19.0 percent t,rrere undecided.
Likewise, a high number (87.1 percent) agreed that cooperative behavior was necessary to maintain a society of
many cultures (Stat,ement 47). A few h¡ere undecided (11.9
percent) and only one of the sample disagreed.
When asked if students could effectively participate
(Statement 25) , 9J-.3 percent agreed while 7.8 percent were
undecided. OnIy 0.9 percent disagreed. ïs democracy a
philosophy which is by, ifor .and of the people? (Stater¿fent 50) .
Of those responding, 82.8 percent agreed in the affirmative
while L7.2 percent lrrere uncertain. No student.s disagreed,
7. Student Att-itudes TOWãrd Acguiring NêÌ¡/ KhôWledge
ages v¡ere elicited

ând :Developing

Ne\^r

Le-arninE 'Ski'l,ls

Did these students comprehend, apply, anal1rze,
synthesize, evaluate and internalize the information and
materials experienced in this course? Of those responding
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to statement 2, "r gained a number of new insights from the
various interviewsr" 93'.0 percent agreed, 6.r percent Ì^rere
undecided, and 0.9 percent disagreed. (Table x) Likewise,
82.6 percent agreed that they Ì^rere noÌ¡r more informed
about community issues than they hrere before the course..
(statement 12). A few (11" 3 percent) vrere undecided and a
fewer number (6.1 percent) disagreed. In responding to
statement 32, ur feel that r am now more capable of
anaryzing the results of my research and can now make
recoiltmendations for changê, " 79.L percent concurred., 20.o
per:cent $rere stilI undecj-ded, and 0.9 percent disagreed.
Did the stu.dents learn new skills which had helped them
understand and identify issues and problems? (statemerit. 32),,
70.3 percent agreed 23.B percent v/ere und.ecided and 5.9
percent disagreed. The same percentages were given by

the students when they were asked to respond to sËatement 35,
"r have learned the value of first hand research in making
decisions as opposed to what others might say in the matter.,,
Again when asked if they had. learned to predict
results or conditions (Statement L6) ,67. g percent concurred., 26.L were undecided and 6.1disagreed. could they
judge those experiences ini'their life which were worthwhile and those which were not? (statement l-7) of those
responding, 7L-3 percent agreed, 24.3 percent were undecided, and 4.3 percent. disagreed. vthen responding to
SÈatement. 19, 70.4 percent agreed that they had learned to

*Item 2 Lo Item 12 - 115 cases

7. I have learned to organize my material into an
outline.
g. I have learned to write a good business letter.
12. T am now more informed about community issues
than I was before this course.

course.

2. I gained a number of new insights from the
various interviews.
5. My reading leve1 has improved because of this

Statement,s*

6.1

22.6
26
7

6.1

13. 0

0.9

7

15

1

Z

Disagree

No.

(continued on next page)

13 11.3
82.6

5
9

19 16. 5
28 24.3

89 77.4
61 53.0

42 36.5

58 50.4

Z

Undecided

No.

7 6.r

Z

107 93.0

No.

Agree

AND DEVELOPING NEI,ü LEARNÏNG SKTLLS

STUDENT ATTTTUDES TOIVARD ACOUTRING NEW KNOhTLEDGE

TABLE X

:: fj

.:ì:,

*Item 16 to ltem 20 - 115 cases

16. I learned to predíct results or conditions
after a series of varied experiences.
17. I have learned to judge those experiences in
my lÍfe which are worthwhile and those which
are not.
19. I feel that this course offers an excellent
opportunity to apply the skills learned in the
regular history and geography courses.
20. T feel I played an important part in the
organization, implementation, and evaluat,ion
of the interviews.

Statements *

CONTTNI.]ED

TABLE X

15

2"6

0

4.3

6"1

13.

Z

Disagree

No.

(concluded on next page)

18 L5.7

94

7

19 16.5

81 70.4
81.

28 24.3

"r

82 7L.3

26

Z

Undecided

No"

30

Z

78 67.8

Agree

No.

lltem 2L - 11-5 cases
Item 32 and Ïtem 35 -

ì..

. .',1.

:

.

:1,ì..
.t.':
.ìt: , ,::

101- cases

32. I learned. a number of skills which have helped
me understand and identify issues and problems.
35. I have learned the value of firsthand research
in making decisions as opposed to what others
might say in the matter.

reconmendations for change"

21" I feel that f am now more capable of analyzing
the results of my research and can now make

Statements *

X

GONCLUDED

TABLE

70.3

70.3

7L

79.1

I

7L

91

Agree

No.

24

24

23

.0

23.8

23.8

20

Z

Undecided

No.

T4

5.9

5.9

0.9

B

Disagree

No"
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apply the skills they had developed in other courses , 16.5
percent were uncertain and 13.0 percent disagreed. A higher
number (81.7 percent) agreed that they had played an
important part in the organization, implementation and
evaruation of their interviews (statement 20) , while rs.7
percent were unsure, and 2.6 percent disagreed. Finally,
77 -4 percent agreed that they had learned to organize,
synthesize their materiars and informaÈion into a good outline (statement 7), L6.5 pencent were undecided, and 6.1
percent disagreed.

Did their reading improve (Statement 5)? Only 50.4
percent agreed, 36.5 remained unsure and 13.0 percent
disagreed. A similarly uncertain response Ì^ras given to
statement 9. only 53.0 percent agreed they had learned to

write a good business retter, 24.3 were undecicled,

and, 22.6

percent disagreed.

8. Parent Attitude

To!ùard Thê program.and.,speèif,ùc
Objectives of the Course

I¡lere the students needs, concerns, problems and

int,erests satisfied by the course? of the parents responding
to statement 42 "r would. recommend this type of course for
other students in secondary schools grades rx to xrrr,'
85-2 percent agreed 13.6 percent were undecided, and 1.2
percent disagreed (Table XI). When asked if their son or
daughters attendance hacl improved because of renewed interest

in school (Statement

43)

, 87.7 percent agreed , 6.2 percent

7L

43. My son's attendance improved that year because
of a renewed interest in school.

\Á¡as

*Item 41 to Item 45 - 81 cases

45. My son felt that school

issues

more rel-evant.

63
67

69

42. I would recommend this type of course for other
students in secondary schools grades TX-XII.

44. T feel that he has since become more involved
in his community and keeps abreast of most

75

No.
Z

82.7

77.8

.87 .7

85.2

92.6

Agree

COURSE

4L. I feel my son gained a number of new insights
from the various interviews.

Statements*

SPECIFTC OBJECTIVES OF TITE

PARNNT ATTTTUDES TO THE PROGRAM AND

TABLE XÏ

..i

13.

16.

6

0

6.2

13.6

6.2

3

5

3.7

6.2

6.2

r.2

r.2

Z

Disagree

No.

:t:

(concluded on next page)

11

13

5

11

5

t

Undecided

No.

*Item 46 to ltem 50 i 81 cases

communíty.

46. r believe my son would like to take another
course of this nature before he is eighteen.
47. I feel that his abitíty to judge the consequences of his action is much improved
48. I feel that he is now less biased or prejudiced
in thought and action.
49. His ability to apply the skills learned in thís
course is indícalea-in his hígh school courses.
50. ï feel that if the youth of today lrere given a
greater chance to participate in community
issues, the would be a credit to our

Statements*

CONCLUDED

TABLE XÏ

90.1

73

1

10

84.0

68

8.6

L.2

3.7

2.5
11.1
9

.4

86

70

3

2.5
7.4

90.1

73

12.

3.7
8.6

Z

Disagree

No.

.7

Z

Undecided

No.

87

Z

7l

Agree

No.
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were undecided, and an equal number disagreed. Di-d their
son or daughter feel that school \¡ras more relevant (State-

ment 451? While 82.7 percent said y€s, 13. 6 percent !ìrere
undecided and 3.7 percent definitety. disagre.ed. Einälliy,

"7
percent agreed that their son or daughter would like to take
another course of this nature before they were eighteen
(Statement 46). A few disagreed (3.7 percent) and some
( I . 6 percent) were undecid.ed.
lrlas self-actualization achieved.? !{hen responding to
statement 47, 90.1 percent of the parents agreed that their
sons and daughters ability to judge the consequences of their
action was much improved, while 7.4 percent. vTere unsure.
Only 2.5 percent d,ilsagreed
was the studenÈts varue system more consistent with
thoseoftheírparents?TnreSponsetoStatement48,B6.4
percent of the parents agreed that their son and daughter had
become ress biased or prejudiced in t.hought and actíon, while
11.1 percent rnrere unsuïe and 2.5 percent definitery disagreed. A very high response (90.1 percent) of the parents
agreed that their sons and daughters would be a credit to
their community (Statement 50) while 8,.6 percent lrere
uncertain and 1.2 percent definitely disagreed.
Had the students enrolled in this program become
more cívic minded? rn response to statement 44, 77.g percent
of the parents agreed that their sons and daughters had
become more involved in their community, and were keeping
87
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abreast of most issues, whire 16 0 percent remained uncert.ain, 6.2 percent disagreed.

Did the students improve in knowledge and underst.anding of basic social probrems? vühen answering the
statement 4r, "r feel my son and daughter gained a number
of new insights from the various intervievrsr', gs.2 percent
agreed, while 13.6 percent rüere unsure, and 1.2 percent
disagreed. An equal number (84.0 percent) agreed that their
sons and daughters had learned. to apply the skills developed in this course to their high school subjects (Statement
49). And finally, 90.l percent, of the.parents agreed,.that

their sons and daughters had improved in their ability to
judge the consequences of their actions (Statement 47),
while 7.4 percent vrere uncertain and 2.5 percent disagreed.
9 - A crosstabulation Analysis
,of Eighty_:g_ne_ pqrred cases
Designed To Collate Ten Corres
From Studentrs and parent:!s euestionnaires

lfas the course rerevant? of the paired students and
parents responding to statement 4 and statement 4l respect-

ively, "r would r:ecommend this type of course to students
coming into grade rx next yearr" 96.1 percent agreed, L.2
percent were undecided and none disagreed. ïn 4:9 percent
of the cases, the parents were undecided even though the
students gavea picsitive response. rn 1.2 percent of the cases,
parents disagreed while students agreed (Table xrr). !{hen
asked íf att'endance had i.mproved because of a rene\^red interest

raeíe xrr
A
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OF STUDENT TTEM 2 BY PARENT ITE¡I 41

2. I gained a number of new insights from the various
interviews.

,,,
,

4l-. I feel my son gained a number of new insights from the

various interviews.
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OF STUDENT TTEM 4 BY PARENT ITEM 42

4. I would recommend this type of course for students coming
into grade nine next year.
42. I wou1d. recommend this type of course for other students in
secondary schools grades TX-XII.

(cont.inued on next page)
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Legend:
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TIEM 8 BY PARENT TTEM 43

B. My school attendance has improved because of a renewed
interest in school
43. My son's attendance improved that year, because of a renewed
interest in school.

COTJNT
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AUD
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sr 8

PA 43

41
50.6

I
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U-Undecided
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CROSSTABULATTON

OF STUDENT ÏTEM 10 BY PARENT ÏTEM 44

10. I shall now become more involved in my community.
44. I feel that he has since become more ínvolved in his
munity and keep abreast of most issues|.
:COUNT
PA 44
PCT

AUD
^

sr 10

53
64.4

5
6.2

2

2
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u

3
3.7

1
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4. ï feel school is more rel-evant
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U-Undecided
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that ï have taken this

45. My son felt that school vras more relevant
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D - Disagree
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CROSSTABULATTON OF STUDENT

ITEM 15 BY PARENT ÏTEM 46

15. I feel I need another course of this natuïe to help me
participate more fu11y in my community before I turn
eighteen years of age
46. ï believe my son would like to take another course of this
nature before he is eighteen
PA 46

COUNT

PCT

.

AUD
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CROSSTABULATTON
1,7 .

47.

I have learned to judge those experiences in my life
are worthwhile and. those which are not.

which

I feel that his ability to judge the consequences of his
action is much improved.
PA 47

COTJNT

PCT
U

55

67.9

ST

L7

I4
L7 -3

D

5

6.2

4

4.9
Legend:
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ITEM
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A - Agree
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- Undecided
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BY PARENT TTEM 48

18.

I have learned that my o\Ârn personal evaluaÈion of certain
experiences is often clouded by my own bias or prejudices.

48.

I feel that he is now less biased or prejudiced in thought
and action.
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U - Undecided
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CROSSTABULATION OF STUDENT TTEM

19 BY PARENT TTEM 49

19. r feel that this course offers an excel-rent opportunity to
apply the skilIs learned in the regular history and
geography courses

49. His ability

to apply the skills learned in this course is
indicated in his hgih school courses.
PA

COUNT

49

PCT

A

U

50

6L.7

sr
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D
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25. I feel that if the youth of today \Á¡ere given a greater chance
to participate in community issues, they would be a credit
50.

to their community.
I feel that if the youth of today were given a greater chance
to ¡rarticipate in community issues, they woutd be a credit
to ouricommunity.
PA 50

COUNT

PCT
U

69

85.2

ST25

U

5

6.2

4

4.9
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I
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Legend:
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U - Undecided
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in school (st,udent statement B, and parent statement 43) ,
50.6 percent of the paired responses agreed, r.2 percent vrere
undecided and 1.2 percent. both disagreed. rn the same analysis, 25.9 percent of the students recorded an undecided .:.:
response while parents agreed. On the other hand 6.2 percent
of the parents recorded undecided responses while the
students agreed. In response to Student Statement 15 and
Parent Statement 46 asking whether another course would
be of benefit, 72.8 percent of the paired cases agreed,
1.2 percent h/ere undecided and 1.2 percent d.isagreed. rn
the same analysis L7.3 percent of the students \ñ/ere undecided
while parents agreed. ïn 4.g of the paired cases, parents
r,'/ere undecided and
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students agreed.

was serf:actualization achieved? vühen responding to

student statement L7 , and parent statement 47 , 67.9 percent
both agreed , 4.9 percent were equally undecided, and L.2
percent disagreed. on the other hand, L7.3 percent of the
students hrere undecided while the parents agreed' rn the
same analysis 6.2 petcent of the parents r,rrere undecid.ed, and
the students agreed
lrlas the students I value system more consístent with
those of their parents? rn response to student statement 1g
and Parent st'atement 48, 74 -L percent agreed that the
student had become less biased or prejudiced in thought and

actíon, while 1.2 percent were undecided. of the paired
cases responding, 11.1 percent of students weïe,undecided

and
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while parents agreed.. rn the same analysis 4.g percent of
parents were und.ecided while the students agreed. A high
number of paired cases (95.2 percent) both agreed to Student
statement 25 and parent statement 50, ,'r feel that if the
youth of today rÂrere given a greater chance to participate
in community issues, they would be a credit,to the communityr" 1.2 percent were undecided, and none disagreed. ïn
the same anarysis | 6.2 percent of the stud.ents elicit.ed an

,

while the parents agree with the statement Likewise 4.9 percent of the parents were undecided
while students agreed.
undecj-ded response

the students enrolled in this program become more
civic minded? ïn response to student statement l0 and parent
statement, 44 about becoming more involved in the community,
64-4 percent agreed, 3.7 percent vrere undecided and r.2
percent both disagreed. rn the same study, L7.3 percent of
the students r^rere undecided while the parents agreed. Likewise , 6.2 percent of the parents vrere undecided while the
Had

,-

students agreed.

Did the students improve in knowledge and understanding of some basic social probrems? when responding to
student statement 2 and parent statement 44, g6.4 percent
ag'reed that the student had gained a number of new insights
from the interviews, whire none \^rere undecided or d.isagreed.
rn the anarysis 4.9 percent of the st,udents were undecided
while parents agreed. similarly g;6 percent of the parents

123

were undecided while the students agreed. Finally, in
response to Student Stat,ement 19 and Parent Statement 49,

6L.7 percent agreed that the student had learned to apÞIy

skills, 2.5 percent were equally unsure, and none disagreed.
ïn the same analysis 14.8 percent of the students vrere undecided while parents.:.:agreêd. Similarl$;L3. 6 percent of
the students disagreed while the parents agreed. Likewise,
4.9 percent of the parents \^rere undecided while the students
agreed to the statement.

CHAPTER VT
CONCT,USTONS

The underlying purpo,se. of this thesis was to prevent

an applied case study in curriculum development of an
humanistic, informal, affectively based, alt.ernä.tive social
science program. As such, it includes the minimal basis ,,for
planning a coursen studying iÈ empirically and considering

',:t

,,..¡,:
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the grounds of íts justifícation.,,1 The program, described
in this thesis, was implemented five years ago because of
an urgent need to revise the exísting social curriculum.
More than this a number of basic assumptions about schooling
hIereserious1yquestionedin1i9htofwhatweknowabout
pre-adolescence and the developmental stages of cognitive
and moral reasoning.
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The position herd in this thesis is not.r^rithout

support- rn recent years the literature has abounded with
criticism of the present. role of the school and its
blatant dísregard öf changing social, politicar and economic values" lve are $¡arned by Toffler, postman, Hodgetts,
üIeinstein and others, that unress schools begin to meeÈ the
needs of their consumers, students will go elsewhere.
Shocking as it may seem, a seri-ous conditíon exists now,

today. unless educators begin to realizè that learning must
be of some recognizable worth to the individual, we will
-L.
Stenhouse, An Introduction._T_o__Çglriculum¡ Rgsêar.sh.1
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experience in the not too distant future more student

strikes, confrontations: in short a student revolution
Neil Postman on the other hand, is more optimistic. However,
if his Soft Revolution fails to gain significant results,
we will lose our clientel.l
In tight of this dilemma, this thesis offers for
close scrutiny an alternative social science program which
is st,udent planned, directed and supervised and which
recognizes students' needs, concerns and problems as
defined by the students themselves. Based upon the concept
that an humanistic, informal approach to learning might
produce a greater sense of self and other avrareness, an
improved sense of civic responsibilityr ârr improved ability
to clarify values, and an improved ability to apply the
necessary cognitive learning skifls, an alternative social
studies course was implemented at Isaac Newton Junior High
School in Ig72. The methods, techniques and procedures
employed to develop the program have been outlined in
Chapter Three of this thesis, including a section on
problems of implementation and evaluation. The results of
two questionnaires'given over a f,ive year period are also
included to determine the worth of the program.
While the program appears to have accomplished
heif Postman a C. Vüeingartner, A Soft Revolution,
rbid., p. 1.
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what it intended, it failed to change the attitåes of
those who have deep rooted convictions concerning content-

rn as much as it is argued in this thesis that students
have different need.s, the tradítional content. subjects might
also be classified as an alternative, v¡ith proviso that the
students' lever of cognitive and. moratr deveropment be
consj-dered in choosing the material for study
Since the needs of students are many, and, since
pupils in general are more worldly as a resurt of changing
values, it is becoming increasingly important that educators
begín to provide more relevant and meaningful experiences
for school children. As such, this thesis is a model which
might be accept.abre b1r those who wish to interject experiential learning into their own social science curricula.
while it appears to satisfy the specific objectives of the
course.for a particulaï group of students it would not
however, meet the needs of aI1 young people. ït does,
nevertheiess, consider the present state of cognitive and
emotional devel-opment of grade nine students, ranging from
ages fourteen to seventeen in particular, and a number of
graduate students upward to ages twenty-one who return on
a regular basis as student aides for credit in their high
school 3oB (Grade xrï) courses. rn short, therefore, this
particurar program was designed to meet the expressed needs
and interests of a particular group of students in a
specific area. This is not to.say that the process is not

transferable. on the contrary, there are a number of
implications that will be discussed below. The main point
here, however, is that while virtually all young people
may have the same stresses and joys, they are still a
product of their curtural environment. T,rlhereas one group
of students may represent a cross-section of the city's
core area, another group of students might represent a
cross-section of middle class sr¡burbia, and. as such require
a completery different set of conditions for experiencing
their environment.
Assuming, therefore, that the rationale for thi-s

thesis i-s valid, irrespective of the above mentioned
variables, it seems worthwhile to consider the process of
curriculum development as outrined in this study. ïn the
simprest terms, the best method of insuring the success of
any ne$r curriculum scheme is to gain the support of the
various groups who will benefit or wilr be affected by the
change. rn the case of this progïam, it was necessary to
secure support from the students, parents, teachers, school
administration, superintendent and Director of curriculum

before the course could be accepted for credit. vùhile the
chore was arduous, the rewards were more than gratifying.
Likewise, the rore of the teacher, arso changed.
In short, he became a resource person, rather than an
authority figure. Irrhile this change need noÈ be dramatic,

*'-i:iä:i::"'
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it is nonetheless essential" rn some cases this requires
professional development through participation in a totally
different environment. Here teachers who are generally
comfortable in the traditionar.',teaeher disciplined,',
"straight rows"., "no talkingr' classroom, must re-adjust to
an open, informal student dírected, activity oriented
environment. Teachers, Èherefore¿ must re-adapt themselves,
and become a part of the atmosphere, with students hustling

around, arguing, arranging interviews, phone ringing,
coffee brewing; in short, they must become adjustedr âs it
\^/ere' to becoming a facilitatorr

organizer, and accept
the fact that young peopre thrive on activity. For the
teacher, it's like being placed in the middle of the
convention centre during a political - convention. v,lhile an
outside observer may see little productive activiÈy, a
perceptive clinician would recognize þositive learning,
experi-ences with students solving minor research problems
with a fairly high degree of sophistication.
Over the past five years there have l¡een many
indicatérs ,which suggest that the program \^/as a success.
virtually every student has returned.to inquire about the
success of the course or to lend their support in assisting
other students. some students are pïesentry registered in
their own high schools and are receivi-ng credit for participation in the course, even though they graduated. as lolg
as three years ago. The questionnaires, of course, act.ua11y
érrr
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speak for themselves.

while the program has great potent.ial as an experi*
entia11earnj.ngexperienceforSome,thereis,however,
littIe excitement for those who require a veïy structured

.

,,

progiram- rt was found Èhat while some students thought

they could operate in an informal environment, they \^¡eïe
soon frustrat.ed by the complete change of learning siutations. An expressed feering of a lack of competence and

.'

adequacy compounded

;'...,.1,,

.r'.,,,':.,:

the siÈuation and by the end of the first
term it was necessary to transfer up to five percent of
the students back into the regular program. on the other
hand, an equal number from the regular progïam asked for a
transfer into the CommuniÈy Studies Course
Finally, a number of suggestions were offered in
this thesis about how learning best occurs, and when and
howattitudeschange.Thefo11owingisa1istofeighteen
conditions which this thesis considers as minimal for a
total learning experience.
ConditÍonsofEffe@'':]'....
The for-rowing aïe a list

.
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of mi-nimal conditions

required to learn effectively. They: incl_ud.e:
1. utilizing an humanj-stic-informal base for the
learning experience;

2. Extending the learning experiences of the
classroom beyond the four walls of the classroom;

,.:,: :-,:,:
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3. Providing students with an active, concrete
"Experience Curriculum;

rr

4. Creating more satisfying and relevant programs
aimed at helping young people with their problems and

,',,,''.,,,,

concerns;

5. Emphasizing self and other awareness or the
affective psychological side of the curriculum;
6. Inítiating an "ïnquiry-approach" to learning i
7. Allowing for application of learning skills;
8. Encouraging young people to use first-hand

...

i,i
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'
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research;

9. Legitimizíng the search through encouraging openended discussions;

10. Encouraging young people to reflect upon their
ovrn experiences in the learning situation;
11. Creating new roles for teachers;
rz. Encouraging peer group discussions;

13. Recognizing that learning takes place best when
it occurs in an open environment in the context of real
concrete daily lïfe experiencesi
14. Realizi,ng that students ultimately organize
their own learning;
15. Accepting that young people can actively
participate in the social and political life of their
community;

:

,.i::....
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16" Acknowledging that increased satisfaction will
result in bet.ter motivation for achievement;

17. Recognizing that education in a free society
should have a broad human focus and be based upon studentsr
personal problems and concerns, and
18. Accepting that the self-evaluation process is
valid worthwhile method of judging experience.

::,

:,::1,

''":

a

rn as much as the above conditions reflect one of
the most ideal learning environmentsr oo program arternatíve
can be ful1y developed without the folrowíng controlring
factors,
1) the overall goals of the students, parents,

:.',:,:,.::,,,,,,.
_
:.: . :_..: '

,.i
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i:';:r:

:

;

teachersandcommunitymustbesurve1redandgenera11yagreed
upon by all parties,

2) the developmental levels of the studentsr both
cognitive anh affective should be assessed, and
) the physical, mental, social, moral and psychological growth of the stud.ents should be evaluated and consídered whíIe planning the learning experience.
Further, the position taken in this thesj-s is that
the most beneficial learning always takes place when
children are actj-ve, that is, sensing the totar- environment with all their natural faculties. This can be accomplished in many ways, including developing a totally
integrated program which would combine erements of mathe-
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matics. general science, language arts, and soci-al science
into one course; or what might be called ',A Technicalhumanities Program.

rr

This pïogram, in fact, is the next stage of the
course described in this thesis. lvhile the proposed program,
to begûn in the falr of, 1976 and to be described in a
later thesi-s, will integrate arr eighteen conditions
required to learn effectively, it may be that other teachers
may wish to choose onry one or two elements in the initial
stages of their programs. rn any case, whatever the format,
it should be experientíalry based and incrude the community
as the interface for learning.
Another very important consideration is the need
to extend the resource base itself. !Íhereas the program

outlined. in this thesis made excerlent use of the city,
so might rural communities in planning experiences for their
students. whatever the situation the school should become
the centre of the community where strategies are planned
and activities are organized. ïn this type of curriculumrthe
community becomes the classïoom, a type of school without
walls. The role of the teacher, therefore, is that of a
facilatator, who assists students in organizíng and evaruating their experiences.
vtithout too much effort or imagination, these
eighteen conditions could very easiry be adapted to an

133

elementary school. Whíle many of the elements listed are

rather sophisticated with respect to the physical, mental,
social, moral and psychological growth of elementary school
children, it is entirely possible to have these young people
explore social problems of the elderly, mentally handicapped,
police, fireman and even younger children in kindergarten.
The possibilities of high school students studying
under the premises outlined. in this thesis are even greater.
Ifhether courses $rere opted for on a fuIl or part time basis,
there can be no doubt that a relevant learning situatíon
would excite the minds of late-adolescents who are experiencing a very different set of conflicts
lrlhatever the program, if the eighteen conditions
outlined in this thesis are considered only minimally,
teachers will find their students responding'more than ever
before to their efforts.
Seeing both stud.ents and teachers leaving school
at, the end of a busy tryíng day, clicking their heels
in the air and egar for another because they have
both achieved a greater sense of.competence and
adequacy, a greater feeling of self-awareness, is. an
acknowledgment that the uI timate in an humanisticinformal approach to learning has been achieved.

l.:3:r-:i.:'
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PREFACE

This proposal is not meant in any way to replace or
supress the value of the existing sociar studies program of
History or Geography. rt is sr:bmit.ted only as a modification
to the existing social science programs which wourd work in
conjunction with the regular grade rx-xrr social studies
programs, except at a community 1evel. The goals are
similar, only the process differs. Tn essence, the onry

rear difference is the content and the fact that students
are timetabled for out-of-school experiences, to interview
respondents who are more invorved and informed about
community issues and problems. The community would become
the resource center.
The purpose, of this proposal therefore is to produce

a design for teachers who are searching for an arternative
social science Program, and as a guide for those int.erested
teachers who may wish to add a new dimension to their already
successful Social Studies prog,rams.

This proposal, accordingly, will be an attempt to
offer 1) a rationale and a design of an existing "community
studies Program" at rsaac Newton Junior High schoor which is
based upon a number of enlightening assumptions, and 2) a
suggestion of possibre time allotments and scheme whereby
the afore mentioned program can be offered by social science
teachers as a modi-fication to their existing programs.
l_

l- l_

The request in this proposal is, therefore, succincti

that one thÍrd of the allotted time apportioned to the
regular social science program be given to an aÞpIiêd
course in Urban Dynamics using the skills learned in the
regular History and Geography courses. Since self awareness,
citizenship, and intellectual curiousity are the dominant
goals of any social science program it would seem reasonable
to assume that they should likewise govern a course which
allows for learning based on real_Iife social experiences.
By being involved in the proposed program there will also
be ample opportunity for students to question social values,
attitudes and perspectives in the community into which
these students will soon be young voting adults, and in
a very few years The process must begin somewhere, sometime, hopefully, before these students turn eighteen years
of age.
My gratitude goes out to all those individuals who
have supported this program and encouraged me to see this
course through to a, hopefully, satisfying end. In particular
ï would like to include; my wife, Patti Armstrong, Tom 8e11,
Dr. Stan Ko1t, Irvin Sera, Greg !{inkworth, Benjy Levin,
former students, and those teachers who allowed students
time from their classes to become involved with the many
out-of-school experiences over the past two years. Last, but
not least are the members of the community who have helped
in the organization of the many interviews. Included must be
iv
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mentioned, His Worship, i\4ayor Stephen Juba, A1 Chartrand,

Gloria Mendalson, Dave Dre\,r, and. the one hundred or so
parents and other interviewees who actively particípated
in this program. Vùe trust their efforts have not been in vain.
Clive Armstrong
Winnipeg, L974.
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TNTRODUCTTON

Any educational program of worth must keep in mind

the needs of those

benefit. The CORE report on
secondary school reform in the province of Manitoba goes as
far as to say that, "The needs of the individual are central
and constitute the focal point for the efforts of the schoor."l
One need only turn to the literature to find that these needs
are many. Our schools at present are supplying many of these
needs, but one very important consideration is being ignored.
This, according to the authors of Project Canada lVest, is
"Urbanization, The Schoo1 and The CiEy."¿ ïn fact, statistics
are alr too impressive to d.isregard. The Economic council of
canada warns us that by 1980, eight out of ten canadians wírr
be urban residents, and six out of ten wilr be concentraÈed
ín 29 metropolitan areas and ]-arge cities of 1001000 and
who would

over. 3

A review of the literaÈure further demonstrates that
the need for a curriculum change is necessary novr, particurarily in our more heavillr popurated cities where humanism,
in some quarters, is slow1y giving way to dehumanism, drugs,

crime, and the prostitution of the soul. To avoid such social
l"Report of the Core Committee on the Reorganization
of the Secondary School," The Secondary SchooI, (Vtinnipeg,
Dept" of Education, 1973) r-Þ.-EE
t
oG"
IÍcIntosh, Canada Studies project,, Alberta Human

Resources Research Cou
3_
-Economic Council of Canada, Fourth Annual Review:
Thê Canadi'an Economy EroÍi the 1960's to 1970rs, (Ottawa:

2

issues in the secondary school social science curriculum is
folly, as in the conspicuous disregard for such topics as
urban Dynamics, comrnunity rssues, Technological urbanization,
and Regionar Development, not to mention, values and morals
education.

.

The challenge is, however, being met by some far_
sighted educators. one need onry read the evaluation reports

on such programs as project. canada lvestr4 and project
wingspreads to realize that the philosophies of Neir postman6
and colen lvard7 are werr founded. ït likewise becomes
impossibl-e to talk about student needs today without re-

ferring to Piaget or Dewey. piaget craims that many young
people are not emotionalry ready to comprehend the abstract
reasoning about such topics as "Lawt'i as expïessed in the
curricur,r*.8 Dewey, in fact, was not an advocate of the
aimless, mindless, uninterlectual curriculum which has been
'G. Mcfntosh,

Ã

Canâd.a

Studies project., !969.

SHarriet ralmage e Lloyd J.
Mendalson, projêct litringspread Metropol itan communi ty Resources as the-E-ter]ffiõ:
orO
Communications: H
Eçþool Currículum-õver@
gton, D.C.,
Ifas
ce of Education (DHE!V) ,
6l¡"i1 postman, et. êr., The
Soft Revolution, (New
York: Del Pub1. Co., I97J-).
7col"r, Ward, €t. al., Street
Worker, The Explodinq

School, (London: Rut1edge, feg
8_
-.fean piaget,
and Reas@,
(New York: Humanities *dgement
ffi
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banner of "1ife adjustments. "9 He saw rear life
as bei-ng essential to the p=o.""".10

experiences

PURPOSE

The intent of this proposal, therefore, is:
1) to draw to the attention of the Department of
Education that an urban studies program is indeed necessary
and can, in fact, be reali zed,

2) to present a rationale for an urban studies
Program (hereafter referred to âsr "A community studies
course for urban Living") for the second.ary schools in
Manitoba Grades rx-xrr, which hopefurly will become an option
to be taken along with History and Geography, and.

3) to submít a desígn and description of an existing
sociar science project at rsaac Newton Junior Hígh school
in lrlinnipeg Division #1 which tends to meet most of the
objectives to be set out in a later section¡
This, therefore, is the challenge: to meet wíth
sËudent needs, and interests, and to offer them involvement
in 'their community, and real 1ife confrontations which is
.âs-.-$uch of án interest to our youth today as it is to the
balance of society.
THE RATTONAI,E

The assumptions that the paper holds to be truth are:

9Malcor-m-skirbeck,
Johh Dewey, (London: collierMacMillan ttd. , L970) , p. fil*"Reginard D" Archambault,
10_
philosophical Bases
of the Experience curriculum, " p.ewev"The
on
uaucauiån
ÀÞpraisars r
(New York: Random House, Lg66) r
'

i

4

1) that learning Èakes place best, not when it is
conceived. as a preparation for rife, but when it occurs in
the context of real daily life situations,
2) that each learner, ultimately must organize his
own learning in his ov¡n way,
3) that problems and personar interests are a more
realistic structure than are subjects for organizing rearning
experiences,
4) that students are capable of directly and
authentically partÍcipating in the intellectual and social
life of our communityrll and.,
5) that it is the responsibility of every concerned teacher to help in stud.ent-initiated curriculum which
choses enculturaÈion as a worthwhile goal.
theif postman, êt. al., A Soft
Revolution,
Del Publ. Co.7 1971), p. g.

(New york:
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TT OBJECTIVES

a priori- assumption is that knowledge derives
from experience and what we know is what we have first
I) Yet¡ in as much as students may be exposed
experienced.'to social phenomenon in its:, vartrring degrees ' it does not
insure learning without 1) a need, and 2) a purpose for
relevant and m-eaningful experiances. To this.end, this
proposal supports three very important general aims which
should be common to most Socia1 Science programs. They are:
1) to assíst in the development of a sense of value,
an a\Á/areness of self ,
2) to help create a sense of citizenship and responsibility for the community, and
3) to develop intellectual curtöusiii,1z'"and introduce
modes of thinking which witl facilitate this inquisitiveness.
These goals must further be supported by procedures
My

whereby stud.ents can learn:

1) to analyse c-ti'bical data in social situations,
2) to solve problems in a real social environment
along with situatíons '-tudied from the past'
3) to answer relevant questions of the environment,
4) to develop an understanding of the social world,
its institutions and mores,
5) to think more effectively about social phenomenon,
12.
--John
Dewey, E>çeri'enie and Education, (New York:
yrs main thesis.
Collier Books, Lg6g);

..

6

6) to thínk more about social realities,

what is real

or unreal,
7) to examine society, how it is shaped and particularly how they themselves are affected by the culture
around them and how society shapes their lives ,
8) to respond. to their environment and to learn to
resist such phenonomenon as cultural determinism,
9)tocomprehendtheirsocia1existenceanddeve1op
and particularly und.erstand
a) causes for behavior,
b) social behavior, and,
c) social values,
10)toappreciatetheva1uesoftheirsocietyand
how to respond to them, and finally,
11)todeve1optheabi1itytoana1yse'exp1ainand
improve social interaction and to develop strategies to
accomplish these

"rrd=.

that these goals, even though they be longitudinal in
character, must be given a chance to nuture early and
ideally in a real concrete life situation. It becomes,
therefore, our responsibility to provid.e the opportunities
whereby students may honestly and actively participate in
the intellectual life of their community.
R. Joy9e, Strat,egies For Elementary Social

Science Education, (Chicag
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The purpose of this proposal wirl be to demonstrate
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Wíth these goals in mind a pilot project was
instituted at rsaac Newton Junior High school in lrlinnípeg
Division #1 in the falI of 1972. The program began with two
grade nine classrooms, and. extended to five classes last

year. This years program awaits the approvar of the Department of Education. The following section includes a description of that course.

I
TTI

PROGRAM DESTGN AI{D DESCRTPTTON

The program is a student-initiated,

teacher-guided

program in which the community becomes a classroom and the

teacher a resource person' The students have designed their
ovrn program

which they have built around their needs

-:,,,.,,',-,,

and

interests.
Theschoo1,then,becomesthecenterforpreparing
experiences, while the libr ãxy , and other community services
and agencies ac.t as the catalyst around which learning
experiences occur and motivation begins.
Through their involvement in the cou.rse, students
became aware of social problems on a first hand basis ,
Not only did they see social issues as creations of a f,ast
changing society, but they had a chance to test their own
solutions to these problems. Thirty some topics were studied

.,|'.,t,
,r.,,i,,,

''

;

;

which included:

1. Crime and Law Enforcement
2. Alienation
3. Unwed Mothers
4, Juvenile Delinquency
5. Family Problems
6. Narcotics
7 . Senior Citizens
8. Medical Care
9 . lVelfare
10. Alcoholism
11. Poverty

t.-,-
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12. Education
13. Rehabilitation
J-4. Correction, parole and probation
15. Cultural Fulfíl1ment

16. Uni-City
L7. Censorship
19. Law and Government, and
Ig. Minority Groups
By arranging personal interviews and television
programs with prominent members of the community, students
r^/eïe able to test out hypothesis, question existing values
and judge the value of the agencies that are set up to solve
our social problems.
Each student has set up personal goals with the hope
of making some contribution to the society in whi-ch they
live. They plan to accomplish this end by making recommendations for change aL a public parents-teachers meeting at
the end of their study
Each student began by def ining the problem and the
purpose for their stud.y. ïn order that each student could
testtheirfindings,theypreparedanumberofpersonal
problem which could be compared
' insights into their chosen
to their f inal conclusions at the end of the study
Once the individual groups had agreed on a formula,
a through search of the literature followed. Newspapers,
vertical fi1es, and periodicals in the cityrs libraries r,rrere
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used extensively. After gaining sufficient background.

information, the students arranged their first interviews
and set out a number of further goals for themselves. The
interviews were taped for review later with their teacher
or Èeacher helpers. rt was at this point that the greatest
learning actually occurred. Through group discussions with
teacher assistance and parent vorunteers from the community,
the students v¡ere able to challenge the comment.s made by the
various interviewers and. test for prejudice or bias in statements made by their guests.
This stage was followed by a Community Student
Questionnaire of five hundred homes in the district. By
: able to determine the
degree of a "Tesponse" (answered as SA - strongly agree,
A - ag'ree, [J - undecided, D.,- disagree, SD - strongly
disagree) to their topics as it compared to the various
people they had previously interviewed.
As in any problem solving situation, the sunmaïy,
findings, and conclusions pray a great part in the students
assessment of their topics. This paper holds that the
students should be the total judge of their experiences,
however, since our educat,ional system requires other external
measuïements, this pïogram offers two further evaluation of
his experience. These techniques are found in section Four.

l
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IV METHOD OF EVAI,UATTON
A. Student Evaluation
The greatest degree of evaluation is done by the
students themselves. There is, in fact, much evidence that
self-evaluation is ciloser to a true assessment of the
worth of a social experien"".14 This self-evaluation must,
however, be qualified in a personal interview with the
teacher or the teacher assistants. The process cannot be
considered time consuming since it is in actuality part of
the total process, of a students evaluation of himself.
In order to test the validity of this judgment, a
second evaluation technique was employed which allowed the
other students in the group to give an assessment of that
student as he participated in the group discussions and
organi-zation of the out-of-school experience. In the event
that a:.s.tudènt disagreed with this judgrment by their peers,
they were allowed a re-evaluation of the criteria, and the
grade, in a group discussion. Where there were very high and
low evaluations, the mean scales were used to prevent prejudices. A copy of these reports is included in the appendix.
B. Program Evaluation
The staff of Isaac Newton Junior High School commissioned the school administration to make personal interviews with student groups on a trimester basis as a con14l. Barnard Gilmore, "Learning and Student self*
Evaluatiorrr" Journal of College Science Teâchigg, Vol " ,3t.
No. 1, Oct. , L973, pp. 54-57.

l ', r::-
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tinuous test of the worthwhileness of the student experience
in the community studies course. However,r éince this prográm
has many longititudenal aims which cannot be measured on a
semester basis, it was necessary to red.uce the criteria for
evaluation to the student's ability

1) to organize their experiend.es,
2) to analyse their findings,
3) to predict results or conditions,
,4) ,'to s-yntheÉ.is :findi4gs,
5) to evaluate their own experiences, and,
6) to suggest methods or schemes for implementing change.
Behavioral objectives are to be given equal emphasis
and are judged through personal interviews by teachers, and
teacher helpers, which included parents in the community and
para-pïofessionals from the universities. Values and moraljudgment leve1s are difficult to evaluate, but an attempt at
producing a scale (af,,ger Piaget and Kohlberb) is under
investigation. An evaluation of each of the members of the
resource team will be submitted upon request of the Minister
or his department.
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V

SUMMARY FÏNDÏNGS AND CONCLUSÏONS

This program is at present under analysis by this
author in a thesis to be presented to the Faculty of
Education under the same heading as this proposal. The
thesis has been approved and is in its final stages of
comptretion. A critical analysis was made of cognitive and
affective skills and attitudes fron a student, teacher and
parent questionnaire. The findings thus far, after two
years, has been very gratifying, particularily for students
who have graduated and have returned to express their
satisfaction with having been involved with the course.
This does not suppose that all educators will accept
this method of challenging the social needs of students.
Even though a program of this type may gain some successes
and gain a number of followers it will not have a total
appeal to all educators. The time involved for such a program requires much ded.ication and a re-evaluation of teaching
methods by any teacher who plans to enter into such an
atternàtive method. The physical shape of the social science
classroom must also changer rohrs by necessity, must give
way to small groupings of desks. Audio and video expertise
become necessary for gaining the greatest advantages from
that media, and quiet classrooms must give way to involvement. The classroom begins to look more like the Convention
floor of a large Nomination Primary. Group discussions and
debates in place of a one to one give and.take of opinion
between a teacher and a student must become coillmon place

L4:
in this type of classroom rather than an alternative
method in itself. At virtually no time is the classroom
lectured as one, rather there must be several classrooms
within one classroom.
If this program is to be successful , therefore,
teachers must re-evaluate their concept of "schoolingr',
and then once dedicated to the idea of "putting the social
back into the sociar studiêsr" teachers will find that
interestandmotivationwi1Iagainbeexcitingbyproducts
rt has been the intention of this proposal, therefore,
to present a new philosophy for the teaching of the Social
Sciences. ït is hoped that upon receipt of this proposal by
the Department of Education that a number of considerations
will be examined. trn order of presentation they were:
1) that Urban Studies programs be accepted as
equa11yviablevehic1estothe1earningofsoi:la1science
attitudes and skills as do History and Geography for grades
rx-xrr inclusive'
2) that the rationales held in this paper be accepted
as a framework around which other programs might be measured
as other innovative social science teachers begin a reevaluation of theír existing programs,
3) that the method.s, procedures, techniques, and
objectives of the afore mentioned program, titled "A
Community Studies Course For Urban Living, be given acceptance as an alternative method of meeting the social studies
goals of this province's Social Scj-ence Curriculum,
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4) that one-third of the ti-me allocated to the
History and Geography secondary social science programs
be allotted to urban studies courses which could be studied
ej-ther in conjunctíon with the existing History and
Geography Programs, as a modification to those programs,
or separate from History and Geography as an aÞplied course
of social science "techniques" learned in the regular History
and Geography programs. This second proposal shoul-d likewise be considered as a modification to the regular History
and Geography programs. Ho\^rever, whereas in the firsÈ
instance urban stud.ies programs would be timetabled as part
of the existing History and Geography courses, the second
instance wourd best be timetabled at a separate time, or a
time suitable to the schools administration. rt should be
stressedagainthatwhicheverapproachbetaken,theprogramS
are buL modifications to the existing courses. only the
logistics need be changed to meet the individual needs of the
students for which they should have some choice, and finalJ-y,
5) that the department give serious consideration
to urban studies courses as credit courses, equal to History
and Geography in further curriculum planning
The program at rsaac Newton Junior High school has
at present the support of the administration and the
Superintendent'sdepartmentinWinnipegSchoolDivision#1.
All that remains, therefore, is the necessary approval by
the Department of Education. Herein, has been our proposal
and our thanks for your cooperation and consideration.
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APPENDÏX B
CORRESPONDENCE

TSACC NET^iTON JUNTOR HTGH SCHOOL

730 Aberdeen Avenue

Winnipeg, Manitoba
October 24, L972
Dear Parents:

At Isaac Newton School we have been discussing a plan
for some students in grade nine to make a study of problems
of local interest and concern to themselves and to the adults
of the locality.
The plan is to arrangie for students to go out, into
the community in teams of four or five, and by interviewing
people and making observatS-ons of their own, it ís hoped. that
they will get a clearer picture of life in the community and
develop some of their own ideas as to how to deal with some
local problems.
Students taking part in this project will be expected
to choose as topics for their study such matters as civic
government, public health, crime and law enforcement, sanitation and clean environment, racial and religious matters,
business and employment opportunities, and education. Having
chosen a subject for investigation, students will, with the
guidance of their teacher, plan their project carefully, and
prepare for it by getting as much background information as
possible from books and other sources in the school and in t,he

_

-

-

._

public libraries.
When this preparation is completed, they will arrange
for interviews with people in the community and visits to
places of business, various institutions such as hospitals,
churches, schools, law enforcement offices, employment
of f j-ces, and similar establishments.
fn this way, pupils should develop a greater understanding of the real problems that exist in the community and
develop a stronger sense of repponsibl-lity 'for.:the :r7è11,=b<iing
of their feIlow citizens. Furthermore, ,\r'rei-:expect that this
kj-nd of experience will have real educational value in
traj-ning students to undertake research through reading and
observation, to make informed judgment.s, and to communicate
their findings to others who are interested in these matters.
The purpose then, is not to replace traditional classroom
experiences but rather to compliment them by extending::hhe
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educational process.
A number of students have shown considerable enthusiasm for this project and. we ask your permission in releasing

pupils from regular classes from time to time to go out into
the community to obtain ùhe informaÈíon they r:equire
However, if it is your feeling that your son or
daughter should not participate in this undertakirg, please
sign and return the attached sheet to me
Yours tru1y,
T. 8e11,
Principal.

R. C. Armstrong,
Teacher.
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TSSAC NEWTON JUNTOR HTGH SCHOOL

October,

L972

I do not wish to have my son/daughter
(Name)

to be released from classes to participate in communíty studíes.

Room

Parent.',s Signature
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TSAAC NEVüTON JUNTOR HTGH SCHOOL

730 Aberdeen Avenue

Winnipeg, Manitoba
September 7,

J-973

Dear Parents:

For a second year at Isaac Newton School we have been
discussing a plan for some students in grade nine to make
a study of problems of local interest and concern to themselves and to the adults of the communíty.
The plan is to arrange for students to go. out into
the community in teams of four or five, and by interviewing
people and making observations of their ov/n, it is hoped that
they will get a clearer picture of life in the community and
develop some of their own ideas as to how to deal with some
local problems
Students taking part in this project witl be expected

to choose as topics for their study such matters as civíc
government, publíc health, crime and law enforcement, sanitation and clean envíronment, racial and religious matters,
business and employment opportunùties; and education.
Having chosen a subject for investigation, students will,
with the guidance of their teachers, plan their project carefully, and prepare for it by getting as much background
information as possible from books and other sources in the
school and in the public libraries.
When this preparation is completed, they will
arrange for interviews with people in the community, and

visits to places of business, incruding various
institutions such as hospitals, churches, schools, law

make

enforcement offices, employment offices and similar estab-

lishments.
In this way, pupils should develop a greater understanding of the real problems that exist in the community and
develop a stronger sense of responsibirity for the welr-being
of their fellow citizens. Furthermorer vtrê expect that this
kind of experience wilr have real educational value in
training students to undertake research through reading and
observation, to make informed judgments, and to communicate
their find.ings to others who are interested in these mat.ters.
The purpose then, ís not to replace t.raditional classroom
experiences but rather to compliment them by extending the
educational process.
A number of students have shown considerabte enthusiasm
for this project and we ask your permission in releasing

pupils from regular classes from time to time to go out
into the community to obtain the information they require.
However, if it is your feeling that youï son or
daughter should not participate ín this undertakirg, please
sign and return the form below.
Yours truly,

ï. Sera,
Principal.

R. C. Armstrong,
Teacher

,,-,,:,,

,,,,,r-,,,,:,,

Mr. Armstrong,
ï would like my son/daughter to be excused from
the Community Studies Course.
Thank your

Parentrs Signature

::::.;:i.:

TSAAC NEVüTON JUNTOR HTGH SCHOOL

730 /\berdeen Avenue

üIinnipeg, Manitoba
May

2t

1975

Dear Parents:

As in the past three years the Social Science Department is offering an option course, entitled "A Community

Studies Course For Urban Living.r' Next trrear however, all
grade nine students will be given a choíce of registering for

' either History and Geography t ot Community Studies. Equal
credits will be given each course. Neither are pre-requisl.te
for grade ten courses.
The grade nine History and Geography Courses are
studies of our British Heritage and the Southern Continents
respectful ly while'the Community Studies Course is.a study
of the urban environment, community issues, probl.ems and
loca1 concerns. Both courses are to be considered to be of
equal diffículty lcut those students choosing the Community
Studies Course will be required to give more of their time,
in, and out of school researching, analyzing and interviewing
various members of the community and travelling to other
communities in Manitoba. Since some school time will be
required for out. of school interviews students will be
required to be up-to-date ín their other subjects if they
wish to be excused for field trips.
Vv-e are, therefore, asking you to discuss with your
son or daughter the implications of their choice and to indi=
cate your decision on the tear off portion of this letter. It

should also be mentioned that this course has the approval of

our school superintendent and the Department of Education
Curriculum Branch, and is funded by the School Division #1.
We thank you for your kind consideration and cooperation and your continued interest ín your son's or daughter's
education.
Yours respectfully,

Ferens
Social Studies Dept. Head

Vü.

J. Vü. Carroll
Principal

NOTE:

R. C. Armstrong
Community Studies
Director

,

This form shoul-d be returned before May 20, l-975 in order
that we can plan classes for the 1975-76 term.
I would like my son,/daughter to register for:
History and Geography
(Please check
Community Stud.ies, Urban
one only)
Problems, Concerns and Issues

I understand that only 36 students from Group A,
36 students from Group B can be choosen.

Parent's Signature

and

A COMMUNITY STUDTES COURSE
Course Description

FOR URBAN LÏVTNG

This program is a totally integrated Social Science
and Language Arts Course which gives equal emphasis to all
skilIs and concepts of each discipline. While the medium
for developing the Language Arts skills is the Urban
Studies Course, these skills are none the less equally
developed as in any other traditional English curriculum,

only the obvious apparentness of the formal course is
miss

ing.
Through personal involvement in this course students

learn about their urban environment and resulting social
problems, concerns and issues as they effect them here
and now. ïncluded in their study are political, judicial,
economic and sociological concepts associated with the

urban community, and a history of their urban heritage. Not

onty d.o students question members of the community but they
are encouraged to participate. in a program for change.
The students success or failure t,o implement change
is not a criteria of evaluation, but rather how they themselves have changed in meeting their o\4rn expect.ations r or
intended personal goals set out at the beginning of the
program.
lVhat has changed?

1. The Community has become the classroom.
2. The students are developing their ortrn curricula.

)

Teachers are becoming more accountable.

4. The Community

process.

5.

is becoming part of Èhe educative

Students are becoming involved in their
communityts concerns notr. citizens of the

future.

APPENDIX

C

SUESTIONNATRES

A

COMMUNITY

.SîUDIES,IgTUDENTI, SURVEY

This opestionnaire is an attempt by a number of
grade nine students at rsaac Newton Juníor High school
to elicit the víe's and feelings of the comnunity on a
number of social problems" By answering the following
statements you rvilr- be greatly helping us determine the
attitud.e and feelings of our community about twelve
contemporary

social issues.

Student

4A

'-)

47-p/l-

-

l-

ATTITUDE INVTNTORY

Personar

Date: (please check one arsh¡er for each, or firr in
b1ank" )

1" Sex:
2.

Male

;

Yor:r age category

21

- 23

_

is;

1? _

; ,4 -

3o

ZO

%;

3" Education: undergtade?
10

-

12

_;

Female

31 and. over

:7_e

üniversity f _ ffI

graduate studj-es

4" Marital- s.batus: single

; married

dívorced

5" Tour country of bírth was
6" Your parents couni;ry of birth
7"

Occupation:

B, Religion:
9" Pa¡entst religion:

or remarcied

was

the

-2A

COMMU.NTTY STUDTES SURVET

to indícate the extent of your agreement or d.isagreement to each of the folrowing statements, Do this by selecting
(circl-ing) on-e- of the five responses according to the forlowing key:
You are asked

-- strongly agree
A -- agi.ee with some reservations
U -- undecided
D -- dísagree with some reservations
SD -- strongly disagree
SA

ï.

Ar,coEq[,ISM

1"
2"

More family problems are caused. by alcoholism ühan
arry other cause.

of i;he drinking age to 18 years of age
wasawisedecision.
3" There is a relationship between crime, alcoholism,
anddelinquency.
4. Teenagers, in todayrs comrnunity, are more involved
in accidents than are older peôpIe because of their
over indrr.lgence in aIcohol,
5" There are more youtlg people, today v¡ho are under_
ager that drink alcohol beverages than ten years
AgO.
6. The A"A.C. (Alcoholics Anon¡rmous Association) is
helping to solve most of our alcoholic problems
tocLay.
7 " orrr Provinciar Government shourd imprernent stronger
legislation to contror peopre who drive automobiÍes
and. drink alcohotic beverages
8" there are more fights and. crímes in hotels and in
coektail }ounges in North VJinnípeg than in any
other commrrnity in Metro Viinnipeg"
9" Alcoholism is a major social problem in our
societytoday.
10" There is a relationship between those people who
drink alcohoric beverages and those wnã tate drugs
andnarcotics"

SA A

ü D SD

The lowering

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD
SA A U D

SD

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD
SA A U D

SD

SA A U D SÐ

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD

-3ïï.

çqr{g_ANp rAhr

EN}'ORCm4ENT

.4, POLTCE RESPONSTBTLTÍT

11

" Police should

12.

have rnore control over cri.me and law
enforcement than presently exists.
There should be more police officers to control
crime"
Crime i.s on the increase in our community.

13"
14" There should be a curfew for youths und.er the
of 18"
15" Most of the petty crimes in our community are
16"

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSÐ
SAAUDSD

a65e

committed by people under eighteen"
Todayrs youth can cope with our fast changing

society"
1?" There should be more community ilDrop-inrr centers
in our area.

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD

18" capitaI
19.
2o"
II1"

puni-shment should. be used. as a detement to
manslaughter and murd.er"
There shor:.ld be more rehabilitation centers for
adults in our corununity"
There should. be stronger laws against those people
who commit the crime of air high-jacking"

SAAUDSD
SA.A,UDSÐ

SAAUDSD

çBIME AND LArd ENFORCm4ENI
A PUBLTC RESPONSTBITITY-

21"

public a'e sufficiently invorved in curbing
crjse"
22" Society u¡ould be better if the pubtic and the
police united in controlling crirne.
' 23" our police force should be ex¡pan<red by other nonprofessional ci-tizens or porice officer-aíds to
confrol minor misdemeanors,
24" The public should be more involved in the changing
The

of

1aws"

25" crime ís less of a problem when the public becomes
involved. in the prevention of misd"mãarro"u"
26" Citizens should. act as ínformants.
27
" The public should .be involved i-n criminal re_
habilítation"
28" l{hen a citizen witnesses a misdemeanor they shourd
testify against that person even though he is a
friend.

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD
Ia' :..::'.¿

SAAUDSD
SA,AITDSD

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD

:a

-4III"

CRÏME AND LAhT ENFORCEMENÎS

tt¿
29"

should aid a person who is being assaulted. even
if the a.ssailant has a firearm.
70" ïf you didnrt aid a- person who v¡as being assaulted.
you should at least phone the police"
You.

IV" ÐUCAT]ON AND U4PLOYMENT
31" Vocational training should. be offered. earlier than

32"
37.
34"
35"

age 1J"
Many people are becoming over-educated and overqualífied for the average job opportunity.
The government is spending too much on Ïlniversity
Grants"

The number of students going to University in our
öommunity has increased. over the last ten years"
More people are now consídering a|tCommunity
Collegerr education rather than a Ïlniversity
Education"

76"

A Uníversity Education offers a
enployment opportunities t]nan a

77.

Educational television, and University Extension
progralns¡ âtê worthwhile'in helping prepare citizens
who canrt otherwise financially afford higher educa-

tion or skill

SA A U D SD

SA A U D

SD

SA¿,UDSD
SAÁ,ÏIDSD

SAAUDSD
SA A U D

SD

SAAUDSD

better chance for
high school education" sA A u D sD

'b,raining.

73" Our educational system should. be reformed.
t9" Students should be aLlowed to proceed. more quickly

if they are capable of handling academic materials"
40. Ttrere are suffícient learning skills being taught
in our schools today which will prepare stud.ents
for becoming more responsible members of our society.

SAAÏJDSÐ
SAAUDSD
s.a A TI D sD

sA A

Ii

D sD

v"

{wENrr,E pErrNQgENCn
41 . Teenage Delin,1:rency

society

is on ühe increase because

the family has failed them.
42" There has been an increase in petty crímes, drug
addiction, illegitimate births, and gang wars
cver the last ten years"
41" Our society totally accepts rehabilítated delínquents who have retr¡rned. to the community without prejudice"
and.

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD
SAATiDSD

:.:

-.)_:.

-5V. JWENILE DELINQUENCY Contrd
44" Todayts juveniles respect police and aII other
. establishments that represent law and ord.er"
45" Minors have the same cívi1 rights as adults"
46" More social v¡orkers are needed in our community
to help juveniles"
42" Boys are more delinquent than gírls"
48" Juvenile reform schools and homes are still
necessary

cciurt"

the

public"
52" Metis peoples' health payments should be paid. for
by the government of Manitoba.

There should be more rehabilitation hostels
where ¿.1'.9 a,ddicts could. be treated"
The youth of our community are getting sufficient
drug education from their parents"

55" Medical care opportunities are equal for citízens
in north Winnipeg"
56" Native people are getting similar medical care as

British

57"

58"

59.

60.

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD

SAAUDSD

VI" I'IÐICAL CARE
51" Organizations such as the Cripple Crhildren
Society are fulfilling their responsibility to

c¿r

SAAUDSD

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD

4g" More severe pr'.nishment would reforrn juveniles"
50" Juveniles should be tríed for crime in an adult

53"

SAATTDSD

immigrants.
Everything is being done for the handycapped and,
the disabled in our city"
Theré should be a hospital built north of the C.p.R"
tracks.
Our ccmmunity should provide separate hostels for
transient Indian and. Metis youths who need aid and
and. Eu'.ropean

medicai help"
The elderly of our community are receiving
sufficient medical assistance.

SA

.4,

UDSD

SAA UDSD
SA

AU DSD

SA

AU DSD

SA

UDSD

SA

.A,UDSD

SA.

AÏTD

SD

SA

AÏID

SD

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD

:. .'':.

-61ÆT.

MTNORTTY GROUPS

61" There is discrimination in your area against
minoríty groups.
62. Discrir¡ination is a severe problem ín North
tdinnipeg"

61" There is something being done about discrimination Ín North lrlinnipeg.
64" sorne raciar or religious groups are lazier than
others"

6y" Minority groups sometimes discriminate against

non-minority groups"
66" some apartment landrords and managers of hotels
discriminate against minority groups in our
community"

67"

some employers
groups"

68"

The Canadian Civil Rights Bill protects all
minority groups"
tdinnipeg is a cultural rrmerting potfr rather than,
atrcultural mosaicil"

69"

discriminate against

some

SAAUDSÐ

s¿,AuDSD
SA.AUDSD

SAAUDSD
SAATIDSD

SA

AU DSD

SA

AU DSD

SA

AU DSD

SA

AÏI ÐsD

minority

70. rhere is discrimination in certain educational
lnstítutions by particular grol¡ps within our
community"

SAAUDSD

VTTT.

71" tdinnipeg is performing the part of being the
cultural centre for Manitobã, North Dakota,
E" Saskatchewa¡r and !rt., Ontario.

72" I am totally in,rolved in ln/innipeg,t,s cultural
activities"
73" The government should grant more money to cultrua1
centres"

74" our children shour-d vísit culturar praces with their
parents rather than with their schoãls"
75" All adults shourd visit our culüuraI centres at
least twice a year.
76" The concert Harl is offering a sufficient variety
of entertainment for ü/innipãg audiences"
77

"

ldinnipeg

is provid.Íag

community our size.

adequate drama

for

SA

AII

SA

AU DSD

SA

AU DSD

c^

AU DSD

SA

AÏI

SA

AU DSD

DSD

DSD

a

SAAU DSD

:

:,t

::

-7VTTT"

MUSTC

78"

DRAMA

CONCERTS AIID CULTIIRAI

ÐffiIBfTS Conil

d

The government should subsid.ize ind.ividuals or groups
who cannot otherwise afford to take advantage of our
cultural environment.

79" Advertising is aclequate for r¡Iinnipeg cultural events"
80. The prices for tickets are too high for events at the
hlinnipeg Concert Hall.

ÏX. ..?OLLUTTON OF THE ENVIRONMTI{!
81" Air pollution is on the increase in v/innipeg.

SAAUDSD
SAATIDSD
SAAUDSD

sÁ,

AUDSD

sA

AUDSD

Bz" Deisel

buses should be aborished because they are a
major contributor to the air porlution of our city"

83" å,11 factories

shourd have pollution devices on their
to prevent air pol-Iution"
SAAUDSD
Your tax money ís being used. economically in the
fight aga:inst air potlution in Vfinnipeg"
SA A U D SD
The meat packing houses in St" Boniface are contributors to pollutÍon"
SAAUDSD
Health and Sanitation is being practised to the
retter of the Iaw in all industries of North !/innipeg. SA AUDSD
A,l-1 food processing ís meeting government sta¡dards.
SA AUDSD
Air pollutíon devices should be installed in arl
smoke stacks

84.
85"
86"
87"
BB"

cars before

1976"

Bg" The rotary engine will cut d.own on air pollution.
90" Everything possible to stop the pollution of our
environment is beÍng accomplished."
XO

SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD

SAAIIDSD

UNÐ4PIOYMMTT

91" Unemplo¡rment ís a probtem in our commtrnity"
92" Enough is being done to stop enemplo¡rment"
9t" Tf immigration was d.ecreased unemplo¡rment lvould
decrease"

94"
95"
96"

An unemployed. person who does not attempt üo find
job within six months shourd stilr be ailowed to
collect unemplo¡rment insuraLce"
Young people should be forced. to stay in school
until eighteen years of age.
An unemployed person should be forced to take one

of the first three jobs offered.

SAAUDSD
SAATIDSD
SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD
SAATIDSD

-8X.
97

UNEMPLOYIVIENT CONI' d

"

Unemployed persons should

assistance

receive more government
SAAUDSD

"

98" Unemployment can be entirely eliminated.
99" All youths under nineteen should be allowed to
collect unemployment insurance"
100- A grade ten education is sufficíent for seeking
life tÍme occupation"

SA A U D
SA A

Il

SD

D

SD

SA A U D

SD

SA A U D

SD

SA A U D

SD

sA A u D
sA A u D

sD

a

xï" UNI-CITY QUESTIONS
101" The concept of a Uni-Cíty has created a better city
government for VrlinnÍpeg"
1O2" Uni-City has helped the old age pensioners.
1O3" The concept of a community, rather than municípal
councírIor, is an improvement on the Meüro councir"
104" The conception of a uni-city was a sound. idea"
1O5" There should be a number of changes in the
rrUni-Cíty Bíltrt
106" North Winnipeg has received more benefíts as a
result of Uní-City"
1O7" Uni-City is helpÍng the wealthy at the expense of
the less fortunate"
1o8" our family would rather have the order Metro council
of 1971 than the present uni-city councit"
1o9" our city council wourd function much better if we
were to raise the number of councillors"
110" The cost of organizing uni-city is proportionate to
the benefits that we are receiving"

SA

sD

AU D SD

SA A U D

SD

SA A U D

SD

sA A u D

sD

SA A

ü D SD

sA A u D

sD

XIÏ" URBAN TRANSPORTATTON
111" Motor vehicle pollution is on the increase in our
city"
SAAUDSD
112. The city transÍt system is adequate for our growing
city"
SAAUDSD
113" Safety standards for motor vehicles are being
followed to the letter of the lar,r by al.l auto_
mobile and transit ma-nufacturers.
SAAUDSD
114" our city roads are adequate for mass transportation" sA A u D sD

-9XII. URBAN TRANSPORTATION Cont'd
115" The government ís doing sufficient to insure that
manufacturers follow the .[utomobile Safety Standard
Code"
116" Taxis should be given the right of way, in all cases
of emergency"
117 " .4. mono-railway transit system ruould be a better form
of mass transit than street or subway transportation.
118" The horsepor¡rer of our automobíIes is increasing at
119"

an alarming rate"
Our public transportatíon system

of our communityo

is meeting the

SAAUDSD
SAAÜDSD
SA A U D

SAAUDSD

need.s

SA A

12O" Autornobile manufacturers are doing everything possible
to reduce the amount of gasoLine emulsions emitted.
into our atmosphere.

SD

II D SD

SA A U D

SD

for answering the above luestions" The
will greatly assÍst us in drawing some conclusions

Thank you
anshrers

about our present comnunity, and help us develop some

;.

ner¡t

insightsaboutour,futureresponsibi1itieswithinthat
community" If you are interested ín the results of our
study, please feel free to contact me through my Community
Studies teacher at school

i

:

,:
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,
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ISAÊC NEI{'ION JUNTOR HIGH
>86-geo6

SCHOOL

7JO Aberdeen

A Communíty Suestionnaire

Cetr

In

A Community School

"t

''¡ie are atternpting to determi¡e the varue of teaching
students the skills necessary for'burvival in a fast cnaãging urban society. rn ord.er to accomplish this end we are
asking you for your support Ín offering your opinions on a
number of issues and concerns about topiðs, teähniques and
proccdures that might be folLowed.in meeting this need i-n our
Junior aird senior High schools. There
õo.,r" sections to
the questi.onnaire. The üll-ird section is ""u
for parents who have
had sons or daughters in a pilot project cou"u" titLed rA
Commur::ity Studies Course for Urban Livingrt wh:ich has
been 6gferred at rsaac Newton Junior lrigh school for the past three
yearso

Your response to the followj-ng statements will- help a
great deal in the planning of future progralns and
wourd make
classrooms more responsible to community interests and needs.
Student

Personal Data

only one anshrer for each space or fill in
the appropriate bl-ank. Prease ignore any response you wish.
Pl-ease check

t.

Sex: Male

2.

Your age category is: I?-ZO-;
41 or over
11-40_;

Fernale

ZL-23

1. Education, ,199" grade ?_i
?-g_;
University I-Iff
: eraAuate stuñ
4, Marital status, ãf"
; r"""ruu-l
separated
or remarcied
5.

Your country

6.

Your parents country

7.

.Occupation

B.

Your

9,

Your parentsr

religion

l-0.

Annual income
- to,ooo

(family)

of birth

was

of birth

was

religion

I

12,000 over

und.er

8,OOO"

l_o,o0o

-

12,000

_;

Z4_3O

1O-12_i
divorced_i

A Community Questionnaire
Generated. To Determine Interest
fn A Community School
May we first begin by askíng )¡ou to list three major world
changes which you foresee for the future. They may be related to
any topic but €hould be of a ma.jor r,¡orId- consequence" The implications of your three choices can be found on the last page of
this form. V/e request, hor,.¡ever, that you refrain from turning to
the explanation until you have worked through this questionnåire.

The tirree greatest changes

I see f'or the future are:

i.
2.
z

You are now asked to indicate the extent of your agreement
or disagreement to each of the following statements" Do th-is by
selecting (circling) on_e of the five reÀponses according to the

following key:

= strongly agl:ee
- agree
- undecided
- disagree
SD = strongly disagree
For simplification. a-fl sentences are purposery written as a
positive statement. rf you feer negatively towa::d. any statement
you may then answer with a rrDrr for dìsagree or ilsD, for strongly
SA

A
U
D

di-sagree

ATTITUDE INV]TNTORY
SECTION A

1.

Our schools should be more responsible
community"

2^
3.

to

the

SÂÂUDSD

Our studänts are ill-prepared to vote on
community issues at 18 yeat's,
S.4,¡1 UDSD
il,sing the conmunity as a classrocm is a sensibl-e
approach to learning social studies survival
S,A A U D SD

skill-s.
4. Interviewing senior citizens, community coupcillors anC other members of the community I as
part of their cut-of-school experiences, is an
excellent way for students to become more informed about com:nunity

issues

SA .{ U D

SD

2

trChangert

is the most striking characteristic
of the world we live in and'that our educat_
ional system has not yet recognized this fact.
(lteitpostman)
s/iAUDsD
6. lhe school should be the prínciple med.ium for
deveÌoping in youth the attitudes and skills
of social, political a.nd curtural criticísm. s,'i A u D sD
7 " The schools must be an instrument v¡here the
bureaucratic system can be char-renged.
sÂ Â u D sD
B. The schools must offer more relevant exper_
i_ences if we are to keep our students in
school_ and respecting schools as institutions.
S¡t A U D SD
Schools
9.
ere now teaching the skill-s of sur_
vival for a füture urban soci-ety"
s/r r, u D sD
10. John Dewey wrote, "It is not what you say to
, people, it is what you have them do.il or-re^ '''I u D sD
phrased, experience is stilr the uest tãaãirutfA
11. The abil-ity to appfy the various skills
learned through schooling should be a nec_
essary pre-requisite to graduation.
SA A U D SD
72.. ldhat students are asked to think about in
schools has tittle bearing on what they need
to learn or think about
SA Á, U D SD
J-3. rrRegardless of its sources, unless an inquiry
is perceived as relevant by the 1earner, no
significant tearñfrffiït lake place.'l
(postman)
s;i ;\ U D sD
14. Personal- interviewsand self er¡al-uatj-on
formats are equally efficient as examinations
in judging the r,,rorth of an experience.
Sn U D SD
15. More discipline is required in our schools. sn.¡r^ u D sD
5,

SECTTON B

This section is included to determine your resuonse to a number of topics rvh-ich night be in_
cluded in a futuristic cumiculurn,
Each statement should be prefaced by

the folrowing:
rrl believe that students can better acquire the
techniques for survival by stud.ying such curricular
topics as:
16" Law.
sA Jt u D sD
I7. Democracy,
SA j1 U D SD

j:._!._:rr:..:

z

18.

Âlienation.

10

Media.

20.

History and

2]-.

iilcoholisrn and. family problems.
¡lbortion and. unwed. motherhood..
Juvenlle deliquency, crirne and 1aw

¿¿.
27

24.

Social

ÂUD,SD
geography"

change.

Mathematics.
26"

Drug educaùion.

Senior citizens,
28. Medical care.
29. ltlelfare rol-es "
3o. Lit,erature.
3t Poverty and related problems,
27.

32.

j4.
35.
36"

37.

38.
ZO

Edu-cation"

Rehabilitation of the mentally i11, the hand_
icapped, the parolled and the disabled.
Correction, parole and probation of those who
would break the rules of society.
English (grammar).
Unicity government.
Minority problems and assimilation prospects.
Career opportunities.
Engrgy and recycling. (physical and natural

sciences

)

ÂUDSD
,iUDSD
,iUDSD
,iUD,SD
/.UDSD
,1,UDSD
,,I

U D SD.

ÜDSD
UDSD
UDSD
UDSD
UDSD
UDSD
UDSD

S-riÂUDSD
S,jL,iUDSD
SÂ¡,TTDSD

S,i,iUDSD
St'",ìUDSD

s..'.iüDsD
SAÂUDSD

40, Moral and value education"
SiiirUDSD
ft might be noted ilrai most of the above were
urban problems,
SECTTON C
'^ls an interested member of this community you may see
other skills that are not at present being taúgíit
in our
schools, iVe j_nvite you to p1ãase list yoJr suigestions,
next

pagec

on the

4"

If the school is, iherefore, to be a Community School, we
feel that the community should be invitecl to participate. ïn
the event that you might in some viay i,rish to become involved in
a Community School, please list beloi4/ your interests, expertise
ox any slides, or photos r,vhich might be of value in preparing
the topics which have been suggested thus far in this o,uesùionnaire.

PLE."SE, OUR SCHOOL NEEDS

YOU

Only parents of students who have previously taken a
course in rr0ommunity Sùudiestt are asked to complete section

D.

PLE,ìSE TÛRN TO ST]CTION E
SECTION D

Note:

Parent i)¡estionnaire

To feminists who might be answeríng this questionnaire
aporogize nolv for using the mare gend.er" This was done to
avoj-d repetiùion of hisr/her and. likewise, sonrldaughter.
41. r feel- my son gained a number of new insights sa A u D
from the various interviews,
42, I would recommend. this type of course for other
çtudents in secondary schools grades IX-ffiI.
S,t ¡\ ÜDSD
41. My soïlrs at.tendance improved that yea4 because
of a renewed interest in school_
Si\
UDSD
44. I feel that he has since become more invol-ved
in his community and. keeps abreast of most
issues.
SA.¿\UDSD

E
')o

+5. My son felt that school r{a.s rnore rel-evant. s,l Ä u D sD
46. f bel-ieve my son would like to -uake anoilr.er
course of this nature befor.e he is eighteen. s1, i\ u D sD
4Z
" I feel that his ability to judge the consequences of his action is much i-mproved.
sÂ x u D sD
48. I feel that he is now less biased or prejudlced
in thought and action,
S;1 Â U D SD
49, His ability to apply the ski.lls t_earned in this
course is índicated in his high schoor courses.s¡, A u D sD
50, T feel- that if the youth of today were given a
greater chanoe to particípate i_n comrnunity
issues, they would be a credit to orr,
unity"

"o*r_

SAAT]DSD

SECTTON E

rn response to your three statements which you made at the
beginning about world conõãrnã for the future, we have but two
questions to ask you.
1" Itl'Ihere cio you suppose your sons¡ and daughtu-rs are going to
learn the skilrs necessary to be able tõ solve theãe pioblems?

2.

l¡Ihat mechanisms shou]-d v,¡e offer for the future which will
provi de them v¡ith the tools to help them survi-ve in a
norl-d of the future vrh-ich is so often described to us as
very bleak?

'v/e have listed belov¡ the angwsrs given by a ;cn6ss_
section of concerned individuars from all räL" of
life. you
míght question rvhe'e the solrrtions to these problems are to be

found..

fami-ne

crisis
genetic selection
economic depression
first h/omen president
malnutrition
unification of churches
extinction of species
i-ndustrial sepi-onage
youth ali-enabion
energy

cure for cancer
water shortage
humanisrn

urban sprawl

lack of conmon values
poverty
slave trade
police corruption
tax evasion:
brain drain

There is a group of concerned. parents, students and.
teachers who are searching for some solutions to these
ever increasi-ng problems.
ff you are interested in discussing the concerns
outlined in th:i-s questi-onnaire vre invitã you to
complete
the necessary info¡mation berow and an eflort wirrbe
made to contact you in the near futureo

K" Cooper
,\rea Superj-ntendent.

Name

Address

Phone No.
THf\NK

YOU

FOR YOUR KIND CONSIDffi;ìT]ON ;"JlD
COOPER,ìTION.

C. Ärmstrong.

Page 1.

Â

STUDET\ilT QU4STTONNAIRE

ÏS,AÂC NEI''ITON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Instructions:
l¡/e are attempting to determine the value of the community
studies course which you have been involved in o,¡er the pa,st
year. There are no ¡¡rrong anslfers" /il-l your ansh¡ers wil-l_ be
right anc are designed only to d.etermine the v¡orth of the

course.
Answer the following statenents by circling the extent of
your agreement or disagreement wíth the statement. The key is
given below:
sÂ - strongly agree
A - agree with some reservations
u - undecided
D - disagree with sone reservations
SD - strongly disagree
SECTTON

..{,

inter. ïour general feelings about the course, groupings,
views and work load'
; .sD
1. The commurity Studies 6urse i¿a.s i-nteresting. sA ^. ïi n
2. J^g?il:a.e.lugþg.{_of new insights frorn the
varr_ous r_nt,ervier,,rs.
SA A Tt S SD
The
work
3.
l-oacl. over and abcjve my other subjects was
was not too great.
g¡_ /\ tT S gD
4. I woul-d recommend this type of course for students coming into grade nine next year.
S^ A U D SD
5, My reading levet has improved because of ùhis
course.
S/l /ì, II D SD
6. !/e fearned a great deal about cooperation. s.i Â ü D sD
7. ï have learned to organize my materíal into an
outline.
S,., ,,1 U D SD
B. My school attendance has improved because of a
renewed interest in school .
S,.i AUDSD
9. f have learned to write a good. business let,ter.S.., ,'ì, U D SD
10: I.shal-l now become more involved in my conmun_
¿LJ.
SÂ Ji U DSD
11. f have learned to be more relaxed i¡ith adutts
and appreciate their points of view.'
S,,! ,^, U D SD

l ':-: . ::i'

;i
I
I

;

page 2.

r.

l,2. r

am nov,¡ more informed about community
sA n u D sD
issues than I was before th-is course"
13. I am interested in pursuing topics other than
the one I studied this year.
gii Â U D SD
14. I feel school- is mor.e relevant now that T have
taken thi_s course.
SA /.r U D SD
l.-5" f feel I need another course of this nature to
help me participate uore fully in my community
before I turn eighteen years of age,
S¡, A U D,SD
16, T learned t,o predict results or condíùions
afüer a series of varied experiences.
S,.r .¡i U D SD
I7. I have learned to judge those experiences in
my life which are worthwhile and. those which

arenot,
sAÂuDSÐ
.bhat
18.
I
have
learned
my ob/n personal evaluation
'.
of certain experiences is oiten clouded by my
. ..:,
own bias or prejudices.
SÂ A U D SD
L9.. I feel that th-is course offers an excellent
opportunity to apply the skil1s learned in the
regular history and geography courses.
SÁ A II D SD
20. T fg:f I played an important part in the organ_
ization, implementaiión, and èvaluation of our
interviews.
S,,i .¡r U D SD
2L. I. feel- thet f am now more capable of analyz.ing
the results of -ny'researcþ and can noir nalce'
recommend.ations for change"
S,n, ,ì U D SD
22. f enjoyed the topic f'chose for my research
project.
SÂ ,l U D sD
23. T now feêI that no matter what f have been
t3ught, I eventually r,rrill decide for myself
what is relevant or iuelevant.
S-1, ,:. U D SD
24. I would prefer to register in a gracle ten
.course that was designed tó meet the needs t
interests, and l¡roblems of the students.
S,"i À U D SD
25. T feel that if the youth of today were given a
greater chance to participate in community
issues, they would be a credit to their
"är*.rrr_ sÀÅuDsD
ity.
-

r

Page J.
SECTTON B

Í':

Your general feelings about your identityo citizenship,
comnunity values:
and
._.
26: T l-earned much about myself through th:is
SÂ ¿ U D SD
course.

27, I now better understand how much other people
affect my thoughts and actions"
SÂ j! U D SD
- 28. I believe that it is important to be well inå-ri
formed on issues affecting society.
SÂ A U D SD '
29: I learned much of how T affect others.
SÂ A U D SD
3Or. I have learned to value human *j-gnity as a
, worthy ideal.
Sli ir U D SD
3I; I see my future a litt1e more clearly.
Si í U D SD
32" ï learned a number of skills wh:ich have helped
me understand and identify issues and prob1ems.S,l 1, U D SD
33.Ibe1ieveingivingvo1unteerserviceinernergencies.
SÂAUDSD
-,
34,' T am now lnterested in the actions of publÍc
'officíals and an equally ready to respond.; SA A II D SD
35n- I have learned the vaLue of firsthand research
':
..," ?' '
in making decisíons as opposed to what others
might say in the matter.
S¡. .¡r U D SD
36. I am better capable of organizing my life.
S,t ;Ì U D SD
37. I feel less alienated about school thaa I did
before.
S,IÂUDSD
38. I see a greater interrelationship of myself and
and the requiremenùs of the community.
s,t ;', u D sD
39, I now feel I can have some control over my oi{n
life.
SÂ .\ II D SD
40, I believe I should questi-on each value of
society and judge for myself its merit or
worth in a logi-cal- fashion.
s,',. /i u D sD
4f . f am not¡ capable of understanding the problems
ofothers.
SÁÅUDSD

,,.,.,

._,

:,:,,::::.

:. ::.
,', j.,.i

.,',.,,,,,,,
;

l

:

,

l
,

,1.,,
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42. f believe that we need to retain our variecl
divergent art and. ffiural heritage but to
continue to adapt to ]oca1 change.
SA A U D SD
47. I an more capable of distinguishing bias from
open-mindness,
SAÂUDSD
4k. These neb¡ experiences have broadened my understanding and feelings for other peoplese
point
of view.
SÄ Â U D SD ,i
_
45. I belj-eve that the be-st and most permanent
learning for me has come from actual real-life
experiences.
s¡\ Â u D sD
46. I would put the general welfare of society above
my own whenever a choice between the two is
necessary.
SÂ ,i U D SD
4:?,, I better realize the value of co-operative behavior if i¡re are to maintain a society of many
cultures"
SAAUDSD
48. I will exercise the right to vote because L
know that responsj_ble governrnent can only
function if I exercise that right.
S,4, Ä U D SD
49. I have learned to val-ue open-mi-ndedness and
have since begun to inquire ínto all ilre facts
before I make d.ecisions that wilt affect myself or my community.
S.Â A U D SD
I
50. believe that democracy is a political philosophy u'hich is by, for, and of, ttre people. Stï i! U D SÐ
t-

Student

I

s

\Tame

TH/TNK YOII FOR YOIIR

KIND COOPER,'.ÍION
.iND CONSIDER.',TTON
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TSAAC NEúTTON STUDENT ACTION COMMITTEE QUESTTONNATRE

This is a survey prepared by ïsaac Newton grade nine
students who are taking a course concerning community
problems. We would líke your kind cooperation in filling
out this questionnaire. If any of these questions offend
you, then please leave them out.
t. Do you feel that our coilrmunity is strongly
alienat,ed or in conflict with our present
moral value system?
Yes No_
2. Do you feel that you are alienated toward
certain segments in your communíty?
Yes_No_
3. Do you think our schools should be more
responsible to the community?
Yes No_
4. Is more discipline required in our schools? Yes No_
5. Do you think our schools should have courses
concerning coÍrmunity problems and concerns? Yes No
6. Is parenting a dead art?
Yes No_
7. Is chíld abuse the result of uninformed
Yes No
or psychotic parents?
8. Are we responsible for our fellow man?
Yes No
9. Must drugs be a part of our lives?
Yes No_
10. Must alcohol be a part of our lives?
Yes No
Yes No
11. Is justice blind.?
L2. Are you informed about urban problems,
Yes No_
concerns or issues?
13. Have urban problems affected you or your
family in the past?
Yes No_
L4. Are you informed about. the political life
Yes No,
of your community?
Yes No
15. Can you cope with future change?

16. Would you give volunteer service to your
fellow man in an emergency?
L7

. Should

\^re

heritages?

Yes No_

preserve our many cultural

Yes

No

18. Would you cooperate to maintain a society
of many cultures?
L9. Do you exercise your right to vote?
20. Are you concerned about your community?
2L. Do you feel you belong in your community?
What are some

::.:

Yes No_
Yes No_
Yes NoYes Noof the reasons for conflict or alienation?

,.,',,,

,l,,tt,
::':;:'::

i','.',.,,

lrlhere do we learn our values?
What three vast social changes do you see for the future.
1.

2.
3.

Thank you very much

for your kind cooperation.
i:::,:
t,t,'.t,,,
ii

-Ftuclent

Rep

re s en t a t ive s

Program Director
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Communit'y and Urban Stuclies
COUR,SE OLITLTNtr

Section

.L

t
Part A (Chapter I)

1o A* Iptrggpgtion - this r,vourd. be a statement of why a study
or tl1e urban environment might be of interest or relevant
to your needs ancl personal [oals _ a rationa]_e"
2" Definitigps - this rvourld. incr-ude terms such as urban communityr cBD, areal distributionu urban renewar dovrnto'n peri.meter decay, med.ia, institutions, etc"
Part B Chapter II)
l-' 4 survgy- of potitical con"uptr A.so"íot"d r
he urban
agencies parties, present city government, (unicity)
servants, poh/er, decision making, d.emands su,pports and
"irril
ideo_
logies.

2. a-Ðrg-rE Jud-iciar- cor"@_ /,!Ëoçiated v¡ith the urbaá comliberties, the process of lar, types of óorrts and-jusiice. r
3' @ic
cora

Concepts Associated

v¡ith the urban

s,
expenditures, budgets, infr-ation, recåssion, cost of living,
production, exchange rnarketing, reivards and consumption
I ar¡a]

o

4. å-Stt"":+:qjociologic"t Cor"upt" À"uo"í
he Urban
Ç"n
inte::action, culturer enigns, social classes, inter_cultural
tension, group conflict, prejudice, social change, future
roles, status, self and socialízatíon.
_
(Chapter IIII'..
Part C"hgck,
l-' åElg-.t@
- this r,¡ould include a
"Fêrr-od" hrstory of the city under
the foll0wing heacrings:
a) Origins of settlement
f) Conflicts
b ) Imrn-i-grants
g) DecentraLization
c ) Areal- expansÍ-on
d) -Arteries and- transportation h) Urbah decay
i) Renewal
e) Industry and Trade

i;r
.:

-

COMMUNTTY AND URBAN SfUDIES

COURSE OUTLINE

SECTTON

IT

C,gmmunity Problems

A (Chapter IV)

PART

1"

rntrgdy.ction - this should be a statement of why urban prointeresting or relevant to your needs and interests
- a rationale.

.An

brems might be

2

-

A statement
r

of the prollem - this should be a statement in

a) an extend.ed. d.eclaration
b) an hypothesis or
c) a series of questions
(derived from a planned field trip into the urban
etcetera).

.rÅ.ÌìT

cornmunity,

B (Chapter V)

r

tç"son"l-IErgbt". - yor are encouraged to offer your
ions which may be tested at a l_ater time.

ordn

solut-

2. Altgrnqtivg solutions - this is an opportunity for you to
ulate further. about alternative solutions.
PARÎ

;i

PART

r.

spec-

C (Chapter vl)

1.

'

the

Background Information - this is a review of the related litere-i.ture and research written on your problem. rt will be of help
to you as' you pursue your research. rtris wouiã i;;i"ã;, --

a) IilewÈpapers
b) PeriodicaLs
c ) Resource Books
d) l'¡licrofilm
e) Radio and Television
D (Chapter VIr)
communications - this should be a st.ep-by-step dispray of the research techniques used in analyzing your problem. Also included
in ùh:is section would be:

a) an ouùl-i-ne of

proced.ures

to be follovued

b) related questions to be used in interviews

Ìt .:.':..-.r LI

t.
to

c)

ansvrers

d)

an analysj_s

e)

new

Note:

2.

questions

of audio

and video tapes, and

insights

These five steps shourd be repeated for each interview¡
commupity studies student Questionnaire

- this wourd be a
fr;;; i;ä quesr_

"o*n,rr"tincluding conclusions and recommend.ations
ionnaire
for
action.
PART

E (Chapter VIII)
1.

slrlnmary and concrusi-ons - this should be an evaluation
of
alr steps of your research,
including newly fo'ned generalizations concer.ning your prob1em..

21

Prosram fgr Grange - this section would incl_ude the methods
t'o be used in effecting sociar- change. They might therefore

contain:
a)

an ETV program on Channef 9 Cable

b)

a town-hall meeting of interested parents
unity minded citizens

and. comm_

c) a written presentation to the agencies concerned for
social change eg. Community Committees,
Found_
ations, provincial Legislature, ConrmuniiyDrug
Cii¡r, ;;"_
d) a pïoposal for settin6 up a centrar dissemina-uion
agency for producting pamplets or installing a
booth
in a Iocal shopping centre.
3,,

- this sectj_on i
effect soc'a' change,

ns for Scial_ Action
o

and whether it ,.. successful. It
shoul-d further_ include suggestions for further planning,
or
whether there has been acõãptance of an alternative solution.

Community and .Urban Studies
COIIRSE OUTLII'JE

Section III
fntended

,,.','l

:l

Outcomes

Part Á. (Chapter IX)

1.

Communication

Skil-ls - this section is a guide to

,;,.;

self-appraisal of your nev¡ abilities to:
a) read at a faster rate a¡d urith greater con- .:

.::

'..,'1,,

Preltension

,,

,,,.,.,

.

b) discuss, argue alrd ctebate on controversial
is.sues

c) spell

and use

d) write

more

ner.J vJorcls

effectively and creatively

:

:

e) o''itline an expository a discriptive or
argumentative thought
f

) l-isten viith greater acuíty

l

and under-

standing

2. Survival SkiLls - this section stresses those
-;--T=-=skills associated vrith your thinking or
thought processes. Included in this list thereÍ'ore should be your abiJ-ity to!
a) analyze
b) synthesize
c ) evaluate
d) commuiate
e) observe
f) ctassify
8) verÍfy
h) 6eneralize
i ) question
.\

J

)

k)
1)
m)

ciel.Lne
apply
research
change

: : ::

:1

,,::t:-.:
.:.:::'j::

',:',,' ,''
;,,,,.,

ì

.

,:::::r:,.:.-::
4..:,...:.

:-::.:'i
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A I/]Ni,]IPtrG

URBAN FTELD TRIP

These sheets are- designed purely to promote
interest and inquiry.
BiPll"u!?nll
incruded in såcti-oà H tå assist you in prepari-ns
Ifor th-is field Ís
trip.
A. ,9ite and Situation
1. ldhy do you suppose the main industrial area of h/innipeg is
ro_
cated north of the Assiniboine Ríver and east of the Red
River?
2. tihy is the street pattern of 'vrlinnipeg not in a grid pattern?
3. !'/hy was a twenty-nine mile froodway built around. ra/innipeg?
4. \¡{innipeg is situated at the eastern apex of the prairie region,
and at the western edge of the Appalian shierd of
rocks and.
1akes. How woul-d this position effect V/innipegrs economíc
growth?

B. Major ftrnctÍons
Winnipeg's Major Functions are:
1' transportation, communication, and other
.2. wholesale tra.de
3. retail trade
4. health and wel-fare services

1.
2'
3'

utilities

5, public administration and defence
circre on the map (figure 1"r-) examples of these five
functi_ons as you travel- over the field trj_p route.
can you suggest vrhy the highways, railways and
air facilities
are located in the resul_ting lattern?
l'Jhy has the whor-esale trade centered
north of the retail area?
fs there any particular reason for the public admj-nis,brative
buildings being located in their respective locations?
hihy have mail- orcrer houses become prominent in the
cBD.

4'
Co Secondary

F\.rnclions

l,ark v¡ith an (x) on maps (figure ].r ano r.a) the following
secondary services:
1. food and beverage servies
2. clothing

'3.
egzo estimates) on:
a) a neti"¡ork of weather protected pedestrian concourses
¡) a convention centre
c) six large parking structures
d) a swimming pool

e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

2,
3.
4'
5,
6.

an aquarium
a conservatory

a series of parks
plazas and. winter gard.ens
a library
a series of new apartments increasing the clowntown population to IOO,OOO people
1/i11 the effect of this renewar- be humanizing or de-humanizing
for the inner-city dv,,elÌer? lthy?
I'Jhat new problems might such high scale development
cause for
inner-cj-ty dwelt e::s?
Ìrlould such a d'everopment create a niozaic or melting-pot
populati_on? rdhy?
can l-eisure time, and culturar needs be satisfied in a concrete
and glass city? tl,rhy?
r,*l'ill the pressu.res of a large urban core
increase or decrease
human þressures and

anxieties? ÌIhy?
7 " Can this city survive? I,.Ihy?
B" l{il-l class l-ines become rnore divided or will the poor find
greater accessabirity to a worrd. of economic ec¿uality? rirhy?
9' Does the prospect of alrmagna ci-tyr excite you or do you see
a personal threat to your own existence? tr&ry?
F. Solutions and Al-ternative plans of Action
rt is novr hoped 'bhat from your id.entifi-cation, classification aad
summarizati-on of the concerns which became evident in the previous
sections, that you aïe:
1) prepared to ouil-ine a feir of your ohrn concerns about the
present and future status of idinnipeg, your urban comnunity

' -' -.--------

4.

2) prepared to identify some of your own need.s ancl interests
for further study
3) organized enough to project a course of action in the form
in the form of a number of alt,ernative solutions, and
4) preparecl to follow through the course of your conviction
tr.

H.

Resources

This shourd be a list of evidence, slogans, supporters, reactionaries, soft and hard media materials used. in your proposed plan
of action.
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1.

Setting
fhe foll-owing suggestions

a set of personc.l goals or,

Personal_ Goal-.s
a:.-e

offered as a guide to deveroping

phrased.:

what understandings, improvements, skills, abirities or personal
d.evelopments do r hope to receive by analyzing and interpreting the
problems of my community?

Section

A

asking the follovuing questions
1. Am r informed about urban problems, concerns or issues?
2" Have urban problems affected myself or my family in the
Begin

"by

past?

1, fs there anything f can do to facil_itate change?
4. Did I noticê aRything during the i/innipeg urban fiel_d
trip r,'rhich T wou.ld tike to study in gr:eater detait?
5. -A,re there any need.s or concerns r,r¡hich r see as rer-evant
to rne?
6. An r sufficiently informed about the politicar life of
my community?

" rs rny reading level as higtr as it shourd be for a student
of my grade?
B. Am I co-operative?
9. Am I organized?
10. ïs my education relevant to my need.s?
1l-. Can I wríte a good business letter?
l-2. Am r rel-axed v¡ith adults and ready to Llsten to thci-r
7

'

print:ôf--view?
i-3. Do I have a narroÏ/ outlook on life or am I open to more
diversity?
14. Can I predict results or conditions after a series of

varied experiences?

15. can r judge those experiences in my life which are worthwhile and those l,¡hich are of no val_ue?
16. rs my personal evaLuation of events clouded by bias or
prejudice?
-

yes

No

2

les
17.
18"
19"
20"
21"

history and geography taught me sufficient to
survíve?
Amlì-afair jud.ge of organizin¡, implemonting and
evaluating people r+hom I might someday interview?
Can f effectively cope wíth future change?
Do others decide for me what is relevant?
hlill I be a credit to my community and take an
active role ín effecting change?

No

Has

!,

i

1,

Section B,
:22. Do ï have a complete understanding. of my place in
socíety?

23" Do others affect my thoughts a¡d actions?
24" Will f affébt those with wbom I come in uontact
with in the course of my lífe?
2J. Have I learned to value human aigniti as a worthy

ideal, or is it in fact, a worttgr value?
26. Do I see my future clearly?
i
27. Dq I have the skills,to rrndéistand and ídentify
issues concerns or prob3_ems?
28" !ùould. I gíve volunteer,- service, io ry, fellowman in
,i
an emergency?
i I
29. An I ready to respond,to .the-political calling of
I

my peers?

30" Am I capable of analyzing:first-hand research?
31" Can I organize my ohrn life?
32" ILrî I alienated toward scifool?
37. An I capable of controlling my o$rn life?
34" Do I agree with the marry and divergent values of

society?
35" Do I appreciate the

¡:, ,tt

my

i,::';'

problems

of others or,

too sel-f-centered?
J6" Should we preserve ?ur many and. divergent

cultural heritages?

am

f

1-:.X,'.:r:.:':.t!:::r

.:

i.

'

17.

Do

I

3.

knov¿

the difference between bias and open-mind.- Yes No ,

edness?

I always listen, and do my best to und.erstand the
points of view of otherrs?
'
rfconcreteft
life experiences produce a more
39. Can real
permanent form of learning for me than the traditional
rlabstracttt type of course?
40. tlouLd f place the general welfare of society above my
own whenever a choice between the two is necessary?
4f . i'{o.uJ-d. I cooperate. to ma:int¿i¡-a society of many
38.

Do

,

cultures?

.r am eighùeen yea?E of age will r exercise my ,_-..F.
right-.to vote?
41. Do I always listen to both sj'des of any controverõI - ..-___l
before I decj.de on issues wl:-i-ch.wi-I[ affect rnyself .9r
42.

l¡Ihen

others?

44.. 'lo I irnderstand'walues such. as. democrauy?
4f , Do. _Lbetong?
Section (ï
The preceed.ing l+) o.uestions have been designed to force you. to
be commital.,about yourself. If you find that your rryes'r resÌlonses
greau.y'outmrm:ben ¡rour ttnort responses )rou are more than li}iely cap-

able of survival- in ary society in the near future. 0n the. n-the.E--r-.;l
hand if you find that the trnort responses outnunber tho rlyesr' ru-.
.
ì'þonsesr-.it'coulC- be that you may lvant to set out a nunber of
l.erso:ra1.€ia1s.-f,or yoursel-f w]rich would result in a pnsfti-v.e re,

.

spor-se at,

a..Iater time.

At ühis poi.nt, therefore,. yorl are asked to rephrase those. statemerts whlch you see as having some worth. to you in the fut..¡re. as arl.
."ind:rri¡1ua]..

-æar.nple is given bèlow:
lefer to question #L9 above
:9. Can I effecti-vely cope with future
-...r

cha,pgefi

4.

Re-r¿ritten
l-9, r would

with

like to learn

hov¡

to effectively evaluate

and cope

change.

A planned.-for rtfuturer outcome might read.:
r feel that r am now more capable of analyzing the results of my research and can effectively cope with change.
The above riias one- meühod of assisting you in stating your
own goaIs.
Ïf you have an equally innovative scheme feel free to use it, or any

other design.
Settine Grouþ Goals
The following suggestions are offered as a guide to deveroping
a set of group goals; or rephrased:

ldhat understandi-ngs, improvements in group
skirls,
""di-or,,
abilities andschemes do we hope to receive by anaLyzíng and interpreting the problems of our community?

Section

A

Through

a group dissussion deverop the forlowing

questi-ons.

y"".
1. Are we capable of group action?
2, can we respect the varient and different vielvs of each
of our ov¡n members?
3. Did the group as a lr¡hol-e notice anything on the urban
inner city field trip that rve see as a major concern or
problem?

4,
5.
6.
7.

setve the needs of our fel_low students?
Can we heJ_p resolve problems in our community?
Can we

sufficiently to effect change?
can we improve ihe co¡nmunicati-on galþ{etrveen ourselves,
Can we cooperate

the community and other agenci-es? Ì'
8. Can we resolve a common concern?
9, l\re we capable of identifying common goals?
I0. Can we communicate our findings into a course of

effective action?

No

---4,:

5.

Section

B

A second possible scheme for resolving group goals could
be through the completion of the following statãment.
rrAs

a group we plan to

Each member ehould freeJy and independently
statement before statements are conrpared or ãiscussed. complete the

a.:

::.

:a

I
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COMMUNTTY PROBTT]I.IS CONCERNS AND ]SSUES
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Outrined he::e are a number of alternative methods which individ_
uals or groups may use to assist them in identifying community problems concerns and. issues. These procedures are not meant as
end,s in
themselves, but rather, are starting points for deveroping
conscious
purposeful thinking and d.iscussiong.
Section I. IDENTIFICATION
Al-ternative I'{ethods
1. students might conduct a vi-sual survey of the urban community
by organi-zing a series of classroom field trips" A suggested
plan is outlined in trA 'l/innipeg Urban I¡ie1d T?ip', which
incl-udes
a series of thought_provoking questions. (See Handout #Z)
2, students might randomly rist known probrems of a personal
nature.
3-. students might ask their parents to list problems in the connunity which effect their family life or survival.
4' students can rist anc categorize cu*ent e'enbs, concerns or
problems as they are reported by the various media.
5'. students might arrange group i-hterviews with elected community
councill-ors or other rnetropolitan officials.
6¿ süudents might preview various movies, aud.i.o-vi-sua1 tapes and
radio broadcasts to promote discussion and, ultimately, identify problem areas through personal revel-ation.
7. students may wish to create a scenario based. on a futr¡ristic
city and attempt to determine rer-ated concerns.
q. students might begin by making a door-to-d.oor survey of professionals, ind-ustriarists, white and blue corr-ar workers: housewives and senior citizens in an attempt to catalogue the concerns
of the community and then choose those concerns r,vhich interest
the students themselves.
9,. Sf,udents might prepnre topics from a telephone suïvey.
lo. students might prepare a list of problems and concerns
from
read'ings either from a serected. bibriography or from the-cities

libraries.

-(For suggested readings see
bibl-iography in Handout /12

is

incl-uded

with this

2.

anð,

that which,

Handout /14),

Ll. Students might invite guest speakers to discuss various issues
or concerns seen by members of the urban community.
1,2. Students might also ask members of the school administration
or staff for thei-r advice in idenüifying local problems or
.
concerns.

Section ïI DEFINITION
once a problem, or a series of problems has been identified. it
becones necessary to clarify the many imprications related to these
problems, Such a defiruition should include:
1. A discussion of the maEnûiude of the problem.
2. A survey of programs or projects in existence whi-ch have
directed themselves to the problem"
3. /i, review of relevant and. rel_atecl 1iterature.
4. A study which would explore the various ramifications of the

,
5.
6"
7

"

L

problem including related problems.
A thorough definition of the aspect,
you plan to research.

or aspects, of the problen

A number of relatea gp""mption" upon vrhich you plan
your study.

to

base

stated declaration of the element-s in the' stud.y you plan to
avoid in your research.
A statement of the exact probleg you wish to research.
.fr

Section ITT
P.'iRT A IIAYS

SOLüTIONS AND IUIEIR ALTERNÀTIVES
/iND MEANS

are first encouraged to offer a number of personal solutions
and alternatives to questions raised in the previous section or, to
the problem which you have planned to research. rn the evenü that
you plan to üest a hypothesis, you may wish to suggest the scheme by
whj-ch you propose to prove your theory comect.
A second means to resolving your problem may be to fol1ow agaín
the steps in section r of this handout, and reviev¡ any solutions
that developed as a result of their research.
You

:

Example

4. students

Item

/14

list

cu*ent events, concerns or
problems as they are repbrted by the various rnedi-a.
The media of course incLudes the newspapers magazines, rad.io
televi-sion and movies. rt is their responsibility to report the news.
However, in many cases they also offer edÍtoríals which are
devoted
to solutions to current problems.
can

and categorize

Finally, students may wish to find ansr^rers in the pasti or a review of our history and the sorutions of past researchers. This of
course suggests a review of the literature.
PART

B

TESTTNG SOLUTIONS

Once you

believe you have the sorution to your problem you rnust
test lts worth. lhis can be best realized by a resea.rch of similar
soluti-ons, rf comparative cour.es of action have been effective
there is every reason to berieve that they may prove valid again. rf
there is an opportunity, therefore, to ùest your hypothesis or sorution you should prepare a course of action.
A program of action J-s suggested in Handout #l T.ne Course Out_
line Part E sub-section 2, entitled
Program

for

change

-.

PÂRT C ALTERNATTVE SOLUTTONS

You should always be prepared

to offer an alternative solution to
any problem since skepticism is a natural human trait.
since many of the sorutions to soci-al problems, concerns and
issues are the result of compromise, you might be wel_l advi-sed to
realize that you may have to sacrifi-ce many of your principles. Ttris
does not mean bhat you shourd abandon your beliefs, only that you must
fínd other b/ays and means of selring your ideas. rn the meantime

other alternatives may be accepted and hence only your ov/n conscience
can resolve the degree of parti-cipation you wirl take in implementing
the solutions of others, or infact abiding by their resolutions, rn
some cases you may even come into opposition v¿ith the LÀtd,
and then a
nev¡ and sornetimes insurmountabre problem might exist.

lt
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Name

TOPICS, CONCERNS, ISSUES AND

l. Drugs, Alcohol, LSD, pot
2. Race Relations
3. Civil Rights, Civil Liberties
4. Aleination
5. Media
6. Abortion and Unwed Mothers
,7. Juvenile Delinquency
B. Senior Citizens
9. Medical Care
10. Welfare
11. Poverty
L2. Advertising
13. Sex and Family planning
L4. Career Opportunities
15. Education
16. Correction, Parole, probation
L7. Housing
18. Energy and Recycling
19. Rehabilitation of Mentally I11,
20. Morals and. Va1ues
2L. Unicity Government
22. I¡aw
23. Democracy

PROBLEMS

and. Handicapped

24. Traffic Control
25. Pollution
26. Urban Blight
27. Garbage Disposal
28. Mass Transportation
29. Cultura1 Fulfillment
30. Urban Planning
31. Recreation
32. American Corporate Interest
33. Religion

34. Family
35. Nutrition
36. Economics (Inflation)
37. Protest
38.
39.

40.

Movements

ORGANTZATION OF

I

INTRODUCTTON

A MINOR RESEARCH PAPER

(planning)

A. Statement of concern
B. PROBLEM to be researched
C. tr{HY problem is of interest
D. HOW research is to be analyzed (Method)
E. ORGAI{IZATIONAL development of research
ÏÏ

RESEARCH FTNDÏNGS

A. Relates to

B.
rrr
ïv
v

READINGS

to QUESTIONS from interviews
questionnaiF--

Ans\,,/ers

and

- new insights, hypothesis or ideas
suggested by research iinaings-

coNcLUSroNS

RECOMMENDATïONS

FoR .EURTIIER P,ESEARCH,.-

future

p.lans

- a.brief synopsis of entire paper incruding
the major findings and conclusion.

SUMMARY

,:,r:-::.,.
,..--i-,:_..:

,",

'

:::':-::

QUESTIOT,TS FOR BOOK REVIEh/

1"

ldhy do you suppose

2"

Is there a
the main

the author wrote this

book?

deeper meaning behind the book you have

just read other tha¡

theme?

3" Did the author portray a particurar character in this
4" llhat mood does the author create in this novel?
5"

How

book?

are the characters portrayed?

6. Describe the setting and the plot of the story by showing events leaåi.:rg
up to the climax, the clímax itself, and the conclusion to the novel.
?" Ðid you relate to any character in this book? rdhy?
B" l{hat did you líke or dislike about this
o. Discuss a particular scene you enjoyed.
10"

idould )rou recommend.

this

book

to

book?

someone

else? Tf so, why?

COMMUNITY STUDTES

EIV

REVIEI/üS

vrlhile revíewing these tapes you should consider the following
questions" trrlrite up your conclusions in your research booklet
und.er
Chapter
V11.

1" Ðefine

problem"

?"

Name

3"

choose any ten (10) questions from the interview and summarize t.oe
a¡Ìswers" Do not change the intent of the interviewee(s)'anskrers"
rt is also imporlant not to take statements out of context.

interviewee(s)"

4. rn answering the following questions, did the interviewee(s):
(a) give convincing answers?
(b) use a background of facts to supporù their answers?
(c) give a practícal solutíon to the problem?
(d) argqe in circles and avoid the real_ issue?
(e) answer the question wíthout bias or prejudice?
(r) trave personee chaqisma?
(g) demonstrate his liberalism or conservatism?
(h) attempt to influence you in accepting his own point
of view or
philosophy?

and

(i)

fínal-ly, did the interviewee(s)

to questions with fofthought, or were answers ill
prepared and, in fact, illogical?
respond.

ISAåC
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HTqi
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73O Aberdeen Avenue

hlinnipeg, Manitoba

Date

&npl-o¡mrent

Officer,

Personnel Manager,
fupIo¡rurent Supervisor, or

Assista¡t

Personnel- Manager,

Personnel Department,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Dear

SÍr or Madan:
As

part of our

schooL program Íre
secure emplo¡nnent for one

students to
volunteer ba,sis.
üIe wouLd

are encouraging â nurnber of
or tvo days a week on a

LÍke, therefore, to introduce you to

of

Roon

ïsaac Newton student Action committee offíces, who has shown an
Ínterest ín the Job Þcperience progran. our hope is that after a
reasonable period of time you would write a letter of reference in
duplicater onê to be filed. away by the student for future reference
a¡rd. a second, to be retained for our schooL record.s.
fhar.k you

for yor:r kind

cooperati.on and consid,eration.
Yours respectfully,

Program Director,
Slqdent Action. Progran

/øøt*'tZ
J"

vrl" Caroll,
PrincipaL.

((^,--,1

¿7ë

R" ttrhite,
program

óirector,

Environnental Awareness progran

f

".;:

'.:..:r:

ÏSAAC

NE1J1T'ON

JT'NTOR ETGE SCEæL

WORK F,XPMTH{CE PROGRA}4

$.{PLOY}{EIVT INFORTïAÎ IO}l

STUDE}ITIS

NAI4E

ROOM

AGE

.ADDRESS

PäONE

No"Is

B{PLOTM
PERSONNtr., MANAGER

TIíPE OF Ð4PLOf-l{H'tT

DATES
__-¿_-

Ernployert s

Þit_i_als

DATES

_

Elnployerrs

ïnítials

%

,:

Program

DÍrector, Approval

.: :l-:':

ISA.A,C NEI.MON JUNIOR HIGH SC$OOL

PAREMTIS PERI"IISSTON FORM
FOR I,üORK ÐCPERIEIVCE

EI'{Pï,OYER:

Dear

Sir;
This form authorizes

my so4/daughter

to participate in the school tiork E>çerience

program

for the period

to

our family carries

Schoo1 Accidenü

Insurance

and/or prívate Accident

ïnsurance wÍth

Ï further

guarantee fuLr co-operation from my so4/daughter.

Thank you

for the opportunity of this

e>rperience.

Yours respectfully,

Parentrs Signature

ïSAAC iiIEt/üToN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHERIS PM}4ISS]ON
FORMS

Authorization to participate in:
an interview

[]

a tour

ao

a work erperience progran "
afieldtrip"

.

r]
n
[]

oo

èo

DATE

PLACE
T}]'ITRVTEhIEE
PHOIVE

ll0"'s
SUBJECT

PMÏOD

TEACHtrRIS SIGNATÜRE

%

8ead._i+e

__5 _
6

-7
Student

C1ive Armstrong

J" t'/" Carro11,
Principal"

Ra¡nmond.

l¡ühite

Program Directors

ffi

]l9ÁAC' î{E[riliþN ìtUNIûR-ffi
SCEOOL,
STTIDENT ACÍTON CF'F]CE

COMMtINIIV S üDIES

AATD 1I¡ORK

ÐPBIENCE

DIARY
RM.

iir:

!.

ApprovaL

j
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EVATUATTON

Preparecl
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CLÏVE

ARMSTRONG
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-

PH]LOSOPHT OF SEI,T' EVAIUAÏTON

Leonard S" Kenworthy, author of

1S_qc:i._q.l

writes:
Many persons should be involvecl
evaruation. Among them are "".

in groups and as a class.

Studrqç_fq¡i _th-e Seveg[5gr

in the many d_imensions of
the pupils - individuarly,

Kenworthy and others, including Dr. Barnard Gilmore and Garen
sayS-or, berieve that self-evaluation should begin in the Junior l{igh
School" Saylor says:

fr et tol:en sys'bemr of education onry the rearner carl
evaluate his own work" IIe may be given counsel by
ad-ult,
the teacher, but it is the learner himself v¡ho ha.s the
devised
e:rperience, and it is he who und.ersta¡rds it lue11 enough
li"
to make judgements about its satisfactj-on of his own interest
and motives"

This philosophy, therefore, ís the basis for evaruatíng the
community studies Progra:n at rsaac lrreirton, and ís approved by
ühe
Director of cu"*iculum for Manitoba, a¡d the superintendentrs
Departrnent, li'iinnipeg school Divisíon r#1" The evaruative pï,ocesrsr
conseguently, is three fo1d." It includ.es:
A" .4, Student self evaLuation
B. A Group (peer) evaluatíon
co

A Director and

staff evaluation

All contribute equally to the studentts evaluation of the areas rated
on the pupilts report card, wh.ich in tu.rn becomes and excellent diagnostic apparatus for informing both student and. parent of the pupilrs
progress" The following section is a detailed analysis of the
separate areas in the report"
,

P_ersonal 8oa1€

At the beginning of the prograrn each stud.ent sets out for himself
a challenge - a set of personar goals" He has been asked. to evaluate
his progress in realizing these goals at the time of reporting. As the
year progresses, more goals will be rearized" These will be

f.-¡,:-¡r,,¡1

2

índicated in later reports, You may r¡ish to ask your sons or daughters
to show you their personal goals. They are generarly very realistic.
P-gr_s_onaLP e v 9 1 9 pqe nI_

all d.evelop in stages, and. at d.ifferent rates. lde must first
accept this prernise before analyzing our self worth, self concept, self
esteet, self av¡areness, or as Abraham ivloslow suggests defirring our
ítstate of self actuarization??" students do this every day" Ttrey ask
t¡rle

thennselves questions such as;
I,qlho

an ï?

Do f belong?
i'úhere d-o ï fit in?
IIow do T gain some independence?
Holv can I begin controllins my ovrn destiny?
These are

the qu-estíons these student.s are respond.ing to in this

section"
Çroqp Ey*g_et.+qg
Each student asks

his friends to judge his performanceo
ra.ting found in this section is the avcrage grade.

The

nat R e 1 at ioqg
Learninghowtov,rork,cooperate,d.ebate9argue,compromise,
facj.litate, and. be responsible to the need.s of the grouprare but a felv
of the requirements of being an effective citizen" This stage is an
elemen-)ary stage in civic respcnsibirity" stud.ents are, therefore,
aslted to be critical of their relationship with other members of the
group, cJ-ass and teachers"
I-qt_elp e_rgg

:

,

::1':;::1':1'

i:'i:i

þ:g:**.þi.!qqx

,,

Responsibility can only be measured in degrees, and. at particular
times and in certain situations" This evaluation may not satisfy
eïeryorre since each of these elements varies" The responses given,
thereforer âTe only as they reflect the attitude of the student.

"'r.,

:'.::':'.:

@
is responsible for his own learning. I{e is therefore, charged. with preparing, plarrning, and folrowing through a proposed plan o:i action" His self-evaruation is an indicatioi: of that
Irf,ogress.
Fach student

,'r

,,,,...'¡,;,

1

Communication

Skills

Four categories of skills are generally accepted. as belonging to

the language arts:
Reading

l,/riting
Speaking

Listening

to rvhich each student improves in these skils is a
matter of pe¡:sotat--i.lægl. 4ll are stressed. rt is the end product
which is important" Be?dine. and. comprehension is developed through
related topics; v'Iqit*H, or written expression is equally stressed,
especially in sentence buílding, paragraph structure, theme development, worcl meaning, letter v¡riting and other skills;
gejElqe,, debating, interviewíng and argumentation are also integral parts of the
The degree

course; while Listening stresses understarrding and comprehension. This
is a self-evaruation report on the studentts progress - a total

picture.
Coqnitive Skills
rrCognitionrr

refers to

application,
analysis, synthesization a:rd evaluatíon of concepts" The precepts
studied j-n community studies ínclude political, economic, judicial,
and sociological concepts related to the urban community in which
these stud.ents live and. study" The students, therefore, have reknov,¡led.ge, urrd,erstanding,

unicity, institutions, law, precedent, inflation, recession culture, alienation and prejudice" lhese can be
found in the studentst research books. This evaluation is an indication of an understanding of these concepts and how they relate to
searched such topics as:

the süudentsr

need.s.

REPORT OT'
PROGRAM

COMMUNÏTY STUDIE'S

'

CLASS

CONCERN

DIRECTOR

CI,IVE

ARMSTRONG

SELF-EVALUATION
AREAS

RATED

FTRST TERM

Personal Goals

VGGSUS

Personal Development

VGGSUS

Group Evaluation

VGGSUS

Inter Personal Relat.ions
Responsibility
Organizational Skills
Communication Skills
Cognitive Development

VG

STUDENTIS

G

S

US

S

US

VGGSUS
VGGSUS
VGGSUS

Vc

G

COM¡4EMTS

For further information
Parents are advised to
read: Guidelines For

socia1,ffition.

Student
Parent

Dj-rector

SEIJF-EVALUATTON

AREAS RATED

SECOND TERM

Personal Goals

VGGSUS

Personal Development

VGGSUS

Group Evaluation

VGGSUS

Inter Personal Relations
Responsibility
Organizâtional Skills
Communication Skills
Cognitive Development

VG

G

S

US

S

US

S

US

VGGSUS

Vc

c

VGGSUS

VG

G

STUDENTIS COMMENTS

YEARIS FTNAL

REPORT

VGGSUS

Teacher's Signature

l.'

IPORS OF
COMMI'NTIY STIIDIES

ItrÉ'fl

CLÏlÆ

ICHER

NCIIE:

You are asked

competent

*ORGANIZATTON

to

CïrA,SS

ARMSTRONG

to grade only tho6e areas which you feel

evaLuate.

-

â) outlines
b) lnterviews
c) Group
d) Personal

e) Conceptual
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